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Drawn on vellum, this chart with its wind 
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gives the impression of dating from the age 

of exploration. In fact, Lieutenant Antonio 

de Matos drew it in 1740 on the modern 

Mercator projection for the use of ships 

and pilots of the Spanish navy. (See page 

102, below). 
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Fig. 1.15 Willem Janszoon Blaeu, terrestrial globe, Amsterdam, 1602. 

The leading cartographic publisher in Holland, Willem Blaeu, presented 

a set of globes similar to this one—one celestial, one terrestrial—to the 

Admiralty of Zeeland in 1602 "for the furthering of navigation and 

prosperity in these lands." A terrestrial globe is designed to show the 

relationship of the sea and the land, an idea put forward in ancient 

Greece, but no such globes were constructed before the fifteenth century. 

(See page 21, below). 
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FOREWORD 

by Norman Fiering 

From an American perspective, the John Carter Brown Library 

is a relatively old institution, founded as it was more than 150 

years ago, in 1846. Yet there is remarkable continuity of purpose 

in the Library's history and an intense self-awareness by the 

Library staff of the institution's past, such that a century and a 

half here is like one day. Preparing an exhibition of books, 

maps, and manuscripts on maritime history is merely the 

ripened fruit at this particular moment of the Library's long¬ 

standing and ongoing commitment to that area of study. 

The John Carter Brown Library (universally referred to as 

the "JCB") specializes in the history of the Americas, North and 

South, during the colonial period; or one might say, the history 

of European expansion to the west in the early modern period. 

As the title of the exhibition implies, "The Boundless Deep...": 

The European Conquest of the Oceans, 1450 to 1840, maritime 

history is a critical facet of that story. 

From the time of its inception, the Library has collected 

books relating to the European conquest of the oceans, although 

not necessarily consciously as "maritime history'' books. The 

Library's focus is now, and has always been, the history of the 

Western Hemisphere, as noted, roughly from the time of 

Columbus to the death of Simon Bolivar in 1830. In the early 

years of the JCB, works by or about Columbus, Vespucci, 

Magellan, or Drake, to mention but a few famous names out of 

hundreds, were more likely to be thought of as books of "dis¬ 

covery and exploration," which indeed they are, rather than as 

"maritime" books. 

Within the world of academe, however, historical fields 

and fashions are constantly bifurcating, ramifying, re-grouping, 

dying, and reviving, all of which at the John Carter Brown 

Library has little practical impact. Our essential goal has always 

been the same—to collect and preserve in perpetuity the totality 

of contemporary documentation of the Americas, from the 

moment of the appearance of European powers on the scene to 

their unceremonious eviction in the late eighteenth and early 

nineteenth century. How historians interpret this primary 

material in any given decade of the present is not the Library s 

major concern. We actively promote advanced research through 

fellowships and other programs, and ride with the current trends 

in how scholars are investing their time. 

The Library has always collected in the field of maritime 

history because it is quite obvious that European prowess and 

achievement at sea was the precondition of European power on 

land. The conquest of the oceans was integral to the invasion 

of the Americas, although in recent years historical studies in 

the United States may have been somewhat blinded to this fact. 

Similarly, although the JCB has always collected in the field of 

"European expansion to the west," and in the field of "Atlantic 

history," fifty years ago no one discussed these events or topics 

in expressly those terms. 

This exhibition has the subtitle "The European Conquest of 

the Oceans," and perhaps what most distinguishes the John 

Carter Brown Library's acquisition of maritime books since 1846 

is the pan-European nature of it. The English are primarily 

interested in their national maritime history and the French 

in theirs. At the JCB, we acquire maritime books indifferent to 

their national origins, which results, in fact, in a picture truer 

to the reality of the early modern period. The conquest of the 

oceans was a shared achievement of the European countries, 

with incessant exchange of technology and methods, driven by 

the impetus of intense competition. The Italian maritime cities, 

such as Venice and Genoa, and Portugal, Spain, the Netherlands, 

France, and England, were all participants in this reciprocal 

purloining. 

Not only were ideas and methods borrowed, but in addition, 

no form of human endeavor in the early modern period was 

more cosmopolitan or internationalized in its personnel than 

the maritime trades. Port cities and ships' crews were typically 

microcosms of the maritime peoples of the world. Seamen and 

navigators sold their skills without regard to "national" loyalties 

at a time when, in any case, the nation-state was not yet a fully 

formed entity. Columbus himself is, of course, the classic instance, 

migrating from Genoa, to Lisbon, to Seville; or Verrazzano, the 

Florentine sailing under the flag of the king of France. 

The John Carter Brown Library's holdings of maritime books 

for any one nationality cannot compare to the great collections 



of their own history in European national libraries and maritime 

centers, but it would be hard to find as many Dutch and 

Portuguese maritime books in any institution in England and 

France as are in the JCB, and vice versa: our holdings of French 

and English maritime books quite probably exceed the holdings 

in Dutch and Portuguese libraries. Moreover, the Library is con¬ 

tinuing to grow actively and aggressively in these areas. 

If one were to pick a moment when the Library first con¬ 

sciously thought of itself as building a maritime history collec¬ 

tion, it would be when Lawrence C. Wroth, Librarian of the JCB 

from 1923 to 1956, published a little book entitled The Way of a 

Ship: An Essay on the Literature of Navigation Science (1937). Wroth 

was a master at integrating descriptions of old books into nar¬ 

rative history, a skill that The Way of the Ship exemplifies. It is a 

book above all about early maritime books, virtually all of them, 

of course, already in the John Carter Brown Library collection. 

One section of The Way discourses on the earliest navigation 

manuals, for example, such as Martin Fernandez de Enciso's 

Suma de Geographia (Seville, 1519), acquired by the Library in 

1848, or the essential aids to navigation, such as the Almanach 

perpetuwn (Venice, 1502) by Abraham Zacuto. One of the most 

beautiful of these works was the French edition of Pedro de 

Medina's Arte de Navegar (1545), which appeared in a Lyon edi¬ 

tion in 1554, and indeed in numerous other editions, including 

English and Italian. 

The earliest American manual of navigation was published 

in Mexico in 1587—Instrucion Nauthica by Diego Garda de 

Palacio, which Wroth mentioned in The Way; but ten years 

later, Wroth went on to publish an essay directed specifically to 

the subject: "Some American Contributions to the Art of 

Navigation, 1519-1802," (Proceedings of the Massachusetts 

Historical Society, vol. LXVIII [1947]). Of the Instrucion Nauthica, 

Wroth says, its "superior was not to come from the pen of an 

American writer until Nathaniel Bowditch performed his great 

work of revision, elaboration, and restatement in 1802." 

Nathaniel Bowditch’s New American Practical Navigator, called 

the "seaman's bible," published in Newburyport, Massachusetts, 

in 1802, was a considerable improvement upon the most pop¬ 

ular English navigation manual of the day, The New Practical 

Navigator, compiled by John Hamilton Moore, although much 

dependent on it. 

The bibliographer of Bowditch's American Practical Navigator, 

John F. Campbell, noting the three-hundred-year ancestry of 

the book's contents, remarks: "Plagiarism in the writing of early 

nautical books was both common and necessary. Each suc¬ 

ceeding author corrected and revised what had been written 

before, and some added new material to existing works." 

Wroth not only confirmed the Library's interest in acquir¬ 

ing maritime books per se—even maritime books without a spe¬ 

cific reference to America if they were of central importance to 

the conquest of the oceans—he did the same with maps and 

charts. His Early Cartography of the Pacific (New York: 

Bibliographical Society of America, 1944) is a remarkably wide- 

ranging essay that includes a "List of Principal Maps Mentioned 

in the Text," over one hundred items in all, beginning with 

medieval contributions and running to the end of the eigh¬ 

teenth century. Maps by Giacomo Gastaldi (1546), Abraham 

Ortelius (1570), Louis de Bougainville (1771), and Cook (1777), 

among many others are cited, and Wroth relied heavily on the 

JCB's collection to compile the list. 

Wroth retired as Librarian of the JCB in 1957, and only 

months before his death in 1970 he had the pleasure of holding 

in his hands his last work, the Voyages of Giovanni da Verrazzano, 

1524-1528 (Yale University Press, 1970), which remains the 

standard account. 

It could be said that Wroth's enthusiasm for books relating 

to the sea was inherited by his successor at the helm, Thomas 

R. Adams, were it not the case that Adams already had a 

predilection for the subject, perhaps as a result of his service in 

the U. S. Navy in World War II. Adams greatly furthered the 

Library's acquisitions of maritime books, and it was under his 

aegis that for the first time a survey of our holdings was pre¬ 

pared, Maritime History: A Preliminary Hand-List of the Collection 

in the John Carter Brown Library... with a Special Section on Sir 

Francis Drake (Providence, 1979), compiled by Danial Elliott, 

then a Library staff member. 
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The precipitant for this project was the gift to the JCB in 

1978 of over one hundred maritime books, dating from 1673 to 

the mid-nineteenth century, from the collection of Dr. Francis 

Chafee. The gift included an all but complete run of Bowditch's 

New American Practical Navigator, from 1802 to the last privately 

printed edition of 1867, among other treasures. Our Maritime... 

Hand-List, which the Library is re-issuing this year, incorporating 

acquisitions made since 1979, is organized topically. That fact 

is of some interest at this moment because it is also the 

approach taken in the presentation of the "Boundless Deep" 

exhibition. The table of contents of the Hand-List reads, for 

example: "Navigation and Seamanship, 1474-1883"; "Sailing 

Directions, Marine Atlases & Pilot Guides, 1490-1875"; "Marine 

Architecture, Ship Construction, & Rigging, 1611 to 1893"; 

"Piracy and Privateering, 1603-1856"; "Shipwrecks, 1594-1865"; 

and so forth. 

Fifteen years later, in 1995, Thomas Adams in collaboration 

with David W. Waters applied the same concept to their massive 

compilation, English Maritime Books Printed Before 1801: Relating 

to Ships, Their Construction and Their Operation at Sea, which the 

JCB published jointly with the National Maritime Museum in 

Greenwich. This volume, too, has a topical arrangement 

"Almanacs," "Charts," "Dictionaries and Bibliographies," 

"Gunnery," "Health at Sea," "Longitude," and so on, but it 

includes also an alphabetical list. The alphabetical list has 

nearly 4,000 entries. As the distinguished English maritime his¬ 

torian N. A. M. Rodger wrote in his foreword to the work: 

"Only those who have compiled even a small bibliography will 

know how much painstaking labour has gone into this volume, 

and only those who have written history books will know how 

much trouble it will save future historians." 

The author of this catalogue, which describes some 215 

items in the JCB collection, is Prof. John Hattendorf of the 

Naval War College in Newport, Rhode Island. Without hesita¬ 

tion I can say that most of what has happened at the Library in 

the area of maritime history since 1983 (when I succeeded 

Adams as Director and Librarian) has been with the collabora¬ 

tion of Professor Hattendorf, with my role being principally 

that of facilitator. We have undertaken much together (always 

with the essential assistance of a number of JCB staff members) 

to promote maritime history as a field of study in the United 

States—which sadly lacks a national maritime museum such as 

one finds in many European countries. 

The exhibition addresses the epic story of the European 

expansion across the oceans, beginning with the Portuguese 

voyages down the west coast of Africa in the middle of the fif¬ 

teenth century and culminating in the great scientific expedi¬ 

tions of the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. This 

achievement, which on land often caused extraordinary and 

painful disruptions in traditional societies around the world, at 

the same time made possible the geographical unification of the 

earth and the overcoming of human isolation in every corner of 

the globe. 

Judged simply in terms of sheer daring and human 

resourcefulness, the European venture into the vast seas of the 

planet in the period from 1450 to 1840 surpasses the flights 

into outer space in the twentieth century. Because we now take 

for granted the interconnectedness and uniformity of the 

earth, it is easy to underestimate what powers of imagination 

and intellect were needed to first conceptualize the geography 

of the earth and the oceans, what determined pioneering was 

required to organize the great voyages, and what ingenuity and 

fortitude were called upon to accomplish them. 

The John Carter Brown Library's endowment is the source of 

virtually all of its regular funding, and the yield from several of 

our endowment funds is restricted to expenditures in the area 

of maritime studies: for buying books, for publications, and for 

research fellowships. Nevertheless, to mount "The Boundless 

Deep..." exhibition and to publish this exhibition catalogue, it 

was necessary to appeal to many generous patrons foundations, 

corporations, and individuals. They are listed on pages ii and iii 

of this catalogue, and I want to express to them all the Library's 

deepest gratitude. 
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Fig. 4.24 Alexander Tweedie, Naval achievements of 

Admiral George Lord Brydges Rodney. Edinburgh, 1782. 

This political caricature attacking the Whigs includes an image 

of keelhauling, although in this case it is Lord Rockingham and 

Charles James Fox who are being punished, not miscreant sailors. 

(See page 83, below). 
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INTRODUCTION 

by John B. Hattendorf 

“The Boundless Deep" is a phrase that succinctly and econom¬ 

ically captures the sense of wonder and awe with which many 

have viewed the oceans. This phrase from Tennyson's 

"Crossing the Bar" echoes an earlier line from a sonnet by 

Shakespeare, who noted that neither “brass, nor stone, nor 

earth, nor boundless sea, but sad mortality o'ersways their 

power." Thomas Moore spoke of "this narrow isthmus twixt 

two boundless seas, the past, the future,—two eternities" while 

Byron, too, observed that "O'er the glad waters of the dark blue 

sea, our thoughts as boundless, and our souls as free, far as the 

sea can bear, the billows foam." 

Mankind's enduring sense of humility and respect for the 

power and vast expanse of the world's oceans is the fundamental 

starting point in any investigation of the historical development, 

during the four centuries between the mid-fifteenth century and 

the mid-nineteenth century, of the practical ability and desire 

that grew among European seamen to cross the oceans. Although 

this process is often described as a "conquest,” it is an overstate¬ 

ment. The great forces of nature that sweep across the oceans 

remain such a constant challenge that even modern sailors will 

agree that, in a larger sense, the sea has remained unconquered. 

Yet between 1450 and 1840, Europeans did succeed in using 

the oceans for their own purposes, but not without daunting 

difficulties. In the process, Europeans in the early modern period 

developed a wide diversity of relationships to the oceans. 

Then, as today, the oceans remain a vast and dangerous 

region that covers the greatest part of our globe. Sailors today can 

easily recognize the problems that navigators faced in the age of 

sail, centuries ago. The fundamental problems remain the same, 

although, in the twenty-first century, we have much more knowl¬ 

edge and more sophisticated equipment to deal with the oceans, 

continuing to use them for our advantage and building on the 

experience developed from the fifteenth century onwards. 

The history of maritime ventures beyond the familiar 

coastal waters of Europe to the west across the Atlantic and, 

then, into the southern hemisphere, must trace the ways in 

which seamen devised new technologies and adapted the most 

advanced understanding of their time to overcome the natural 

perils of the sea. In this process, ordinary seamen, who were 

typically among the most humble and practical of people, had 

to comprehend and to apply some aspects of the most 

advanced scientific thinking of the age. 

In order to attempt voyages of discovery, one had to have 

some initial concept about the nature of the globe and the sky. 

The actual voyages would help to prove or disprove these basic 

hypotheses, but scientific understanding of cosmography and 

astronomy formed the initial basis for practical oceanic naviga¬ 

tion and exploration. Successful crossings of the oceans were 

fundamentally a process of measuring the globe as a means of 

finding one's way from one point to another with the help of 

the stars. Such voyages required the application and use of 

advanced mathematics in conjunction with data found from 

measuring instruments. Yet while we can see these connections 

as we look back through the context of book learning and the 

progress of science, we must not forget the dichotomy that his¬ 

tory illuminates: science and mathematics were fundamental 

to the process, but many a successful mariner preferred intu¬ 

ition over mathematics. Indeed, the ordinary working seaman 

was often illiterate. Although practical seamen often used 

advanced scientific ideas, they used them in a rudimentary 

form without fully understanding them. 

While an understanding of astronomy and the skies was 

essential to oceanic voyaging and navigation, understanding 

the nature of the seas, with its winds, tides, and currents, was 

equally important to piloting and grew in parallel with experi¬ 

ence in the oceans. Here, the nascent growth and gradual 

development of the modern physical sciences of oceanography, 

meteorology, marine biology, and geophysics intersected with 

the work of men at sea. 

Voyages required huge preparations on land and in port 

before they could begin. Finances had to be arranged. The 

building materials for ships, masts, sails, and rigging had to be 

found and assembled, some gathered through trade from dis¬ 

tant places. Ships' officers and sailors had to be found and 

recruited. Then, the ships had to be equipped and provisioned 

for a voyage. Long before the eighteenth century, the sailing 
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ship had become the most complex machine that man had yet 

devised. Its maintenance, support, and operation had created a 

wide variety of specialized forms of labor and technical skills, 

resulting in the development of a variety of machines and 

equipment. All these trends established shipyards as the leading 

industrial and manufacturing centers in the period. 

When the ships and sailors finally got to sea, they found 

themselves in a unique "wooden world.” It was a microcosm of 

society at home and a composite of their own individual ori¬ 

gins, but life at sea also had its own social characteristics. These 

reflected the maritime environment and the specialized techni¬ 

cal skills for operating the ships as well as the evolving habits for 

maintaining the health and discipline of teams of men engaged 

in heavy labor under dangerous and difficult conditions. 

At sea, sailors used their ships to conduct all sorts of activ¬ 

ities, ranging from charting the new waters they had found to 

all kinds of peaceful trade, naval warfare, fishing, and piracy. In 

this process, Europeans developed both administrative structures 

and regulations to deal with the range of these maritime matters. 

Having reached distant lands, sailors played a role in creating 

settlements and interacting with other peoples and cultures. 

From the voyages of Columbus in 1492-1504 to those of 

Wilkes in 1838-1842, the great maritime expeditions of geo¬ 

graphical exploration and scientific discovery captured the 

public imagination and have retained a fascination that can 

only be compared to that of space exploration in modern 

times. The experience of those voyages gave rise not only to 

factual accounts, but also to fiction, poetry, and art that often 

became the conduits in creating cultural influences and trends 

in Europe. 

During this period, sailors and ships on the oceans formed 

the only link between lands, peoples, and cultures. The history of 

the way in which these connections were forged and the means 

that were used to create them involved imagination, intellectual 

and practical achievements, technological innovation, political 

and economic development as well as war, conquest, and suf¬ 

fering. The process of the European conquest of the oceans over 

a period of four centuries between the mid-fifteenth century 

and the mid-nineteenth century involved such a diverse range 

of activities in such a wide variety of places across the globe 

that it may truly be seen as a major topic of world history. 

An exhibition on a subject so wide and so all-encompassing 

can attempt neither to tell the entire story nor to show all the 

riches of the John Carter Brown Library relating to it. The pieces 

in this exhibition have been chosen for a variety of reasons. In 

some cases, the selection was made because of visual interest; 

in other cases, the choice was made because of an item's rarity 

or the fact that it represented an issue, idea, or important 

aspect of maritime history worthy of further research. The basic 

thought behind the exhibition was to suggest the diversity in 

mankind's relationships to the sea and, through this catalogue, 

to provide a more permanent guide for researchers approaching 

the maritime materials in the John Carter Brown Library, while 

also hoping to stimulate new work in those materials. 
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Fig. 1.15 Willem Janszoon Blaeu, celestial globe, Amsterdam, 1602. 

The leading cartographic publisher in Holland, Willem Blaeu, presented a set of 
globes similar to this one—one celestial, one terrestrial—to the Admiralty of 
Zeeland in 1602 "for the furthering of navigation and prosperity in these lands." 
Celestial globes designed to illustrate the heavens and the stars were used by 
early astronomers. With its poles oriented correctly, a celestial globe could be 
used to predict the times of rising and setting of the stars. (See page 21, below). 
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CHAPTER 1 DISCOVERING THE GLOBE AND THE SKY 

When European seamen first ventured down the coast of Africa into the Southern 

Hemisphere and out into the ocean past the Atlantic islands, they needed to 

have some understanding of the nature of the globe and the sky in order to find 

their way. This led very practical men to adapt and to apply to navigation the 

work of some of Europe's greatest scientists in the areas of geography, astronomy, 

mathematics, cartography, and cosmography. Yet an important and inherent 

division remained between the complex work of the academic in his library and 

the practical application of academic theory by the average sailor at sea. 
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Fig. 1.1 Ptolemy, Geographia. Bologna, 1477. 

In the second century, Ptolemy made the first attempt 

at a world atlas. Long known to Arab scholars, it became 

available in Europe after it was translated into Latin in 

1406. A world map from the first printed edition with 

maps is shown here. 
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proposal for determining longitude by using the so-called lunar 

distance method. Another edition, published at Strasbourg in 

1525, contains a critique of contemporary nautical charts 

written by Wilibald Pirckheimer and annotations to Ptolemy's 

text by Joannes Muller "Regimontanus." (fig. 1.1) 

Geography 

Between the mid-eighteenth century and the mid-nineteenth century, 

the study of geography became the science that is known today. 

Prior to that period, geographical knowledge was categorized in a 

variety of ways, most prominently as the study of cosmography 

and the study of chorography, as well as geography. The knowledge 

was dispersed in accounts of voyages and found on charts, globes, 

and maps. The practical navigator at sea needed to learn something 

about the size of the globe, the dimensions and shores of the seas 

on which he sailed, and the locations of lands and islands. The 

process required measuring the size of the earth and recording such 

information on maps and charts for others to follow. In its Classical 

form, the aim of the study of geography was to determine the 

location of places on the surface of the globe. Gradually, this mode 

of inquiry took on subtle political, religious, and imperial overtones. 

Ptolemy (fl. 2nd cent, c.e.) 

Geographia. Bologna, 1477. 

Ptolemy's Geography, the first attempt at a "world" atlas, was 

familiar to Arab scholars, but became widely known in western 

Europe only after Jacopo Angelo translated it into Latin in 

1406. It contains a treatise on map-making, a series of maps, 

and an extensive list of places located by latitude and longitude 

based on a sphere divided into 360 degrees. Although Ptolemy's 

use of coordinates created a model for the future, it was not yet 

practical for sailors to use without adequate means of measur¬ 

ing longitude at sea. While Renaissance scholars immediately 

recognized Ptolemy's work as a major achievement from the 

Classical period, its subsequent reprintings are important as a 

progressive record of the growing knowledge of geography from 

the fifteenth century onwards. The John Carter Brown Library 

has forty-seven of the fifty-one editions of the work printed 

before 1700, each containing a variety of commentaries and 

critiques of Ptolemy's work. The collection includes the 1477 

Bologna edition, shown here—the first to include maps and 

the 1514 Nuremberg edition, which includes Johann Werners 

Martin Fernandez de Enciso 

Suma de geographia. Seville, 1519. 

The first printed Spanish navigation manual, Fernandez de 

Enciso's Suma appears to have been partially based on an earlier 

and anonymous Portuguese work of uncertain date, Regimento 

do estrolabio y do quadrante. In his dedication to the king, Enciso 

acknowledged that he obtained information from working 

mariners and pilots. The book contains the earliest printed 

world-wide sailing directions, a section of which is devoted to 

the West Indies and constitutes the first published rudimentary 

sailing directions to American waters. As early as 1540, Roger 

Barlow translated the entire book into English, but the bulk of 

the translation remained in manuscript until 1932. However, 

a portion of the book, the sailing directions to the West Indies, 

was translated by John Frampton and printed in London in 

1578. (fig. 1.2) 

Gemma Frisius (1508-1555) 

De priticipiis astronomiae & cosmographiae. Antwerp, 1553. 

First published in 1530 as a manual to accompany a globe that 

Gemma Frisius produced, the book appeared in at least eleven 

editions between 1530 and 1582, eight in Latin and three in 

French. Gemma Frisius speculated that there was probably a 

strait near Labrador that connected the Atlantic with the Pacific, 

and this suggestion was an important impetus to Englishmen 

in their search for a Northwest Passage. His most important 

thought, however, was the observation that one could use a 

portable mechanical clock to compare the differences in local 

time at different places on the globe and thereby determine 

the longitude of a location, (fig. 1.3) 

William Cuningham (b. 1531) 

The cosmographical glass, conteinying the pleasant principles 

of cosmographie, geographie, hydrographie, or navigation. 

London, 1559. 

Cunningham's volume was the first book on the topic of cos¬ 

mography to be printed in English. Written in the form of a 

conversation between the fictional characters Philonicus and 

Spodaeus, the book presents an introduction to cosmography 

and geography that is noted for its illustrations and use of 

italic type. The author stressed the usefulness of cosmography 

for the military and maritime defence of England. Another 

interesting feature of the book is its early reference to Gemma 

Frisius's idea of using a chronometer to determine longitude. 
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Fig. 1.2 Martin Fernandez de Enciso, Sutna de geographia. Seville, 1519. 

This volume was the first printed Spanish navigation manual. 
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Fig. 1.3 Gemma Frisius, 

De principiis astronomiae & 

cosmographiae. Antwerp, 1553. 

In this book, the Flemish mathe¬ 

matician Gemma Frisius explained 

for the first time how the longitude 

of a place may be found by using 

a clock to determine the difference 

between local and absolute time. 

In the book's second edition, 

Gemma added notes on finding 

longitude at sea, becoming the first 

person to consider that problem. 

DE PRINCI. COSMOCRAPHIVE,, 15 

CAPVT III. 
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Fig. 1.4 William Cuningham, 

The cosmographical glass. 

London, 1559. 

Cunningham wrote the first 

English-language book on cosmog¬ 

raphy, which is also noted for the 

quality of its illustrations and use 

of italic type. 
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nor yet oftheyr takfmg.butwil leaue it tofuck as are Ft 

lotcs (y mailers ofthatfacultie,(ywillfew the a way 

how they Jhall both correffe their erroursfiyalfoguide 

Py direS their VeJfeIs,accordiug fArte (y Science. 

.Spo. Thefirftfpray you begin withthediuifioofthc 

water,expoudingfuch namet as they take of ther place. 

Phi.Thatwas my meaning:(y firfl at touching the fcas 

youfhal note that it is diuerfy callcdteither accordmgto 

the hole,or els accordigto the part. Accordtg to the hole, 

as the feas by thisgenerall name Oceafecaufe they cir- n0„„ 

euit thearth roiide about.according to the partes,as the 

feas breaking into the land,(y making backpt on either . 

fide is called Sinus,takingc alfo the name of the place it t'f'fp, 

ftrweth into, as Sinus Adriatitus ,fmus Arabicus , Si¬ 

nus Indicusiyc.Alfo thegreatfeaswhich dmdethAfif 

(yrSurope,yscalledthemidleerthfeastaktngthatname Umtmeur 

hecaufe in the IFeatt ofSpainc,it breafeth into the 

middes aftbSartb.Thc Bpddefeas where proud Tha- n M w 

ro (y all his bende were drenched: is not)arte diftante 

from 
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In the preface to this volume, Cuningham claimed for the 

study of cosmography a wide range of benefits. Among them, 

"she delivereth us from great and continuall traveiles. For in a 

pleasant house or warm study, she showeth us the whole face 

of the earthe, withal the corners of the same.... In travailing, 

thou shall not be molested by the inclemency of the air, boys- 

terous winds, stormy shores.... In sailing thou shalt not dread 

pirates fear perils and great wind or have sick stomach through 

unwholesome smells.'' (fig. 1.4) 

Edward Wright (1558-1615) 

Certaine errors in navigation. London, 1599. 

Edward Wright was a Cambridge academic, a Fellow of Caius 

College, who sailed with the Earl of Cumberland on a raiding 

expedition to the Azores in 1589. On that voyage he witnessed 

(and was inconvenienced by) a number of errors in naviga¬ 

tional practice, and when he returned to England he set himself 

the task of correcting them. The difficult issue he saw was to 

provide mathematical instructions for constructing Gerard 

Mercator's chart projection, which the cartographer had neg¬ 

lected to supply, so that an ordinary seaman could use the chart 

to show a rhumb line (line of constant bearing) as a straight 

rather than a curved line on the chart. To solve this problem, 

Wright's most important contribution was to calculate and 

publish tables of meridional parts for every minute of latitude. 

In this book, he also published a chart of the eastern Atlantic, 

to show the expedition of the Earl of Cumberland to the Azores 

in 1589, which was the first published demonstration of his 

approach on a usable navigational chart. The 1657 edition, 

which is also in the John Carter Brown Library, contains Wright's 

translation into English of Simon Stevin's Havenvinding (Leyden, 

1599) — The Haven-finding Art—one of the earliest Dutch con¬ 

tributions to navigation, which Wright first translated and 

published in 1599. Stevin's work contained Petrus Plancius's 

table of variations at various places in the world as observed 

by Dutch sailors, a set of practical guidelines on how to find a 

port when latitude and variation are known, and a description 

of Reynier Petersz. Van Twisk's compass of variation. 

The Wright-Molyneaux map from 

Richard Hakluyt (15527-1616) 

The principal navigations, volume II. London, 1599. 

Richard Hakluyt's famous compilation of voyage narratives 

contained Edward Wright's first demonstration of his projec¬ 

tion on a world map, engraved in 1599. The projection, still 

popularly known as Mercator's, requires that longitude lines be 

parallel to each other and equidistant, rather than converging 

at the poles. At the same time, the latitude lines are spaced pro¬ 

portionate to their distance from the equator. This map, now 

attributed to Wright, was at one time called the Molyneaux 

THE 

SECOND VOLVME 
OF THE PRINCIPAL NA¬ 
VIGATIONS, VOYAGES, TRAP- 
fiques and Dilcoueriesofthc Englifh Affio»,made by 

Sea or ouer-Iand, to the South anc) South-cad parts of the 
World,at any time within thecompafle ofthefc itfoo.ycrcs: 

Diuided into two feuerall parts: 

Whereof the firft containeth the perfonall trauels, See, 
of the Englip, through and within theStreight of Gibraltar to jfl- 
ger,Tnnis, and Tripoli* m B/trbary, to ^UxsuuirU and Cairo in A Egypt,to the Iflcs 
oiStciiia,Zarrte,Candia,Bj}oelus,Cyprus,and Cbio,totheCitic ol'Conflantinep/e,todiu<r>parts 

ofcAffiaminor,toSyria and Armenia,toJerufa/em,znd otherplaces in Judaea; As alio to A- 

rabta, downc the Riucr ofEuphrates, toBAjIm 3nd Batfara, and fo through the per. 
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South parts ofAjia, And likewife from Goa to Combos*,and to all the 

dominions ofZclabdtmEchebttr the great Mogor, to the mighty 
Riucr of Ganges, to Btngala, Aracan,Bacola, and Q.'ton- 

den,to Pegu,to /amaha 1 in the kingdomc ofSi¬ 

am, md almoftto the very fron¬ 
tiers of Chtna. 

The fccondcomprehendcth the Voyages, Traffichs,(<rc. 
of the Englifli Tiation,made without the Streight of GibraU 

tor,to the Iflands of the eA$ores,ofPortoSauio,Madera,zodthc Canaries, 
to the kingdomes of Barbxry,TO the I Act of Capo fWqto the Riucr* of Sougafiem. * 

hra,budralnmha,ztxi Sierra Leona,u> the coaft of Gumtaznd Benin,to the file* 

ranra,to ^Hitangtmt ncere Mt%atmbi‘j<*>to the 111c* of Comoro atui 
ZMX[bar,to the due of Goa .beyond Capt Conrxi,to the Ulei 

of l/jotbar,CometTelo,3tsd Vmia Vmaom,\o the 
mainc land of Malacca,and to the king- 

dome of Imfaloon. 

^ByRiCHARpHACKLVYT Preacher,andfotnetitne Stu¬ 
dent of Chrifl-Church in Oxford. 

(Si Imprinted at London by George Bifhop, 
‘Ralph Tgewbery, and Robert Barker, 

ANNO 1 j s>s>. 

Fig. 1.5 Wright-Molyneaux Map from Richard Hakluyt, 

The principal navigations, London, 1599. 

This map is Edward Wright's first demonstration on a world 

map of his modifications to the Mercator projection that 

made it practical for use at sea. The map survives in only a 

small percentage of copies of Hakluyt's volume. The left side 

of the two-sheet map is illustrated opposite. 
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Fig. 1.6 Juan Antonio Gonzalez Canaveras, Planisferio 

6 carta general de la tierra. Madrid, 1800. 

There is only one other known copy of this huge map 

on which the cartographer was trying to demonstrate 

graphically the relationship between geography and 

differing times of sunrise, sunset, and seasons. 
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map, because of its similarity in certain respects to the terres¬ 

trial globe made in 1592 by Emery Molyneaux, who, with the 

engraver Jodicus Hondius, constructed the first globe in England. 

In terms of geographical understanding, the map is signifi¬ 

cant for showing the world's oceans based only on information 

from actual voyages of discovery, rather than on tradition or 

accepted belief. In addition, it is the first publication of a 

world map that demonstrates Edward Wright's adaptation of 

Mercator's projection for practical use. In Twelfth Night, which 

was first performed in January 1601, Shakespeare wrote a line 

for Maria to describe Malvolio: "He does smile his face into 

more lines than are in the new map with the augmentation of 

the Indies." Scholars have spent much time trying to interpret 

Shakespeare's description, which may have been a reference to 

the use of loxodromic lines for compass direction as well as 

grid lines on Wright's map, along with the inclusion of the 

Solomon Islands, just to the east of New Guinea, in a way that 

makes them appear as an extension to the East Indies. The 

most recent census of copies of this book shows that the map 

survived in only a very small percentage of copies, with only 

thirteen examples of this second and more complete state of 

the map. (fig. 1.5) 

Juan Antonio Gonzalez Canaveras 

Planisferio 6 carta general de la tierra. Madrid, 1800. 

The designer of this map, Juan Antonio Gonzalez Canaveras, 

was professor of geography at the University of Cadiz and 

treasurer of the royal palaces at San Ildefonso, Balsam, and Rio 

Frio. His idea in producing a map with this unusual projection 

was to create a teaching tool that allowed a user to see the rela¬ 

tionship between the geography of the globe and the differing 

times of sunrise, sunset, hours of daylight, seasons, and broad 

weather patterns around the globe. Gonzalez Canaveras's son, 

Francisco de Paula, drew the map, and the famous engraver 

Jose Antonio Ximeno y Carrera produced the plates for it. The 

printer, Benito Cano in Madrid, printed it on twelve sheets, 

which when assembled create nearly a square, 1.52 meters by 

1.43 meters. There is only one other known copy of this map. 

(fig. 1.6) 

Astronomy and Mathematics 

Knowledge of the stars and their use in measuring the earth and 

locating positions on the globe was a fundamental feature of 

navigation when ships sailed beyond coastal waters. For a seaman, 

astronomy was closely tied to a practical understanding of 

geography. Building on Classical knowledge as well as on Arabic 

and Jewish scholarship, scientists and mathematicians in Portugal 

and Spain made the first great contributions in applying this area 

of study to oceanic navigation. They developed instruments and 

methods for determining position at sea through the observation of 

stars and planets. The results of the observations needed to be 

inserted into mathematical calculations and linked to a grid of 

measured latitude and longitude on the globe. The Portuguese and 

Spanish scientists and seamen successfidly worked out practical 

methods in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries to find latitude 

at sea, and these were transmitted to mariners in Northern Europe. 

Determining longitude at sea proved to be much more difficult; 

a practical solution was not found until the eighteenth century. 

As in other areas, however, it was an exceptional sailor who 

was able to grasp and to apply the advanced understanding of 

astronomy and mathematics that was required. 

Ptolemy (fl. 2nd cent, c.e.) 

Almagest. Venice, 1515. 

Ptolemy's astronomical studies were known much earlier in 

Western Europe than his Geography. The work known as 

Almagest was originally part of Ptolemy's "Mathematical 

Collection," and had the Greek title He mathematike syntaxis. It 

was later titled "The Great Astronomer," or Ho megas astronomos. 

Sometime in the ninth century, Arab astronomers began to 

refer to it as the greatest book, in a mixture of Arabic and 

Greek, they termed it al Megiste, and thereby created the title 

used today. Building on the now lost works of Hipparchus, 
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Ptolemy summarized the Classical understanding of the Sun, 

Earth, stars, and planets. Ptolemy was the principal advocate 

of the idea that the Earth was the immovable center of the 

universe, around which every other celestial body moved. To 

account for the unequal motions of some bodies, the 

Ptolemaic system reflected the earlier ideas of Apollonius of 

Perga that some planets moved in large circular "deferents" 

around the earth, while others moved in smaller circular 

"epicycles" with centers that moved around the circumfer¬ 

ences of the "deferents." The Ptolemaic earth-centered system 

was generally accepted in Europe until Nicolaus Copernicus's 

sun-centered system displaced it after 1543. 

Joannes de Sacro Bosco (fl. 1230) 

Sphaera tnutidi. Venice, 1491. 

In the thirteenth century, an Oxford-educated Englishman 

working at the University of Paris, John of Holywood (often 

referred to by the Latin form of his name, Johannes de Sacro 

Bosco) summarized contemporary understanding of the 

astronomy that had been formulated by Ptolemy in the sec¬ 

ond century c.e. Using Gerard of Cremona's twelfth-century 

Latin translation of Ptolemy's Almagest, Holywood created an 

easily understandable and influential astronomy textbook that 

circulated in manuscript copies and in more than forty printed 

editions published between 1472 and 1647. Virtually all of the 

navigation manuals of the sixteenth century used some ver¬ 

sion of Holywood's summary to explain the fundamentals of 

nautical astronomy. 

Holywood was the author who affirmed for educated people 

in the fifteenth century (including Christopher Columbus, 

who owned a copy of his book) that the world was round, as 

the ancients had well understood. The frontispiece of the book 

shows the figure of Astronomy with two types of astrolabes for 

observing the stars. In her left hand is the armillary sphere. 

Described by Ptolemy, it is a representation of the celestial 

globe, in skeleton, based on the great circles of the heavens 

divided into degrees for angular measurement. Raised in her 

right hand is the planisphere or plane astrolabe believed to 

have been invented by Hipparchus in the second century 

b.c.e., but modified about 1480 for nautical use. 

Johannes Muller "Regiomontanus" (1436-1476) 

Calendariutn. Nuremberg, 1474. 

Joannes Muller's Calendarium contains declination tables and 

illustrations (with moveable parts) of several navigational 

instruments. Muller, also known as "Regiomontanus" (the 

Latin name for his birthplace of Konigsberg), became a student 

of the Austrian mathematician Georg von Peuerbach (1423- 

1461) and was a key figure in the establishment of algebra and 

trigonometry in Germany, creating and improving sine tables 

to facilitate astronomical observations. Together, Peuerbach and 

Muller were able to improve on the "alfonsine tables," Arabic 

astronomical observations compiled in 1252 by a team of 

Jewish cosmographers under the patronage of King Alfonso X 

of Castile. In addition, Muller's work included an early descrip¬ 

tion of the cross-staff and a study of eclipses. Using Muller's 

tables, Columbus had tried to find his longitude on both his 

1497 and 1504 voyages by observing the elapsed time of an 

eclipse, (fig. t.7) 

Abraham ben Zacuto Samuel (b. ca.1450) 

Almanack perpetuum. Venice, 1502. 

Abraham Zacuto compiled his "Perpetual Almanac of the 

Heavenly Bodies" in about 1474. A Spanish Jew, he was a key 

figure among the Jewish and Muslim scientists who provided 

the basis for modern nautical science through their knowledge 

of Arabic and Hebrew literature, their training programs, and 

the manuals they compiled. Zacuto calculated his tables in 

Salamanca before the Jews were expelled from Spain, and he 

eventually took refuge in Portugal, where he became royal 

astronomer. Before they were printed, the tables circulated for 

over twenty years in manuscript, the form in which Columbus 

consulted them. Zacuto's tables of the daily declination of the 

sun had a major influence on the development of astronomi¬ 

cal navigation, providing the foundation for the calculation of 

latitude from the altitude of the sun. (fig. 1.8) 

Francisco Faleiro (fl. 1535) 

Tratado del esphera y del arte del marear. Seville, 1535. 

The Portuguese cosmographer Francisco Faleiro and his brother 

Rui immigrated to Spain in 1518. Rui was Magellan's partner, 

and the two brothers planned to organize Magellan's westward 

voyage to Asia that resulted in the first circumnavigation of the 

globe. However, before Magellan sailed, Rui became mentally 

ill and was unable to continue this work. Francisco remained in 

Seville where he was employed from 1519 on as a salaried offi¬ 

cial at the Casa de Contratacion, the agency established by the 

Spanish government in 1503 to organize trade to the Indies 

and to provide navigational information and instruction. 

While working in this capacity, Faleiro wrote this commentary 

on Sacro Bosco's thirteenth-century study of the sphere. For 

two years, until Pedro Nunes's Tratado da sphaera appeared, 

Faleiro's 1535 volume was the best available practical summary 

for seamen and confirmed Faleiro's prominent position as a 

cosmographer. Faleiro was among the first to discuss in print 

the problem for navigation posed by terrestrial magnetism, 

providing instructions for measuring magnetic declination 

and compass variation, readings that he incorrectly thought 

were important for determining longitude. An exceptionally 

rare book, it is known in only two other copies, (fig. 1.9) 
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Fig. 1.7 Johannes Muller "Regiomontanus," Calendarium. 

Nuremberg, 1474. 

Christopher Columbus is known to have used a copy of this 

book, with its illustrations of navigational instruments and 

declination table, when he was trying to find his longitude 

during his 1497 and 1504 voyages. 
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Fig. 1.8 Abraham ben Zacuto, 

Almanach perpetuum. Venice, 

1502. 

These tables of the daily declina¬ 

tion of the sun circulated in 

manuscript among navigators, 

including Columbus, for more 

than twenty years before they 

were first printed in this book. 
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Fig. 1.9 Francisco Faleiro, 

Tratado del esphera y del arte 

del marear. Seville, 1535. 

In 1535 this was the most 

advanced explanation in Spanish 

of the fundamentals of celestial 

navigation. Only three copies 

of this book are known to have 

survived. 
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Pedro Nunes (1502-1578) 

Tratado da sphaera com a theorica do sol e da lua. 

Lisbon, 1537. 

Pedro Nunes, the greatest Portuguese mathematician of the six¬ 

teenth century, was a professor of mathematics at Coimbra and 

became chief cosmographer of Portugal in 1547. His treatise, 

Tratado da sphaera, was a key contribution to the art of naviga¬ 

tion. The first part of the book is based on the works of others, 

including the anonymous Portuguese work Regimento do estro- 

labio, Faleiro's book containing a Portuguese translation of 

Sacro Bosco's work, and an essay by Peuerbach on the sun and 

moon. The section entitled "Tratado da sphera" is a translation 

of Joannes de Sacro Bosco's Sphaera mundi; "Theorica do sol e da 

lua" is a translation of the first two parts of Georg Aunpekh's 

Theoricae novae planetarum; "Liuro primeiro da Geographia" is 

a translation of the first book of Ptolemy's Geography. In the 

second part, however, Nunes discarded the widely used Zacuto 

tables in favor of the more accurate table by Regiomontanus. 

Nunes's description of the "loxodromic curve" and his expla¬ 

nation of sailing the shortest distance between two points on 

a curved surface using the "great circle" route, was an original 

contribution. In this, Nunes discussed the deficiencies in the 

plane chart, which Pirckheimer had earlier noticed, but would 

not be resolved until the work of Mercator and Wright at the 

end of the century. 

This book is also the first navigational manual that men¬ 

tions the use of the cross-staff at sea. Other writers, such as 

Johann Werner, Peter Apian, and Gemma Frisius, referred to 

the cross-staff in academic studies of astronomy, but Nunes 

was the first to mention it in a practical nautical context. 

Nunes's Tratado was the most comprehensive of the 

Portuguese navigation manuals published up to that time, and 

it quickly became the foundation for those that followed. This 

copy belonged to the Portuguese pilot Manuel de Figueiredo 

(1568-1630), the author of Hidrographia, exame de pilotos 

(1608). Figueiredo's signature is on the title page. 

Peter Apian (1495-1552) 

Astronomicum caesareum. Ingolstadt, 1540. 

A landmark in the literature of astronomy, Astronomicum cae- 

sarum has been called "the most luxurious and intrinsically 

beautiful scientific book that has ever been produced." 

Written by the prolific Peter Apian, a German astronomer and 

mathematician who was a professor at Ingolstadt, the work 

not only summarized all current knowledge on its subject, but 

was also designed to be a set of instruments that could actually 

be used in solving problems. Its thirty-seven full-page diagrams 

in color, many with complicated moving parts, called volvelles, 

reflect the author's devotion to using visual means to explain 

the complexities of Ptolemaic astronomy. Employing brilliant 

colors, Apian designed the book for use by Emperor Charles V, 

who in 1532 had granted a thirty-year privilege to Apian to 

produce the work. Aside from its physical beauty, the volume, 

which took Apian eight years to produce, made an original 

contribution to knowledge through the publication of Apian's 

observations and theory on comets. In the tenth chapter of 

the book, Apian described the possibility of finding longitude 

though measuring the distance between the moon and a fixed 

star. The method, known as "lunar distance," had to wait until 

the mid-eighteenth century before adequate instruments 

became available to make effective use of it. (fig. i.io) 

Pedro de Medina (14937-1567?) 

Arte de navegar. Valladolid, 1545. 

In the mid-sixteenth century, a small number of Spanish cos- 

mographers became increasingly interested in the subject of 

navigation as an applied form of their theoretical science. As 

these men came to be appointed to positions of authority, 

they began to promote the idea that the practically oriented 

pilots should be thoroughly educated in astronomy and math¬ 

ematics. Medina was one of the group of cosmographers who 

eventually succeeded, over the objections of the pilots, in 

changing Spain's licensing examinations for pilots to include 

navigational theory. 

In December 1538, Pedro Medina joined the staff of the 

Casa de Contratacion in Seville, the agency that organized 

trade to the Indies and provided navigational information and 

instruction. A cosmographer, he was also licensed to make and 

sell charts and to sit on the examining board for licensing 

pilots. Although Medina did not receive a regular salary, he, like 

others in his position, was entitled to supplement his income 

by charging fees for various services, among them teaching 

navigation. This volume is the first of the series of navigational 

handbooks published by the cosmographer-teachers at Seville 

in their effort to encourage the application at sea of a broad 

understanding of astronomy. Arte de Navegar illustrates Spanish 

knowledge about celestial navigation in the mid-fifteenth 

century. At the same time, Medina was apparently unaware 

that the book that Nicolaus Copernicus had published two 

years earlier in 1543, De revolutionibus orbium coelestium (On the 

Revolution of the Heavenly Orbs), completely changed the 

understanding that Medina's book reflected. Meanwhile, the 

efforts of the staff of the Casa de Contratacion to promote a 

mathematical basis for navigation did not overcome the 

reliance that sailors traditionally placed on dead reckoning in 

their routine practice at sea. A note on the title page indicates 

that this copy belonged at one time to a Jesuit library in Paris. 

In seventeenth-century France, the Jesuits played a key role in 

teaching and promoting navigational science, (fig. i.ii) 



Fig. 1.10 Peter Apian, 

Astronomicum caesareum. 

Ingolstadt, 1540. 

A landmark in the literature 

of astronomy, this book is also 

one of the most beautiful and 

intricate sixteenth-century 

examples of the printer's art, 

with dozens of moving parts. 
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Fig. 1.11 Pedro de Medina, Arte de navegar. Valladolid, 1545. 

This volume is the first in a series of navigational handbooks published 

by the cosmographer-teachers at Seville. They were intended to promote 

an understanding of astronomy among pilots and navigators and 

encourage the use of celestial navigation. 
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Fig. 1.12 Pedro de Medina, L'art de naviguer. Lyon, 1554. 

A translation of Medina’s work by the French royal geographer, Nicolas 

de Nicolai of Dauphine, this book exemplifies the dispersion of Iberian 

technical knowledge. It is also notable as a fine example of Renaissance 

bookmaking and for its decorative woodcuts. 
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Pedro de Medina (14937-1567?) 

L’art de naviguer. Lyon, 1554. 

Medina's work was translated into several languages and 

appeared in more than twenty different editions between 1554 

and 1663. The royal geographer, Nicolas de Nicolai (1517-1583) 

of Dauphine, produced this edition in Lyon, France, during 

the reign of Henry II. The book is particularly noted for the 

quality of its decorative woodcuts and as a fine example of 

Renaissance bookmaking. As in many other editions, an illus¬ 

tration depicting Ptolemy's view of the universe is the frontis¬ 

piece of the first section, but Nicolai's edition also reflects the 

changing character of scientific understanding of the time. It 

includes Nicolai's woodcut map of the North Atlantic which 

incorporates fairly recent geographical knowledge, and in the 

margins on many pages there are rubrics that refer to current 

scientific debates, (fig. 1.12) 

Martin Cortes (fl. 1551) 

Arte of navigation. London, 1561. 

Martin Cortes's Breve Compendio de la Sphera y de la Arte de 

Navegar was the most comprehensive of the Spanish nautical 

works of the mid-sixteenth century and marked the apogee 

of Spanish influence in this field. Completed, if not entirely 

written, at Cadiz in 1545, it was printed in two folio editions in 

1551 and 1556. Little is known about Cortes beyond his own 

statement that he was a citizen of Bujaraloz in Aragon living in 

Cadiz. While not particularly original in its approach, Cortes's 

work was widely distributed and very influential, becoming 

the standard navigational text at the Casa de Contratacion. 

Among other things, it contained the first detailed instructions 

for constructing a cross-staff and an astrolabe and provided 

tables showing the number of miles in each different degree of 

latitude. In addition, it contained the first printed reference in 

Spanish to the fact that the earth's magnetic and geographical 

poles were not identical. The presence of these important scien¬ 

tific insights should not, however, lead to the assumption that 

all Spanish sailors made regular use of this information or that 

they employed it consistently in practice. 

In 1558, the chief pilot of the English Muscovy Company, 

William Borough, visited the Casa de Contratacion in Seville, 

obtained a copy of Cortes's work, and brought it back to 

London. Richard Eden translated and published the book, 

which was the first navigational manual printed in English 

and, as such, it became a revolutionary introduction to the 

subject for practical English seamen, going through a total of 

ten English editions through 1630. While revolutionary in 

intellectual terms, its publication did not automatically 

change the conservative approach that English sailors took to 

their work. 

«ilNSTRVCIONg&- 
N A V T H I C A; P A R A EL BVEN 

V<o, y regimiemo de las Naos, fu traca,y 
y gouierno conforms a la alcuradc Mexico. 

Copuefta por el Dodfor Diegogarcia de 

Palacio, del Colcjo de fu Mageltad, 

y fu OydorenlaRealaudie- 

ciadeladicha Ciudad. 
Dirigido, al Excelletilsimo Sefior Don Aluaro Mannique,de 

juriiga, Marques de Villa maurrique, Vurcy, Gouer- 

nador, y Capitan general defies Reynos. 

Con liccncia, En Mexico,En cafa de Pedro 
Ocharte. Ano de x 5 8 7. 

Fig. 1.13 Diego Garcia de Palacio, Instrucion nauthica. 

Mexico City, 1587. 

This work of nautical instruction is the first maritime book 

printed in the Americas. 
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Fig. 1.14 William Borough, 

A discours of the variation of the 

cumpas, or magneticall needle. 

London, 1581. 

Borough's book provided the first 

authenticated practical observations 

of magnetic variation, obtained 

during a voyage beyond Norway's 

North Cape. 
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Diego Garcia de Palacio (fl. 1576-1587) 

Instrucion nauthica. Mexico City, 1587. 

Published in Mexico City in 1587, Diego Garcia de Palacio's 

Instrucion nauthica was the first maritime book printed in the 

Americas. Written in the form of a dialogue and with no illus¬ 

trations, it presents the basic information about practical navi¬ 

gation, shipbuilding, and other matters, including a vocabulary 

of common nautical terms. It was a workmanlike summary of 

contemporary knowledge with little attempt at originality. 

(fig. 1.13) 

William Borough 

A discours ofthe variation ofthe cumpas, or magneticall 

needle. London, 1581. 

Aside from its clearly maritime use, this was also one of the 

first scientific books published in England. Its author, William 

Borough, had sailed in the Baltic, White, and North Seas as well 

as the Bay of Biscay. In 1587, he served as Drake's vice-admiral 

on the expedition to Cadiz. Between 1581 and 1599, he served 

as comptroller of the navy and wrote this small book as a sup¬ 

plement to Robert Norman’s The New Attractive. In it, Borough 

provides the first authenticated practical observations of mag¬ 

netic variation, obtained during a voyage beyond Norway's 

North Cape. Borough describes the mathematical applications 

needed to correct a ship's compass course for the earth's mag¬ 

netic field and suggests an improved instrument for this, made 

by Robert Norman, (fig.i.14) 

Willem Janszoon Blaeu (1551-1638) 

Globes, terrestrial and celestial. Amsterdam, 1602. 

In 1602, Willem Blaeu presented a set of two globes to the 

Admiralty of Zeeland "for the furthering of navigation and 

prosperity in these lands." Blaeu's firm was the leading carto¬ 

graphic publisher in Holland for the first three-quarters of the 

seventeenth century. Blaeu had studied for a year under the 

Danish astronomer Tycho Brahe. He first produced a set of 

globes in 1599, then went on to publish maps beginning in 

1604, and later became hydrographer of the Dutch East India 

Company in 1633. The nine-inch globes shown here are printed 

on twelve gores and are modifications of his first globes. The 

terrestrial globe has the prime meridian based on Cero or 

Flores in the Azores and shows Olivier van Noort's track around 

the world in 1598-1601. The celestial globe shows the Latin 

names for the constellations drawn in the "saenredam" style 

and categorizes the stars in six different levels of magnitude. 

In this period, globes were sold mostly to wealthy merchants 

as symbols of their status, suggesting not just wealth but also 

learning. The fundamental purpose of both terrestrial and 

celestial globes was to present a more realistic image of the 

earth, which was so difficult to present on a flat sheet of paper. 

While not completely practical for use at sea, a globe could 

assist in teaching the basic tenets of astronomy and navigation 

and in making navigational calculations. The Dutch East India 

Company supplied its ships with terrestrial globes during the 

first half of the eighteenth century and, between 1746 and 

1760, also issued celestial globes for use with the recently 

invented octant, (fig. 1.1s) (See pages xiv and 2, above). 
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A Tutor to Aftronomy 
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Fig. 1.16 Joseph Moxon, A tutor to astronomy and geography. 

London, 1659. 

Joseph Moxon was a key figure in transmitting Dutch navigational 

knowledge to England. This was his most popular book, appearing 

in seven editions up to 1699. 

Manuel de Figueiredo (1568-1630) 

Hidrographia, exame de pilotos. Lisbon, 1625. 

First published in 1608, this book by the Portuguese pilot 

Manuel de Figueiredo contains the earliest printed table of the 

sun's amplitude for each degree of declination and each degree 

of latitude up to 54°, thereby making it possible for sailors to 

correct their compasses daily at sunrise and sunset. 

Giovanni Battista Nicolosi (1610-1670) 

Teorica del globo terrestre et esplicatione della carta da 

nauigare. Rome, 1642. 

Giovanni Battista Nicolosi was a Sicilian cartographer working 

in Rome. This early work dealt with the theory of making terres¬ 

trial globes and nautical charts. Later, he traveled to Germany 

during the Thirty Years' War, and in 1652, the papal office of 

Propaganda Fide at Rome commissioned him to prepare an atlas, 

which he published eight years later under the title Dell'Hercole 

e studio geografico. The work became known for Nicolosi's use 

of the most authoritative sources. A second edition of this 

work was published in 1670 shortly after Nicolosi's death 

under the title Hercules siculus sive studium geographicum. 
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Giovanni Battista Nicolosi (1610-1670) 

Mexicum in hac forma in lucem edebat Ioannes Baptista 

Nicolosius S.T.D. Rome, 1660. 

When Nicolosi first published his map Mexicum in his 1660 

atlas, he used a projection that ties this work to his early study 

on the making of globes. The projection has a grid framework 

marked at every ten degrees with curved parallels equidistant 

at the intersection of each curved, converging meridian. 

Despite its title, the four-sheet map shows much more than 

just Mexico. It includes Baffin and Hudson bays, and stretches 

south as far as 7° N, encompassing the St. Lawrence River, the 

Great Lakes, the Caribbean, and the northern coast of South 

America, including coastal features, ports, and dangerous shoal 

areas. Nicolosi's representation of the most northerly parts of 

North America probably derives from Nicolas Sanson's 1656 

map of Le Canada; however, his information on the Great 

Lakes and from the coast of Georgia southwards is much more 

detailed and based on newer sources. Nevertheless, Nicolosi's 

work continues to show the typical mix between myth and 

fact that characterized so much early cartography. Here, the 

Rio Grande River (named the Rio Escondido) is represented 

with greater accuracy and detail than had ever been done 

previously, yet the map also shows California as an island and 

three locations for the explorer Coronado's fabled city of gold, 

"Quivira.” 

Joseph Moxon (1627-1691) 

A tutor to astronomy and geography. London, 1659. 

Joseph Moxon was a key figure in transmitting Dutch naviga¬ 

tional knowledge to England. With his parents, he had emi¬ 

grated from England to the Dutch Republic about 1637 and 

spent his youth in Rotterdam and Delft, where his father was a 

printer. Returning to London in 1646, father and son set up a 

partnership at the sign of the Atlas in Cornhill. Among the 

things they brought to England with them was W. J. Blaeu's 

newly published handbook on globes. In 1654, Moxon trans¬ 

lated Blaeu's work, but five years later he wrote an entirely new 

handbook for the English market using the same title. His 

most popular work, it appeared in seven editions before 1699. 

(FIG. 1.16) 

The Search for Longitude 

During the period of the first voyages on the open ocean, seamen 

learned relatively quickly to find their latitude at sea. They also 

discovered, however, the serious difficulty they faced in trying to 

determine their longitude, which remained the principal block to 

finding their precise position on the globe. As ships began to move 

across the seas from Europe, followed by the establishment of regular 

trade in an environment of intense competition for dominion and 

empire, a solution to the problem of determining longitude at sea 

became a practical necessity. Ships and lives were increasingly lost 

due to failures in navigation that were attributable solely to the 

lack of knowledge of location relative to east-west meridians. 

In 1598, Philip III of Spain offered a perpetual pension of 6,000 

ducats to the person who could first discover the means to readily 

find longitude at sea. The Dutch followed by offering a similar prize 

to their seamen. After the drowning in 1707 of one of England's 

most famous seamen, Admiral Sir Cloudesley Shovell, along with 

1,315 sailors in a shipwreck on the Scilly Isles, the British 

Parliament in 1714 offered the largest reward, with a £20,000 

prize, and established a government-funded Board of Longihide to 

investigate the problem. 

The challenge stimulated a wide variety of responses; some were 

serious scientific proposals while others might be considered 

"crack-pot" schemes. Among those worthy of serious consideration, 

the solutions fell into three broad areas: (l) using the earth's 

magnetic field; (2) using measurements and calculations based on 

the position of various heavenly bodies; and (3) using a mechanical 

timekeeper at sea that could keep a standard time and be compared 

with local time in other parts of the globe. 
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Fig. 1.17 John Harrison, Art account of the proceedings, in order 
to the discovery of the longitude. London, 1763. 

In 1759 the clockmaker John Harrison brought to a successful end 
a long scientific quest. He crafted a chronometer that could keep 
accurate time on board a ship, thereby making possible with relative 

ease the determination of longitude at sea. 

• ft 
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Dorotei Alimari (d.ca.1725) 

Mathematici veneti longitudinus. London, 1715. 

The Italian mathematician Alimari (ca. 1650-1727) offered the 

first published work in competition for the newly established 

British longitude prize. Published in Latin and English in 1714 

and 1715, Alimari's proposal involved the use of special equip¬ 

ment with the preparation of highly precise ephemerides: 

calculated tables of the precise location of celestial bodies. 

Although seamen found the recommendations impractical for 

use at sea, scientists seriously respected Alimari's effort to 

apply mathematics to the quest for longitude. 

Emanuel Swedenborg (1688-1772) 

Forsok at finna ostra och westra lengden igen igenom 

mdnan, som til the lardas omprofwande framstelles. 

Uppsala, 1718. 

In the latter part of his life, Emanuel Swedenborg became famous 

for his religious mysticism and theology, which led to the 

founding of the Swedenborgian sect. However, the early part of 

his career was devoted to work as an engineer and scientific 

researcher. After studying at Uppsala University, Swedenborg 

left Sweden in 1710 for a three-year period in London. There he 

studied mathematics, mechanics, and physics, while thinking 

about inventing such things as airplanes and submarines. On 

his return to Sweden, he became a student of the country's 

leading scientist, Christopher Pohlem, and began to publish a 

series of books in Latin and Swedish on such varied fields as 

mathematics, astronomy, physics, metallurgy, geology, and 

natural philosophy. In this volume, Swedenborg presented a 

reconsideration of earlier ways of finding longitude by using 

the moon. 

Jane Squire (1671-1743) 

A proposal for discovering our longitude. London, 1742. 

Jane Squire rejected most of the common approaches to the 

study of astronomy and proposed in their stead a new termi¬ 

nology and notation, along with recognition of a prime 

meridian based on Bethlehem. She proposed an entirely new 

division of the globe and sky into a million "cloves," each with 

its own "zenithal" star by which to calculate astral and local 

time. Squire seems to have begun her work about 1720 despite 

criticism that "mathematicks are not the proper study of 

women." The first edition of this book appeared in 1731 with 

its text in French and English on facing pages. Despite her 

valiant efforts, officials never took her proposals seriously, and 

Britain's astronomer royal declined to acknowledge her work. 

John Harrison (1693-1776) 

An account of the proceedings, in order to the discovery 

of the longitude. London, 1763. 

After many inventive minds had looked for theoretical solu¬ 

tions to the problem of how to determine longitude at sea, it 

was the English watchmaker John Harrison who accomplished 

the practical task of successfully constructing a chronometer 

that could withstand the motion of a ship at sea and the 

changing climatic conditions on an ocean voyage. The British 

Board of Longitude required that any device proposed for the 

competition be fully tested. Harrison's son William made a 

voyage to Jamaica in 1761-1762, during which he was able to 

determine his ship's longitude within eighteen nautical miles. 

Two good friends wrote this account of John Harrison's success 

for him: the optician James Short (1710-1768) and a well- 

known barrister, Taylor White (1701-1771). After further tests 

between 1765 and 1773, Harrison eventually received the 

long-standing British prize for finding the most practical 

method of determining longitude at sea. As a result, this small 

book has become an icon of a great scientific quest, (fig. i.17) 
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Fig. 2.3 Marco Francesco Gisolfo, Portolan chart of the eastern 

Mediterranean. [Manuscript]. Genoa, ca.1565. 

The "Rose" near the center of the left hand side of this chart is labeled 

for the sixteen wind directions, while the loxodromic lines that cross 

the chart serve as rhumb lines and magnetic courses. The letters placed 

clockwise around the Wind Rose (t,g,l,s,o,g,p, and m) are abbreviations 

for the names of the winds in the Mediterranean: tramontana, graeco, 

levante, sirocco, ostro, garbin, ponente, and maistro. (See page 31, below). 
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CHAPTER 2 DISCOVERING THE NATURE OF THE SEA: 

WINDS, TIDES, AND CURRENTS 

Geography and mathematics allowed one to locate the boundaries of the sea on 

the planet and to find one's way across it using the stars, but the sea itself 

held mysteries. Stories that seamen brought back from their experiences on the open 

ocean stimulated visions of imaginary creatures as well as of imaginary islands 

and peoples. Very slowly, the progress of empirical investigation and abstract theory 

dispelled these visions and led toward a scientific understanding of the causes 

and patterns of winds, tides, and currents. As with the fields of geography, 

astronomy, and mathematics, the knowledge and technology of the sea paralleled 

the development of the modern physical sciences of oceanography, meteorology, 

marine biology, and geophysics. 
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The Sea in the Imagination 

At the outset of the age of oceanic conquest, much of the available 

information about the nature of the sea was speculative and con¬ 

jectural. Fantasy and vivid imagination gave rise to false accounts 

that were only slowly disproved by observation and careful reporting. 

Olaus Magnus (1490-1557) 

Carta marina. Rome, 1572. 

The map of Scandinavia shows a full array of monsters that 

many imagined inhabited the sea, as well as a variety of mar¬ 

itime activities. The cartographer Olaus Magnus, the last 

Catholic archbishop of Sweden, spent much of his life in exile. 

He apparently drew this map to demonstrate to the Pope the 

extent of the area that the Roman Church was losing to the 

Protestants. He began work on the Carta Marina in 1527 while 

living in Gdansk and completed it in Rome, where it was first 

published in 1539. (fig. 2.1) 

Fig. 2.1 Olaus Magnus, Carta marina. 

Rome, 1572. 

This detail from Archbishop Olaus 

Magnus's map of Scandinavia shows 

the Norwegian Sea inhabited by a wide 

array of imaginary monsters. 

Abraham Ortelius (1527-1598) 

Theatrum orbis terrarum. Antwerp, 1574. 

Abraham Ortelius compiled and published the first modern 

atlas of the world. (The word that we use to describe the genre 

comes from the uncompleted work of Gerard Mercator 

[1512-1594] and his posthumously published Atlas with his 

own cartographical projection). Using a systematic and con¬ 

sistent format—each map was of uniform size—Ortelius also 

collected the most authoritative information available and 

included the latest news about America. In the process, he 

accepted the reality of several islands that existed only in the 

imagination of mariners who thought they had sighted land 

in the misty seas, such as St. Brendan's Island (S. Brandani), 

the Isle of Demons (dos demonios), Estotilant, Frislant, and 

Icaria, which are grouped at the upper right in the North 

Atlantic. Frisland was probably an early sighting of the Faroe 

Islands, while some of the others may have been sightings of 

Labrador, (fig. 2.2) 
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Fig. 2.2 Abraham Ortelius, Theatrum orbis terrarum. Amsterdam, 1574. 

Ortelius produced the first modem atlas of the world. His famous map of the 

Americas reflects much authoritative new information, but he also accepted 

reports of a number of imaginary islands in the North Atlantic: dos demonios, 

S. Brandani, Frislant, Sept cites, and Santana. 
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Observations and Scientific Theories 

about the Nature of the Sea 

Careful observation of the sea by European navigators began in 

the Mediterranean. Knowledge gained there over centuries was 

transferred to the Atlantic and beyond. As European seamen moved 

into the oceans, they observed new phenomena. At first, scientists 

and academics at home tried to relate the new observations 

to already established interpretations, sometimes only succeeding 

in creating more misunderstanding. It often required a long process 

to replace old notions with new, based on a full understanding 

of what had been observed. 

Marco Francesco Gisolfo 

Portolan chart of the eastern Mediterranean. [Manuscript]. 

Genoa, ca. 1565. 

In the Mediterranean, steady seasonal winds could be relied 

upon as indicators of direction. In the hands of a skilled and 

experienced navigator, dead reckoning was an accurate way of 

sailing from one port to another. The rose, showing the sixteen 

primary winds, also provides the basis for magnetic compass 

courses, indicated by the loxodromic lines at angles across the 

central and eastern Mediterranean. The same approach that 

was used in the Mediterranean was successfully transferred to 

long-distance navigation in the Atlantic and other oceans 

although it lacked precision. It was the "tried and true" 

method that conservative sailors typically relied upon, even 

while the cosmographers, astronomers, and navigation teachers 

were trying to promote the use of sophisticated instruments 

for celestial navigation to determine position by latitude and 

longitude, (fig. 2.3) (See page 26, above). 

Jean Taisnier (1508-ca. 1562) 

A very necessarie and profitable booke concerning navigation. 

Translated by Richard Eden. London, 1579? 

In publishing this book, an English translation of a collection of 

scientific treatises in Latin that Johannes Taisnier had gathered 

and published in Cologne in 1562 under the title Opusculum 

perpetua memoria dignissimum, Richard Eden was attempting to 

bring to England the scientific information necessary for launch¬ 

ing England's maritime enterprises. Little information of this 

type was readily available to English readers at the time. Yet the 

work was a conflation of science, pseudo-science, superstition, 

and tradition, and clearly illustrates the prevailing confusion. 

The book covered a range of topics that included the lode- 

stone, continual and local motions, the proportions of ships, 

and the "flowing and reflowing" of the tides. The section on 

tides was taken from the work of Fredericus Delphinus, pro¬ 

fessor of mathematics at Padua, and "divers learned men." 

Taisnier's section on the lodestone is well known to have been 

plagiarized from the work of a thirteenth-century writer Petrus 

Peregrinus, printed in Augsburg in 1558 under the title Epistola 

de magnete. 

Ralph Bohun (d. 1716) 

Discourse concerning the origine and properties of wind. 

Oxford, 1671. 

In the age of sail, wind and wind patterns were of essential 

importance, yet the relationship of wind to ocean currents 

and changing atmospheric pressure was not readily apparent. 

In this volume, Ralph Bohun, a tutor in mathematics at New 

College, Oxford, offered his understanding of the matter. His 

stated intention was to compare the observations of seamen 

with the writings of philosophers in order "to arrive at a more 

perfect History of Winds." Bohun, teacher to the son of the 

diarist John Evelyn, is remembered for requiring his pupils in 

mathematics and science to read Aristotle's Ethics and Rhetoric 

in their original Greek, to teach "the right sympathy between 

passions and words." As amply demonstrated in his book on 

winds, Bohun looked upon Aristotle as "the greatest master of 

methodizing our thoughts." (fig. 2.4) 

Cesar d'Arcons (d. 1681) 

Le secret du flux et reflux de la tner. Rouen, 1655. 

Cesar d'Arcons was a barrister in the high court at Bordeaux 

who published a variety of studies that ranged from biblical 

philology to an explanation for the ebb and flow of the sea. 

His book is more speculative than scientific. 
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Fig. 2.4 Ralph Bohun, Discourse 

concerning the ... wind. Oxford, 

1671. 

In trying to understand the nature 

of the winds, Ralph Bohun, a 

Fellow of New College, Oxford, 

tried to compare the observations 

of sailors with the writings of 

ancient philosophers "to arrive at 

a more perfect History of Winds." 
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Fig. 2.5 Athanasius Kircher, 

Mundus subterraneus. 

Amsterdam, 1678. 

This is the earliest printed 

thematic chart of currents in 

the open ocean. It was intended 

to demonstrate Kircher's theory 

that currents are connected 

to a worldwide system of under¬ 

ground canals and reservoirs. 

TABULA GEOGRAPHICAL HYDROGRAPHIC A MOTHS OCEATSd. CURRENTES. ABYSSOS. MONTES IGNIVOMOS 

TJOTAT H*C FIC. ABYSSOS MONTHS VULCANIOS 
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Isaac Vossius (1618-1689) 

De motu marium et ventorum. The Hague, 1663. 

Isaac Vossius, a Dutch scholar who had served for a time as 

librarian to Queen Kristina of Sweden and later emigrated to 

England, was one of the few scientists in the sixteenth and 

seventeenth centuries who devoted a book-length study to the 

subject of tides. First published in Latin in 1663, the volume 

drew wide attention, and an English translation appeared in 

1677. In his conclusion, Vossius proposed that the action of 

the sun's heat was the single force responsible for winds, tides, 

and ocean currents. 

Athanasius Kircher (1602-1680) 

Mundus subterraneus. Amsterdam, 1678. 

The Jesuit polymath Athanasius Kircher produced the earliest 

printed thematic chart of currents in the open ocean. He 

believed that there was a worldwide system of underground 

canals and reservoirs that were connected to above-ground 

rivers and oceans, forming a global system of water circulation. 

In this, he followed the Greek legend that rivers of the world 

derived from Oceanus, the sea that encircled the habitable 

world, through underground connections, (fig. 2.5) 

Francisco de Seixas y Lovera (fl. 1688-1703) 

Theatro naval hydrographico. Madrid, 1688. 

A table in this book shows the names of the winds in four lan¬ 

guages—Castilian, Italian, German, and Latin. The work is 

devoted to the study of the winds and currents of the world's 

oceans. In a later edition, Seixas accused a Jesuit teacher of 

rhetoric and mathematics, Francisco Petry (1641-1695), of 

having plagiarized his ideas in a volume entitled Causas efi- 

cientes y accidentales del fluxio del mar (1694), published under 

the pseudonym Pedro de Castro. Petry's book, which is also in 

the John Carter Brown Library, like Seixas's, shows no aware¬ 

ness of the modern explanation of the tides that Newton pro¬ 

pounded in the Principia (1687). 

Francisco de Seixas y Lovera was a widely experienced 

Spanish mariner, who lived a remarkably adventurous life, 

although not one entirely uncommon for men of the sea in 

this era. After studying mathematics and cosmography as a 

young man, he went to sea around 1661. Following a voyage 

to Smyrna and Constantinople, he went to France and sailed 

in the ship carrying the French ambassador to the court of the 

Grand Mogul. Then, sailing in a Portuguese ship to the China 

Seas, he visited the Moluccas, where he transferred to a Dutch 

ship to cross the Pacific en route to the Netherlands. Returning 

to Spain, he sailed to India with the fleet under Enrique 

Enriquez, before returning to Cadiz in 1672. He commanded a 

privateer against France in the War of 1689-1697, and then 

from 1697 to 1701, he was in Central America, where he 

explored for gold and silver. In 1704, he became a captain in 

the Spanish navy and governor of the province of Tacuba in 

New Spain. In addition to the Theatro naval hydrographico, 

which also appeared in a French edition in 1703, he published 

Descripcidn de la region austral magallanica (1690). 

Philippe Buache (1700-1773) 

Cartes et tables de la geographic physique ou naturelle, 

presentees au Roi le 15 rnai 1757. Paris, ca. 1770. 

Phillipe Buache's Cartes et tables was the first thematic atlas, and 

its theme was physical geography. In it, we find the earliest 

attempt to map the ocean floor, and some of the first steps 

toward a theory of continents, including such matters as the 

continental shelf and the relationship of continents to island 

groups. Buache made his academic reputation with this work, 

in which he showed that the typical geological features of the 

land—mountain ranges, valleys, and canyons—also exist 

under the ocean. He wrote, "the use I have made of soundings, 

and which no one has employed before me to convey the 

depths of the ocean, seems to me very appropriate to make 

known in a sensible manner the gradient or slope of the 

coasts, and... which shows us by degrees... the bottoms of the 

basins of the sea." 

Buache was a pupil of Guillaume de L'Isle, whose daughter he 

married. The Academy of Sciences awarded him its architecture 

prize in 1721, and in 1729 he became "premier geographe du 

Roi" in the Depot des Cartes et Plans. The following year, he 

succeeded de L'Isle as a member of the Academy of Sciences 

and adjunct-geographer, and served as the professor of geog¬ 

raphy to the king's children. Buache later revised and updated 

de L'Isle's maps, collecting them in an atlas that was published 

after both men had died. Buache is also known for having 

concluded from his geographical studies, before the Alaskan 

peninsula and the Aleutian Islands were discovered, that a 

geographical connection existed between Asia and America 

near the Bering Strait. His nephew Jean-Nicolas Buache de 

Neuville (1741-1825) was also a hydrographer at the Depot 

des Cartes et Plans, (fig. 2.6) 

Benjamin Franklin (1706-1790) 

[Course of the Gulf Stream], [Paris, ca. 1778], 

By the eighteenth century, seamen had accumulated much 

experience about the nature and path of the Gulf Stream along 

the coast of Florida, but had not fully appreciated the full extent 

of its swing across the North Atlantic. In 1767, when Benjamin 

Franklin was serving in London as deputy postmaster general, 

he investigated the reasons why a slow-sailing merchant vessel 

from Rhode Island could arrive in London two weeks ahead of 
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Fig. 2.6 Philippe Buache, Cartes et tables de la geographie physique 

ou naturelle, presentees au Roi le IS mai 1757. Paris, ca. 1770. 

The first example of a thematic atlas of any kind, this atlas of physical 

geography contains the first attempt to map the ocean floor. In it, Buache 

presented his revolutionary idea that the ocean floor had geological features, 

such as mountains and valleys, that were comparable to those on land. 
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Fig. 2.7 Benjamin Franklin, 

[Course of the Gulf Stream], 

Paris, ca. 1778. 

Benjamin Franklin began to 

investigate the course of the Gulf 

Stream in 1767, and eventually 

published this chart when he was 

in France during the American 

Revolution. 
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the packet boats intended for fast passage between New York 

and Falmouth, England. Captain Timothy Folger of Nantucket 

passed on to Franklin information about the path of the Gulf 

Stream that was widely known to Nantucket whalers, who 

profitably hunted along its margins. The Gulf Stream chart 

shown here, prepared by Franklin, was published in France 

and was probably intended to facilitate sea communications 

between France and North America, (fig.2.7) 

Matthew Fontaine Maury (1806-1873) 

Maury's sailing directions—enlarged and improved. 

Washington, D.C., 1858. 

Matthew Maury was superintendent of the U.S. Naval 

Observatory and Hydrographical Office from 1844 to 1861, 

when, as a Virginian, he joined the Confederate States Navy. 

Early in his career as a naval officer, Maury had become inter¬ 

ested in wind and current movements. Shortly after taking up 

his post at the Hydrographical Office, he began to analyze the 

data in ships' logbooks and requested additional information 

from merchant captains on a standardized form. After collecting 

and analyzing data over a five-year period, Maury demonstrated 

that ships were making unnecessarily long passages in an 

effort to escape imaginary ocean currents. Using the data 

Maury had collected, the U.S. Navy distributed free wind and 

current charts to American shipmasters, the first of which 

appeared in 1847 and showed the North Atlantic. One of the 

first ships that used the information reputedly saved thirty-five 

days in making a voyage from New York to Rio de Janeiro. As 

a result of Maury's suggestions for promoting broader scientific 

cooperation, the first international maritime meteorological 

conference was held in Brussels, Belgium, in 1853. The goal was 

to establish internationally accepted standards for gathering 

meteorological information by ships at sea. 

In 1850, Maury began to publish his widely used set of 

Sailing Directions, the full title of which in earlier editions was 

Explanation and Sailing Directions to Accompany the Wind and 

Current Charts, and in 1855 he published his major study, The 

Physical Geography of the Sea. 
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Fig. 3.2 Theodor de Bry, Grands voyages, Frankfurt, 1594. 

This engraving of shipbuilding depicts members of the Diego de 

Nicuesa expedition to Panama in 1509. Under their commander 

Olando, they had run aground and were forced to build a new 

vessel re-using materials from the wreck. (See page 40, below). 
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CHAPTER 3 PREPARING TO SAIL 

Preparation for going to sea involves a wide range of land-based activities that 

are greatly affected by the nature and character of the port city from which 

the voyage is to be launched. Sources of finance, the city's convenience as 

a gathering point for materials and information, and its manpower resources 

all have a bearing on success. Ports are the staging points for any voyage 

and are the places where the complex business of outfitting a ship takes place. 
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OUSIPO. 5IV£ VT PERV'E 

TVST/L LAPIDVM INSCRIP 

TIONES HABENT VLYSIPPO. 

VVLGO LISBONA FLQRENTIS: 

SIMVM PORXVGALLML EMPCRIV. 

CASCALE Lustratm otrv- 

Fig. 3.1 G. Braun and F. Hogenbergius, Civitates orbis terrarum. 

Cologne, 1572. 

This view of Lisbon shows many of the activities of a great port city. In 

the shipyard at left center, three ships are under construction with a large 

wheeled crane nearby and wood laid out for use. A variety of ship-types 

are shown, ranging from galleys and warships to the small Mediterranean 

three-masted vessels known as xebecs. A large galleon, flying flags and 

pennants, lies at anchor in the center, while the ship immediately to 

the left is just arriving, and a small boat, perhaps carrying port officials, 

is coming alongside to greet it. To the right, the buildings along the 

waterfront (marked 8) house Kingjoao Ill's "New India House," while 

the buildings behind it (marked 7) are those of the "Old India House” 

near King Manuel's Ribeira Palace. On the lower panel, the building on 

the right is the mosteiro dos Jeronimos, the monastery largely financed 

by profits from the spice trade, while the fortified island in the center of 

the panel is the Torre de Belem, marking the starting point for oceanic 

exploration. 
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Home Port 

All maritime activity begins ashore. For the sailor, a port is the 

gateway between life ashore and life afloat, but it is also a gateway 

between two worlds that are closely interconnected. It is in port 

and on land that ships are designed, the materials for shipbuilding 

are gathered, the vessels constructed, the sails and rigging made, 

and the sailors recruited. Essential to the creation of a voyage, 

ports are also the endpoints for a voyage and the place where trade 

goods are disbursed into the hinterland, where ships are repaired, 

and where seamen settle their families and make their homes, 

anticipating return for rest and relaxation after a voyage. The 

locations of ports were determined by a combination of factors: 

navigable waterways leading from main sea routes, safe roadsteads 

for anchorage with easy access to the port's industrial and 

commercial center, and both water and land routes to the interior. 

These factors joined the fundamental requirements for urban 

growth, including a safe and defensible location with access to 

food and water supplies for supporting a large population. 

Georgius Braun (fl. 1593-1616) and 

Franciscus Hogenbergius (d. 1590) 

Civitates orbis terrarum. Cologne, 1572. 

Lisbon is a great capital city, distinctive in its own right, but 

it was also home to the typical activities of a major seaport. 

The view of Lisbon in the first systematic collection of views 

and maps of the world's cities shows much of the variety at 

a major port. 

Civitates orbis terrarum was published in six volumes over 

nearly half a century between 1572 and 1617 and was designed 

to complement the first modern atlas, Ortelius's Theatrum orbis 

terrarum. Braun edited the first five volumes and Hogenbergius 

was the most important engraver of the illustrations in the 

book. Over a hundred artists and engravers contributed to the 

volumes, which illustrated 546 cities in 360 copperplate 

engravings. The artists included Joris Hoefnagel (1542-1600) 

of Antwerp, who had traveled widely through Europe drawing 

views of cities. After his death in 1600, Hoefnagel's son, Jakob, 

continued his father's work. Among other contributors, the 

Danish cartographer Heinrich van Rantzau (1526-1599) pro¬ 

vided views of many northern European cities. Taken as a 

whole, the work is one of the most important publications of 

the sixteenth century, (fig. 3.i) 
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local scholar, to write the text, and Anton Koberger to print 

the work, adapting everything to their 1,700 woodcut illustra¬ 

tions. A few of the woodcuts can be traced to the young 

Albrecht Diirer, who worked as an apprentice in Wolgemut's 

studio about this time. 

Ship Design and Shipbuilding 

The design and building of ships is a traditional craft that has 

deep roots in a variety of local traditions. Building techniques were 

closely tied to the particular practical uses for which a vessel was 

intended. In the southern Europe tradition of shipbuilding, one can 

trace aspects of fifteenth-century ship design and construction 

back to their origins at the time of the Roman Empire. In northern 

Europe, the traditions had both Celtic and Viking origins. Ships 

headed for oceanic exploration had to be built to withstand the 

conditions of the open sea and with a capacity for carrying provi¬ 

sions for a crew during a long voyage away from a base of supply. 

Ideas about design and construction, and the required skills in this 

traditional craft were passed on by word of mouth and by example 

and were rarely put in written form. Much is currently being 

learned about this subject through the research that underwater 

archaeologists are doing on newly discovered shipwrecks. 

Hartmann Schedel (1440-1514) 

Registrum huius opens libri cronicarutti cu[m] figuris et 

ijmagibus ab inicio mufnjdi. Nuremberg, 1493. 

There are few records of fifteenth-century shipbuilding in 

Europe, but some valuable information on the subject can be 

found in contemporary illustrations that focus on the biblical 

story of Noah's Ark. In composing such scenes, artists sometimes 

enriched their biblical images with observations of current 

practice, as this woodcut suggests. 

This book, known more commonly as the Nuremberg 

Chronicle, is a general work of world history that may be the 

earliest instance of close cooperation between author, printer, 

and illustrator in the making of a book. The illustrators, Michael 

Wolgemut and Wilhelm Pleydenwurff, initiated the project, 

found funding for it, and commissioned Hartmann Schedel, a 

Theodor de Bry (1528-1598) 

Grands voyages. Frankfurt, 1594. 

This engraving of shipbuilding depicts members of the Diego 

de Nicuesa expedition to Panama in 1509. Under their com¬ 

mander Olando, they had run aground and were forced to 

build a new vessel, making use of the timbers of their wrecked 

ship, in order to return home. The details of sixteenth-century 

shipbuilding, however, probably derive from a Flemish shipyard 

that the artist had seen close at hand. Half a century later this 

same image was modified and republished elsewhere to show 

Noah building the Ark. (fig. 3.2) (See page 36, above). 

Tome Cano (fl. 1580-1611) 

Arte para fabricar. Seville, 1611. 

Tome Cano's work, substantially completed about 1608 and 

printed three years later, provides valuable insight into Spanish 

ship construction for the early part of the seventeenth century. 

An experienced ship owner and mariner with decades of expe¬ 

rience in trans-Atlantic sailing, he wrote this treatise in the 

context of government-sponsored debate regarding ideal 

ship sizes and configurations for Spain's American trade. 

F. Dassie (fl. 1677) 

L'architecture navale. Paris, 1677. 

Galleys were a characteristic vessel in the days of ancient 

Greece and Rome and even continued to be used as warships 

in the Baltic through the end of the eighteenth century. In 

France, Louis XIV began to create a large galley fleet in the 

Mediterranean in the 1660s. Huge sums were spent on con¬ 

structing galleys, mobilizing the manpower to operate them, 

and maintaining the Galley Corps as a force that could fight 

for limited objectives and serve as a symbol of French power. 

Among its range of uses, the galleys were most notoriously 

used as prison ships employing forced labor until the Galley 

Corps was dissolved in 1748. (fig. 3.3) 



Fig. 3.3 F. Dassie, L'architecture navale. Paris, 1677. 

Galleys were a characteristic vessel in the days of classical Greece and 

Rome and in the Baltic even continued to be deployed as warships 

to the end of the eighteenth century. In France, Louis XIV began to 

create a large galley fleet in the Mediterranean in the 1660s. 
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Fig. 3.4 William Sutherland, 

Ship-builders assistant. London, 

1711. 

William Sutherland's book on 

shipbuilding first appeared in 

1711 and was the most popular 

and longest-lived English book 

on the subject published in 

the early part of the eighteenth 

century. 

V 

J The Ship-builders Ajfiftant: 
OR, SOME 

ESSAYS 
Towards Compleating the Art of 

Marine Archite&ure : 
VIZ. 

\. A General Introduction, wherein is confider’d 
the Solid of Least Resistance, fo far as relates to the 
Formation of a Ship’s Body, &e. 

II. Obfcrvacionsfor Regulating the Pricb of Timber, taken 
from the Proportion of its different Dimeofions : with 
Eftimate* of the Vain* of Timber, and feveral other 
Materials relating to Naval Stores. 

III. Rules for Building the Hul l of any Sort of Ships. To 
which is added the Scantling or Meafuring of Ship-timsurs, 
and fomc Directions about Moulding them. 

IV. A New Method for finding theTuNNAca of any Ship. 
V. Rules for Proportioning the Riooino. 

To which it Annexed, 
An Explication of the Principal Terms ufed in this Art. 

The whole Ulujlrated with many Schemes proper to each 
Part, mo(t of them from Copper Plates. 

By William Sutherland, Shipwright 
and Mariner. 

LONDON: 
Printed for R. Mount on Tower JfH1, A. Be l l at the 

Crofs-keys and Bible, and R. S m l t u under the Royal 

Exchange, Comb ill. vjil. 

William Sutherland. 

Ship-builders assistant. London, 1711. 

William Sutherland's book on shipbuilding first appeared in 

1711 and was the most popular and longest-lived English book 

on the subject published in the early part of the eighteenth 

century. It was reprinted and revised numerous times. The 

publisher Mount & Page advertised its availability for more 

than seventy years, until 1784. Sutherland's 1717 work, 

Britain's Glory, was more substantial than the Ship-builders 

Assistant, and went through four editions, the last in 1729. 

(FIG. 3.4) 

Marine architecture. London, 1739. 

Responding to demand for works on the subject, this book was 

virtually copied without acknowledgment from three much 

earlier works: Edward Bushnell's Compleat Shipwright (1664); 

Thomas Miller's The Compleat Modellist (1664); and Henry 

Bond's The Boatswaine's Art (1642). Its contents were outdated 

by 1715, but it continued to sell and was reprinted in 1749, con¬ 

tinuing to be advertised for sale as late as 1776. Its continued 

popularity may tell us something about the state of shipbuild¬ 

ing in small, local shipyards in contrast to the major yards that 

were leading the industry. 

Mungo Murray (d. 1770) 

A treatise on shipbuilding and navigation. London, 1754. 

Mungo Murray was a shipwright at Deptford Navy Yard on the 

Thames River. According to an advertisement in this book, he 

taught "the several branches of mathematics treated of in this 

Book [i.e., algebra, geometry, trigonometry, logarithms] at his 

house in Deptford . . . from six to eight every evening, except 

Wednesdays and Saturdays." Mungo Murray's work on ship¬ 

building was the first substantial book on the subject in 

England since William Sutherland's 1711 work. In an appendix, 

he included an English translation of selections from a treatise 

on naval architecture that Henri Louis Duhamel du Monceau 

had published in Paris in 1752. (fig. 3.5) 

Fredrik Henrik af Chapman (1721-1808) 

Traite de la construction des vaisseaux... Traduit du suedois, 

Paris, 1779. 

Fredrik Hendrik af Chapman was the son of an English naval 

officer who had emigrated to Sweden and entered the Swedish 

navy. Often considered the prototype of the modern naval 

architect, he was the first to construct ships on the basis of 

usable scientific principles, translating technical theory into 

practical formulae that shipyard workers could use. He explained 

his approach, which he called the "Parabolic System," in his 



Fig. 3.5 Mungo Murray, A treatise on shipbuilding and navigation. 

London, 1754. 

Murray's work on shipbuilding was a response to recent French advances 

in technology and was the most important book on the subject printed 

in England since William Sutherland's 1711 publication. 

Treatise on Shipbuilding, which was first published in Swedish 

in 1775 under the title Tractat om skepps-byggeriet. That work 

clarified some of the ideas in his illustrated plan book, 

Architectura navalis mercatoria, published in 1768. Af Chapman's 

ideas received a wider audience only when his work was trans¬ 

lated from Swedish into French in 1779. It was later translated 

into English in 1820 and into Russian in 1836. 

Great Britain. 

An act for better preserving of His Majesty's woods. 

London, 1729. 

Trees were the critical resource for wooden ships. In particular, 

the English crown had always tried to protect trees that could 

be used for masts. For example, the Royal Charter granted to 

Massachusetts by William and Mary reserved for the crown all 

trees of 24 inches diameter at 12 inches from the ground. In 

1704, Parliament put a bounty on New England trees to 

encourage the importation of masts from America. By 1722, 

Parliament prohibited cutting any white pines north of New 

Jersey without a royal license. In this 1729 act, Parliament pro¬ 

hibited the cutting of large trees, while at the same time the 

government paid a premium for masts, tar, pitch, and turpen¬ 

tine from America. 

Great Britain. Parliament, 1771. House of Commons. 

A report from the Committee on ... timber. London, 1771. 

Following the extensive shipbuilding that had been undertaken 

during the Seven Years' War, concern began to grow in Britain 

that the kingdom's oak forests were being seriously depleted 

and might no longer be able to provide for the needs of the 

nation's defenses. A Liverpool shipbuilder, Roger Fisher, who is 

quoted in this committee report, had published an alarmist 

book predicting that within twenty years English forests would 

be unable to supply the Navy's construction requirements. 

Following the crisis over the Falkland Islands that portended 

conflict in 1771, Parliament convened a committee to examine 

all aspects of the issue, and precautions were taken so that the 

Navy was well supplied with timber by the time war broke out 

in 1776. 
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Fig. 3.6 David Steel, Elements and 

practice of rigging, seamanship, 

and naval tactics. London, 1800. 

This plate shows the standing 

rigging, the shrouds, backstays, 

and stays used to support the 

masts, for a 20-gun warship. 

EXPLANATION OF THE REFERENCES ON THE PLATE 

DELINEATING THE STANDING-RIGGING OF A TWENTt- 

GUN SHIP. 

1 Gammoning. 

2 Bobstays. , 

3 Bowsprit-shrouds. 

4 Fore-tackle pendents. 

5 Main-tackle pendents. 

6 Mizcn-burton pendents and tackle. 

7 Fore-shrouds. 

8 Main-shrouds. 

9 Mizen-shrouds. 

10 Fore-preventer stay. 

11 Fore-stay. 

12 Main-preventer stay. 

1.1 Main-stay. 

11- Mizen-stay. 

16 Fore-topmast burton pendents and 

tackles. 

16 Main-topmast burton pendents and 

tackles 

17 Fore-topmast shrouds. 

10 Main-topmast shrouds. 

19 Mizen-topmast shrouds. 

20 Fore-topmast breast backstay and 
» 

runner. 

21 Fore-topmast standing backstay. 

22 Fore-topmast shifting backstay. 

23 Main-topmast breast backstay add 

runner. 

21 Main-topmast standing backstay. 

25 ----shifting backstays. 

26 Mizen-topmast standing backstay. ' 

"—--- shifting backstay and 

runner. 

28 Fore-topmast preventer stay. 

29 -stay. 

30 Main-topmast preventer stay. 

31 -stay. 

32 Mizen-topmast stay. 

33 Fore-topgallant shrouds. 

34 Main-topgallant shrouds. 

35 Mizen-topgallant shrouds. 

36 Fore-topgallant standing backstays. 

37 Main-topgallant standing backstays. 

38 Mizen-topgallant standing backstay. 

39 Fore-topgallant stay. 

40 Main-topgallant stay. 

41 Mizen-topgallant stay. 

42 Martingal-stay. 

43 Bowsprit-horse. 

44 Fore-stay tackle. 

45 Main-Stay tackle. 

46 Main-9tay tackle pendent. 

47 Fore-futtock shrouds. 

48 Muin-futtock shrouds. 

49 Mizen-futtock shrouds. 

50 Stay-tackle tricing-lines. 

51 Futtock-stave. 

52 Ratlings. 

53 Catharpin-legs. 

54 Bobstay and forestay collars. 

55 Jib-horses. 

56 Ensign-haliard. 

57 Martingal. 

58 Runners of tackles, &c. 

J o prevent confusion of appearance in the plate of standing-rigging, the 

shrouds and backstays are represented only on the starboard side j but it 

must be remembered, that an equal number of them belongs to the larboard 

side. In ships from twenty guns downwards, the preventer-stays are some¬ 

times placed under the stays j and to them the staysails are bent. 

EXPLANATION 
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Manning and Fitting Out 

Manning and fitting out are the final stages in the preparation of 

a ship for a voyage. They are separate, but interrelated, activities: 

one concerns the men and the other concerns the supplies and 

equipment that the men will need to operate the ship. 

Some considerations on the reasonableness and necessity of 

encreasing and encouraging the seamen. London, 1728. 

Finding the men, and even the boys to train up, to sail ships 

was always a critical problem, and it was a particular problem 

for the British navy, which at times resorted to impressment to 

man its ships. This practice had an effect on the labor supply 

available for other occupations, particularly for other maritime 

industries. The issues over manning became subject matter for 

pamphlets as early as 1693, and a huge pamphlet literature 

followed on this difficult issue. This pamphlet, attributed to 

Daniel Defoe, made fun of "all those labored pieces” with 

"their flourishing Titles and boasting Preambles," "too knotty 

and perplex'd" to be helpful. 

Edward Haywood 

The sizes and lengths of rigging. London, 1660. 

and 

John Blagrave 

The mathematical jewel. London, 1585. 

Edward Hayward's volume first appeared in 1656 and contains 

tables showing the amount of spar timber and rigging needed 

to equip a ship in this period. 

In the John Carter Brown Library collection, Hayward's 

work is bound with a much older work, John Blagrave's The 

Mathematical Jewel (London, 1585). A wealthy gentleman from 

Reading with an interest in mathematics, Blagrave described 

how to make and to use a practical planispheric astrolabe. 

Thomas Blundeville popularized Blagrave's approach in his 

widely used book on Exercises. For those who could master the 

instrument and its mathematics, it became a handy and 

portable timepiece and astronomical almanac. 

David Steel (1733-1799) 

The art of mast making. London, 1797. 

As is illustrated in this work, large masts and yards began to be 

made up from smaller pieces of timber as ships became larger 

and timber supplies scarcer. This work on mast making is taken 

from one of the many editions of David Steel's Elements of Rigging 

and Seamanship, which had first appeared in two volumes in 

1794 and marked the high point of English nautical publishing 

at the end of the eighteenth century. It was the best and most 

detailed book on the subject to appear in English up to that time. 

David Steel (1733-1799) 

Elements and practice of rigging, seamanship, and naval 

tactics. London, 1800. 

Once a ship's masts and yards were constructed in a shipyard, 

they then needed to be placed securely in the vessel, where they 

could be operated. This plate for a later edition of David Steel's 

1794 Elements of Rigging and Seamanship shows the standing 

rigging, used to support the masts, for a 20-gun vessel. The 

running rigging, used in operating the sails and yards, was an 

additional set of rigging, (fig. 3.6) 

David Steel (1733-1799) 

The art of sail making, as practiced in the Royal Navy, and 

according to the most approved methods in the merchant 

service. London, 1821. 

Sails were manufactured in sail lofts, as depicted in this volume. 

Like the preceding items, the contents of this book originally 

appeared in Steel's 1794 Elements of Rigging and Seamanship. 

Steel's wife and children, who succeeded him in managing the 

publishing business, saw that they could profit by dividing up 

the larger and more comprehensive work into smaller volumes 

and selling them to specialist tradesmen. This volume was the 

first of the smaller works that followed, shown here in a third 

edition, (fig. 3.7) 

John Knowles, Agent 

"Sail plan of the bark Wave." [Manuscript]. [New Bedford], 

1882. 

A drawing in this work from New Bedford, Massachusetts, in 

1882 illustrates the way a traditional sail maker planned and 

laid out the measurements for manufacturing sails, even a 

century earlier. The drawing is part of a collection of sail plans 

collected by Thomas Card and later acquired by Zechariah 

Chaffee, who donated them to the John Carter Brown Library 

in 1941. This plan is from a group of 31 that originated with 

the New Bedford firms of Hart, Thomas & Co. and Briggs & 

Beckman. Another item in this collection is a "Draft Book of 

Sail Plans" from the New Bedford firm of Alden & Hafford, 

containing 73 leaves of plans from the period 1829-1863. 



London .Published as the Act directs, Judl did 21, bvJ. W]S' ()RIE & C? at their Utilisation Warehouse.]??.Leadenhall Street 

Fig. 3.7 David Steel, The art of sail making_ London, 1821. 

Depicted here is a sail loft, a necessarily large room, located typically 

in dockyards, where sails were cut out and manufactured. 
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Fig. 4.15 Carel Allard, Nieuwe Hollandse scheeps bonw. 

Amsterdam, 1695. 

This Dutch book on shipbuilding includes a detailed 

illustrated appendix on flags. The engraving shows the 

variety of places in the rigging of a ship where flags 

could be flown. (See page 72, below). 
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CHAPTER 4 LIFE AT SEA 

The ship in the age of sail was a "wooden world" of its own. Survival on the dangerous 

ocean required rigid discipline and many technical skills along with heavy, backbreaking 

labor. In this period, ships were by far the most technically sophisticated modes 

of transportation. Daily life for the sailor at sea encompassed a wide range of activities 

that called for specialized knowledge and specific tools. Life at sea focused primarily 

on the work of operating the sailing ship. In addition to a sailor's unremitting duties 

and the constant concerns of his craft, he also had a private and personal life. 

The cramped living conditions and deprivations posed dangers to health, not to speak 

of the terrifying struggle against natural elements. Such challenges brought forth a 

particular genre of religious literature. 



Fig. 4.6 John Seller, Practical navigation; or an introduction 
to that whole art. London, 1680. 

First published in 1669, John Seller's work became one of 
the most widely used practical textbooks for English sailors. 
(See page 57, below). 



Work 

The practical application of the art of navigation, involving both 

piloting and celestial observations, the use of a variety of 

instruments, and knowledge of how to work the sails and lines on 

board the ship, was complicated enough, but this was not all. 

Most ships carried some kind of gun for protection as well as for 

signaling; so knowledge of weaponry was essential. In addition, 

a complex system of flags was often effectively used as a means of 

communication and identification between ships. All of this activity 

promoted the development of a specialized vocabulary and a 

language of the sea. 

THE VOCABULARY OF THE SEA 

The distinctive terminology of seafaring arises from the com¬ 

bination of the professional maritime environment in which 

seamen live and the specialized nature of building, outfitting, 

and handling ships. A specialized vocabulary emerged, fed by 

sailors from all of the major European maritime countries. It 

had its origins as work-a-day jargon, but has become embedded 

and preserved in a traditional form through instruction and 

training. It is, also, of course, embodied in much literature 

and poetry and has even found its way into many common 

expressions used by landsmen. Sea language in English was 

already clearly established in the Elizabethan period. In the 

last decades of the sixteenth century and the first decades of 

the seventeenth century, scholars were just beginning to 

prepare dictionaries of European vernacular languages and to 

find equivalent meanings between vernacular languages rather 

than resorting to Latin. At the same time, common seamen 

traveled around the world and visited ports where many 

different languages were spoken. This fact, along with the 

international character of the maritime labor market, in which 

sailors of various nationalities might join a ship's crew, were 

among the practical reasons why multi-lingual glossaries and 

dictionaries of sea words were often in demand. 

Sir Henry Mainwaring (1587-1653) 

Sea man's dictionary. London, 1644. 

Captain Sir Henry Mainwaring, who had "developed an insa¬ 

tiable love for adventure on the high seas," compiled the first 

book in English on nautical terms. He became Lieutenant of 

Dover Castle and Deputy Warden of the Cinque Ports on his 

return from a voyage in 1619 that was closer to piracy than to 

privateering. Between 1620 and 1623 he wrote this manual for 

the personal use of the Duke of Buckingham, the Lord High 

Admiral, an office of state that was typically held by courtiers, 

not experienced seamen. Mainwaring commented, "to under¬ 

stand the art of navigation is far easier learned than to know 

the practique of mechanical working of ships and the proper 

terms belonging to them." His book, which explains the latter, 

was first printed in 1644, after twenty years in manuscript, 

when Parliament ordered it "imprinted for the good of the 

Republic." 

From this beginning, there followed a succession of maritime 

dictionaries in English. William Falconer's An Universal 

Dictionary of the Marine went through seven editions between 

1769 and 1789. The English genre of maritime dictionaries 

reached its apogee in the age of sail with the publication in 

March 1815 of Dr. William Burney's Universal Dictionary of the 

Marine. Begun as a revision of Falconer's work and using the 

same title, Burney's work extended the dictionary format from 

an unembellished vocabulary list to an alphabetically 

arranged, well illustrated, and comprehensive description of 

British maritime affairs at the end of the Napoleonic wars. 

John Smith (1580-1631) 

A sea grammar. London, 1627. 

First published in 1626 under the title An Accidence or Pathway 

to Experience. Necessary for all Young Seaman, John Smith revised, 

rearranged, and enlarged the volume in 1627 under the title A 

Sea Grammar, using a thematic approach. The first printed 

work on ships and seamanship written in the English language, 

it was reprinted several times under this title until 1705, and 

the publisher continued to advertise it for sale until 1724. 

Although Smith's work appeared long before Mainwaring's Sea¬ 

man's Dictionary was published, Smith had used Mainwaring's 

earlier manuscript as a source for his own work. 
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DICTION AIRE 
DES TERMES PROPRES 

DE MARINE- 
AB 

BBATE’E. Sc die du fa 

mouveraentd’un Vaif- 
feau cn pane, qui ar- **£ 

rive de luy mefme juf- 

ques a un certain point, 
aptes qouy ii revient an vent. 

ABBATRE. Faire abbatre unNa- 
vire. C eft lc faire arriver, ou obci'r 

A 

Fig. 4.1 M. Desroches, Dictiotmaire des termes 

propres de marine_Paris, 1687. 

This practical French dictionary provides the meanings of 

naval terms along with identification of ensigns and flags. 

Fig. 4.2 Daniel Lescallier, Vocabulaire des termes 

de marine anglois et franqois. Paris, 1777. 

This volume provides an elementary English-French 

nautical dictionary, giving very short definitions keyed 

to illustrations, such as that shown here. 

I 

I 
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M. Desroches 

Dictionnaire des termes propres de marine. Avec les 

enseignes & pavillions que chaque nation porte a la mer. 

Paris, 1687. 

Every seafaring people have a language with its own specialized 

vocabulary referring to ships and seamanship. This practical 

dictionary provides the meanings of naval terms along with 

identification of the ensigns and flags used at sea. (fig. 4.1) 

Daniel Lescallier (1743-1822) 

Vocabulaire des termes de marine anglois et franqois. Paris, 

1777. 

This volume provides an elementary English-French nautical 

dictionary, giving very short definitions keyed to illustrations. 

At the time this book was published, Daniel Lescallier was 

commissary of ports and arsenals. He later served as a commis¬ 

sary in the colonies of Grenada in 1780, Demerary and Guyane 

in 1782, and Cayenne in 1785. In 1788-1790, he traveled to 

Holland and England to study naval construction, (fig. 4.2) 

Johann Hinrich Roding (1763-1815) 

Allgemeines Worterbuch der Marine. Hamburg and 

Leipzig, 1793-1798. 

The compiler of this book, J. H. Roding, who was a tea merchant 

in Hamburg, made a great advance in scale and scope in dealing 

with the array of European sea languages. The definitions are 

in German, but all are linked to phrases having the same 

meaning in Dutch, Danish, Swedish, English, French, Italian, 

Spanish, and Portuguese. In a valuable preface, Roding listed 

in chronological order all of the general works on maritime 

affairs published between 1484 and 1793, along with separate 

lists of relevant theses and articles published in the journals of 

the English, Dutch, French, Russian, and Swedish academies 

of science. Roding's four-volume combination dictionary and 

encyclopedia became famous as the most comprehensive 

German work of its kind in the eighteenth century. 

PRACTICAL NAVIGATION 

While Europe's leading intellectuals and scientists were work¬ 

ing to understand the globe and sky and gaining a scientific 

understanding of the nature of the sea, ordinary seamen 

needed to acquire some part of this knowledge and to convert 

it to practical use. In many cases, the mathematical skills 

and scientific understanding that were demanded of the 

common sailor were beyond his comprehension. Nonetheless, 

information on technical procedures and on the necessary 

instruments became increasingly available. Such information 

was initially brought into practice only occasionally, for the 

purpose of comparing the results of scientific procedures 

against dead-reckoning navigation. Sailors continued to share 

their traditional information and experience of navigation 

with one another by word-of-mouth, but this practice began 

to be supplemented by a specialized form of printed work 

that became widely used. 

Designed to give instruction on basic practices at sea, books 

of sailing directions and textbooks on navigation tended to 

deteriorate quickly, both from regular use and from exposure 

to the harsh conditions on board ship. Many of these "how to" 

books have not survived or have become extremely rare. 

Theodor de Bry (1528-1598) 

Petits voyages. Frankfurt, 1601. 

For the navigator, the sea itself provides a variety of indicators 

that help to point the way from place to place. Close to land, 

the color of the water can often suggest the depth. Out at sea, 

the presence of birds and schools of fish may offer important 

information to the experienced seaman. In the journal of his 

1492 voyage, Columbus took particular note of the appearance 

of birds and fish as signs that he was approaching land. As he 

knew from experience in the Cape Verde islands, the frigate 

bird or man-o'war bird rarely ventures more than 200 miles 

from land in the tropical Atlantic, (fig.4.3) 
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avivm qvarvndam, vt 
ET PISCIVM NONNVLLORVM, NA- 

uibusinlndiam currentibus nonnullibi octurren- 
tium3delineauo. 

SVae tnjndiam naues eommeant,huin tranfitu infolita 

qu&dam volucrcs prouifitntur ,qualesfuntGarayos ,gaUi- 

nas nojlratestenantcs. Volucres itidem Ratos deluncos 

dtchs.:qmbus ntgris cauda longs, & in\forfeit modum didtt- 

ffa cft.Hanc volando modo dtlatant, modo aftrmgunt. Scd&varjpt- 

(ces occurrunt,vt Altacores, Bonttos &fsmtles.Practbuetamenplunmi 

'volant es pi fees t In fun t, qui a pifcibm re It quit maionbui infect an, extra 

aquamje distant auolantquc. Httamen volantesdmododulls autbsu 

plerunque interetpiu ntur&vorantur. 

Fig. 4.3 Theodor de Bry, Petits voyages. Frankfurt, 1601. 

Out at sea, the presence of birds and schools of fish may offer 

important navigational information to the experienced seaman. 

Qiiesta e vna opera necessaria tutti li navigafnfti chi 

vano in diverse parte del mondo. Venice, 1490. 

This volume is the earliest printed book of sailing directions, 

and as such it is the ancestor of all modern coast pilots. Printed 

in Venice in 1490 by Bernardino Rizo, it is an anonymous 

compilation from the voyages of many seamen and from a 

variety of sources "by a Venetian gentleman who had seen all 

this region." The book became a great commercial success and 

was reprinted a number of times. Most of the volume is devoted 

to describing sea routes within the Mediterranean, such as the 

route from Venice to the Levant; however, about one-fifth of 

the book is devoted to areas outside the Mediterranean. In the 

eighteenth century, the volume was attributed to the Venetian 

trader Alvise da Ca da Mosto (1433-1477), but there is little 

convincing evidence that he was the author. The oldest sur¬ 

viving work of this genre is an anonymous Greek manuscript, 

The Periplus of the Erythraenean Sea, from ca. c.e. 95-130, which 

was not printed until modern times. 

Pierre Garde, called Ferrande (ca. 1435-ca. 1520) 

The rutter of the sea: with the hauens, rodes, soundings, 

kennings, windes, floods and ebbes, daungers and coastes 

of divers regions with the lawes of the lie of Auleron. 

London, ca. 1567. 

Descriptive guides or sailing directions for finding one's way 

between ports at sea were called "Seebuch" in German, "portolani" 

in Italian, "derroteros" in Spanish, "roteiros" in Portuguese, 

"routiers" in French, and "rutters" in English and Dutch. The 

first printed book of sailing directions for the French and 

English coasts was Garcie's Le routier de la mer, originally pub¬ 

lished at Rouen, ca. 1502-1510. The volume cited here is Robert 

Copland's (fl. 1508-1547) translation into English of Garcie's 

work, which first appeared in 1528. Editions published after 

1555 also included Richard Proude's A Rutter of the North. 

(fig.4.4) (See page 56, below). 

Thomas Blundeville (fl. 1561-1602) 

M. Blundeville his exercises, containing eight treatises, 

the titles whereof are set downe in the next printed page. 

London, 1597. 

Blundeville first published this fat volume of exercises in 1594. 

It became so popular that it eventually went on to eight 

known printings by the end of 1634. The book is important in 

that it encapsulates the way a novice Elizabethan seaman came 

to understand practical navigation. Blundeville was the first 

Englishman to describe the earlier work of Peuerbach and 

Regiomontanus on the use of trigonometric tables for astro¬ 

nomical calculations. His final section, "Navigation, what it is, 

and in what order the principles thereof are," provided some 
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The Seamans Secrets. 
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Fig. 4.5 John Davis, The seamans secrets... wherein is taught the 

three kindes of say ling. London, 1633. 

John Davis is credited with inventing the back-staff. This illustration 

demonstrates one of several ways to use it to observe the sun. 
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Fig. 4.4 Pierre Garcie, called Ferrande, The rutter of the sea: with the 

hauens, rodes, soundings, kennings, windes, floods and ehhes — 

London, ca. 1567. 

The first printed book of sailing directions for the French and English 

coasts was Garcie's Le routier de la mer, originally published at Rouen, 

ca. 1502-1510. The volume displayed here is Robert Copland's translation 

into English of Garde’s work, which first appeared in 1528. 

of his own insights while drawing on all the key continental 

writers on navigation. Among his suggestions, he hinted that a 

new way of drawing charts was in progress, and he presaged the 

use of tide tables, an idea not fully realized until the nineteenth 

century. 

John Davis (15507-1605) 

The seamans secrets ... wherein is taught the three kindes 

of say ling. London, 1633. 

John Davis was one of the most experienced seamen in 

Elizabethan England. Associated with such well-known figures 

as Sir Humphrey Gilbert and Sir Walter Ralegh, Davis served as 

captain and chief pilot on voyages to find the Northwest 

Passage in 1585-1586, exploring the coasts of Greenland, 

Baffin Island, Cumberland Sound, and Davis Strait, which bears 

his name. In 1591, he joined Thomas Cavendish's enterprise 

in the hope of finding the Pacific end of the Northwest Passage, 

but he failed to get past the Strait of Magellan. Informed by his 

extensive practical experience on these voyages, Davis's book 

first appeared in 1595; the copy shown here is from the fifth 

of eight known editions, (fig.4.5) 

Antonio de Maris Carneiro 

Roteiro da India Oriental. Lisbon, 1666. 

Portuguese navigators were the first to find a sea route to India 

by circumnavigating the southern tip of Africa at the end of the 

fifteenth century. For the next hundred years the Portuguese 

monopolized trade with India by sea. The passage between 

Lisbon and Goa, known as the “Carreira da India," typically 

required a passage of five to seven months. Carneiro's Roteiro 

da India Oriental is a revised version of an earlier work by him 

first published in Lisbon in 1642, Regimento de pilots e roteiro 

das navegagoes da India Oriental. His writing reflected many 

years of Portuguese navigational experience. By the seventeenth 

century, however, competition from the Dutch and the English 

greatly weakened Portuguese commerce with Asia. The number 

of vessels arriving in Lisbon from the East Indies fell from an 

average of 3.2 a year during the first decade of the seventeenth 

century to 1.8 a year in the 1630s. 

Georges Fournier (1595-1652) 

Hydrographie contenant la theorie et la pratique de toutes 

les parties de la navigation. Paris, 1667. 

Pere Fournier was among a group of Jesuits in the seventeenth 

century who were interested in the problems of navigation 

and dedicated to the education of naval officers. At the Jesuit 

house in Dieppe, Fournier had become a naval chaplain and 

first served at sea under Cardinal Sourdis from 1633 to 1641. 

In 1640 he became professor of mathematics at Hesdin. This 
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book, which is dedicated to Louis XIII, is recognized as the first 

attempt to create an encyclopedia of contemporary maritime 

practice. In it, Fournier summarized information on matters 

ranging from naval architecture to ports. He treated the prin¬ 

ciples of navigation, tides, charts, winds, naval organization 

and operations, and prayers for seamen. After publishing the 

first edition in 1643, Fournier revised and expanded the work 

for a second edition, which eventually appeared posthumously 

in two printings in 1667 and 1669. 

Fournier's book was widely used by mariners—sometimes 

in unexpected ways. The privateer Nicolas Gargot reported in a 

1668 pamphlet that seventeen years earlier, when the crew of his 

privateer Leopard mutinied and attacked him at sea, he skillfully 

used a copy of Fournier's folio as a shield to protect himself. 

On loan from the Colonel George Earl Church Collection, The 

John Hay Library, Brown University. 

Benjamin Hubbard (1608-1660) 

Orthodoxal navigation. London, 1656. 

This book is the earliest published contribution to navigation 

by someone who had been a resident of England's American 

colonies. Describing himself as a "late student of the Mathe- 

matiks in Charts Towne in New-England," Hubbard wrote this 

book to advance the method of using a Mercator chart for 

great circle sailing. While he did not claim to be original in 

this, it was an important practical matter for seamen that had 

been omitted in the usual textbooks of the time. Little is 

known about Hubbard, who is believed to have arrived in 

Massachusetts in 1633 and lived for a time in Charlestown, 

where he owned property. He apparently returned to 

England by 1644, serving as a non-conformist minister there. 

John Seller (fl. 1658-1698) 

Practical navigation; or an Introduction to that whole art. 

London, 1680. 

John Seller became one of the most prominent teachers and 

writers on practical navigation in late seventeenth-century 

England. Originally apprenticed in the Merchant Taylor's 

Company, he was freed in 1654 and eventually, as an instru¬ 

ment maker, became a brother in the Clock-Maker's Company 

in 1667. In 1671, Charles II appointed him hydrographer to the 

king, and in 1686 the Navy Board appointed him to supply 

ships' compasses. In addition, he taught mathematics at 

Christ's Hospital, London. From his house and shop at the 

Hermitage Stairs, Wapping, London, Seller pursued an active 

business selling both new and used navigational instruments, 

maps, and globes. His Practical Navigation first appeared in 

1669; the copy shown here is from the fourth edition, (fig.4.6) 

(See page 50, above). 

Nathaniel Colson 

The mariner's new kalendar. London, 1711. 

First published in 1676, Colson's Mariner's New Kalendar 

remained a standard reference for working seaman until the 

end of the eighteenth century. Following many reprintings and 

revisions, the last edition appeared in 1785. The John Carter 

Brown Library owns editions from 1750, 1758, 1760, 1761, 

and 1762, in addition to this from 1711. Typically, the hard 

use given these books has taken its toll, leaving few surviving 

copies and these often in poor condition. 

From a list opposite the title page, one can see the range of 

books produced by the famous maritime publishing firm of 

Mount and Page. Richard Mount purchased the established 

printing shop owned by William Fisher on Tower Hill, the 

north side of the Tower of London, in 1676. He had formerly 

been an apprentice at the shop. Marrying Fisher's daughter, he 

continued his father-in-law's work, which included publica¬ 

tion of such key maritime authors as Colson, Norwood, and 

Mainwaring, among others. The firm had a long lifetime, and 

was successively known as Richard Mount, Mount & Page, 

Page and Mount, and Mount & Davidson, before becoming 

Smith & Ebbs in the nineteenth century. 

Richard Norwood (15907-1675) 

The seaman's practice. London, 1712. 

Richard Norwood's book was another of the standard refer¬ 

ences consulted by working seamen. First published in 1637, it 

was regularly reprinted until 1732 and was still advertised for 

sale as late as 1776. An interesting feature of this work is the 

author's discussion of the length of the nautical mile. In the 

years 1633 to 1635, Norwood had calculated the length of a 

degree along the meridian between London and York at 6,120 

feet. The accepted value today is 6,080 feet. 

"Captain's journal of the ship Arentsbergh, Goddert Cappell 

and Job Meijnertzhaegen, owners, from Amsterdam to the 

West Indies, 21 April 1714 to 23 March 1715.” [Manuscript]. 

This journal of the Dutch ship Arentsbergh records the events 

and daily activities of a multinational crew during a six-month 

period of trading for cacao and tobacco with Spanish settle¬ 

ments in the Caribbean. It was not the first time the ship had 

plied this trade, since she is also known to have carried cacao 

from Curasao to Amsterdam in 1703, 1709, 1710, and 1713. 

Nevertheless when faced with the difficulty of navigating in 

uncharted waters, the Dutch captain hired a Jamaican to pilot 

his vessel in the area off the coast of Panama. 
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AMERICAN COAST PILOT; 
CONTAINING* 

The Courfes and Didance from Boflon to all the princi¬ 
pal Harbours, Capes and Headlands included between Pajamaquady 
and the Capes of Virginia-with 

directions 

For Sailing into, and out of, all the principal Ports and 
Harbours, with the Sounding on the Coaft-also, 

A TIDE TABLE, 

Shewing the time of High Water at Filll and Change of 
the Moon, in all the above places--together 

With the Courfes and Diftance from Ca-pe-Cad and Cafe- 
Jinn, to the flioal of Georges, and from faid Capes out in the South 
and Eaft Channel, and the fetting of the current to the Ealhvard 
and Weft ward  —• _ 

-A L S 0— 

The Latitude and Longitude of the principal Harbours, 
Capes and Headlands, Clfc. &c. 

By Capt. LAWRENCE FURLONG. 

aLso—Courfes, Dire<5tions, Didances, ISc. &c: from the 
Capes of Virginia, to the River Mtfrpppiy from the lateft Surveys 
and Obfervations. 

(Approved by experienced Pilots and Coafters.) 

THE FIRST EDITION. 
\ * 

«■■■■-= 1 - ■-■■Wag 

z printed at mw>»irpo»T, bt 

BLUNT and MARC H, 

Sold by them and the principal Book fullers in the United States-1796. 

Fig. 4.7 The American coast pilot. Newburyport, 1796. 

This is the first book of sailing directions to be compiled and printed 

in the United States. Published regularly in successive editions beginning 

in 1796, publication was taken over by the U. S. Government in 1867. 

The John Carter Brown Library has a complete run of the early editions. 
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Thomas Haselden (d. 1740) 

Seamen's daily assistant. London, 1761. 

Thomas Haselden was the first headmaster of the Royal Navy's 

Academy at Portsmouth. A graduate of Christ Hospital's Math¬ 

ematical School, he served afloat as a naval schoolmaster, then 

opened a school at Union Stairs, Wapping, close to another 

school run by Joshua Kelly, before becoming head of the Naval 

Academy in 1733. He died in that position, shortly after being 

elected a Fellow of the Royal Society in 1739. 

Haselden's book was first advertised for sale in 1745, five 

years after his death, and in Philadelphia as early as 1753, but 

no copies printed before 1757 have been located. The book was 

reprinted regularly until 1803 and was widely used. The JCB 

copy carries several manuscript notes recording its sale from one 

seaman to another, suggesting the multiple readers such a book 

typically had and the reason why few copies have survived. 

Daniel Burnard bought it while in Philadelphia on the 5th and 

6th of June 1762. Seth Worth apparently bought it in 1766. 

Another seaman recorded "Henry Satterly, The Seaman's Daily 

Assistant, bought of Seth Worth in the year of our Lord one 

thousand seven hundred and seventy four in Davis Straights 

between Disko and Cape Farewell Between ye Longitude of 40 

and 50." Apparently having learned much, Satterly recorded 

two years later, "But wrote on board ye Brig Ellet August ye 

22cond 1776 in Lattitude of 41 41 by observation." 

Griindliche Anweisung zur praktischen Seefahrt-Kunde nach 

mathematischen Grundsatzen und den besten englischen 

utid hollandischen Schriftstellem aufgesetzt. Stettin, 1783. 

This rare and anonymous German example of a practical guide 

to basic navigation covers such matters as calculating the ebb 

and flow of the tide, celestial navigation, piloting, use of sea 

charts, use of the log line, and calculating metacentric height 

for loading cargos. As the title suggests, it is based on the work 

of the "best English and Dutch writers." 

The American coast pilot. Newburyport, 1796. 

In 1796, Captain Lawrence Furlong published the first edition 

of The American Coast Pilot at Edward March Blunt's printing 

shop in Newburyport, Massachusetts. This is the first edition of 

the first book of sailing directions to be compiled and printed 

in the United States. From the fourth edition in 1804 to the 

seventeenth edition of 1854, a variety of small-scale charts were 

also included in the Coast Pilot, some of which reflected the 

work of the U.S. Coast Survey. In 1867, the government took 

over publication of the book and, today, the National Imagery 

and Mapping Agency (NIMA) maintains current editions of 

Furlong's book as The United States Coast Pilot in traditional 

book format and electronically on the World Wide Web. The 

John Carter Brown Library owns a virtually complete collection 

of the American Coast Pilot, from the first edition to the last. 

The books were collected by the late Augustus P. Loring and 

donated to the Library in 1985. (fig. 4.7) 

John Hamilton Moore (d. 1807) 

The new practical navigator. Newburyport, 1799. 

The tables in Moore's New Practical Navigator were a standard 

source by which late eighteenth-century English and American 

shipmasters calculated their positions at sea. While on a voyage 

to the Indian Ocean on board the Salem, Massachusetts, ship 

Astrea, owned by Elias Haskett Derby, the young clerk Nathaniel 

Bowditch (1773-1838) checked and corrected the tables. On 

his return to North America, Bowditch and his brother William 

found thousands of additional errors and in 1799 published 

this corrected edition of Moore's work. A second edition, with 

further corrections, appeared the following year. Returning to 

sea, Nathaniel Bowditch prepared an entirely new book, Tire New 

American Practical Navigator, which was first published in 1802. 

As with Blunt's Coast Pilot, the government took over publica¬ 

tion of the American Practical Navigator after the Civil War. The 

National Imagery and Mapping Agency (NIMA) published the 

seventy-ninth edition in 1995 on paper and electronically on 

the World Wide Web. The John Carter Brown Library has a 

complete collection of all editions through 1883, the gift of 

Dr. Francis Chafee. 

John Jackson 

'Book of navigation." [Manuscript]. Providence, 1762. 

This personal "Book of Navigation" was kept by John Jackson 

of Providence and illustrates the navigational exercises that a 

young seaman did in the mid-eighteenth century. Most of the 

navigation problems posed in this elaborately inscribed 

manuscript, and the answers, show a direct connection to the 

exercises laid out in published books, such as Colson s The 

Mariner's New Kalendar and Haselden's Seamen’s Daily Assistant, 

both included in this catalogue, (fig. 4.8) 
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Fig. 4.8 John Jackson, "Book of Navigation." 

[Manuscript], Providence, 1762. 

Most of the navigation problems and the answers posed 

in this manuscript notebook, kept by a seaman in Rhode 

Island, show a familiarity with the exercises laid out in 

published books, such as Colson's Mariner's New Kalendar 

and Haselden's Seamen's Daily Assistant. 
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TOOLS OF NAVIGATION 

As the science of navigation was put to practical use, instru¬ 

ments were invented or adapted to go along with it. The 

oldest instrument for gathering information at sea was the lead 

line, with which seamen were able to determine the depth 

of water and which also could be used to bring up samples 

from the sea floor as an additional aid to determining location. 

Next came the magnetic compass, which became the funda¬ 

mental tool in deepwater navigation along with the nautical 

chart. Over centuries of practice, Mediterranean sailors became 

skilled navigators by use of the compass alone. As shown on 

the Carta Pisana made about 1275, the basics for dead reckoning 

—charts, compass directions, and a scale of distance— 

were clearly in use at the outset of the period when sailors 

from Amalfi, Genoa, Pisa, and Venice were moving outward 

in the western Mediterranean and beyond to the eastern 

Atlantic islands. 

Through the eighteenth century and after, dead reckoning 

continued as a means of finding one's way, but as practices in 

navigation slowly became more sophisticated, the chart, 

lead line, and compass were joined by the parallel rule; the 

protractor; the mechanical compass used to measure a distance 

on sea charts; the ship's log and line to estimate speed; and a 

variety of instruments, from astrolabe and cross-staff to octant 

and sextant, required to measure the angles between the 

horizon and celestial bodies. 

Peter Apian (1495-1552) 

Instrument Buck. Ingolstadt, 1533. 

Most famous for his Cosmography (1524), Peter Apian was also 

a pioneer in astronomical and geographical instrumentation. 

In this work that is profusely illustrated with woodcuts, he 

examined the range of instruments available to astronomers 

and navigators, including quadrants and dials. His investigation 

starts with a discussion of the ways that the human body can 

be used as a measuring device, with an illustration of a hand. 

More importantly, this book also contains Apian’s calculation of 

sines for every minute of arc, with the radius decimally divided. 

These were the first such tables ever published, (fig. 4.9) 

Lucas Janszoon Waghenaer (1533 or 4-1606) 

Mariners mirrour. London, 1588. 

This English translation of Lucas Jansz. Waghenaer's Spieghel 

der Zeevaerdt is often considered one of the most beautiful books 

of the sixteenth century. The title page illustrates the variety 

of instruments and tools of navigation available to a seaman, 

including the lead line, the cross-staff, and dividers. First pub¬ 

lished in Leiden in 1584, some twenty-four different editions 

were eventually printed in Dutch, French, German, Latin, and 

English. The original Dutch edition brought together for the 

first time a treatise on navigation, a description of instruments, 

and a collection of detailed sailing directions keyed to a set of 

accompanying charts. So influential was this book that the 

name of the Dutch compiler became widely used in English, 

from the late sixteenth to the late eighteenth century, as a 

generic term for such manuals: "waggoners." 

The Lord High Admiral, Lord Charles Howard of Effingham, 

encouraged this translation into English, which appeared in 

print in October 1588, just after English forces defeated the 

Spanish Armada. Theodore de Bry, then located in England, 

engraved its title page. Only two years before, he had been 

working in Frankfurt, where he began to publish his famous 

illustrated series of voyage narratives. Since January 1911, an 

adaptation of this title page has served as the front cover of a 

leading British academic journal, The Mariner's Mirror: Th. 

Journal of the Society for Nautical Research, (fig. 4.io) 
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Fig. 4.9 Peter Apian, Instrument Buck. Ingolstadt, 1533. 

This study of scientific instruments begins with the usefulness 

of the human hand as a basic measuring device. 
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Fig. 4.10 Lucas Janszoon Waghenaer, Mariners mirrour. London, 1588. 

The English translation of Spieghel tier zeevaerdt is regarded as one of the most beautiful 

books of the sixteenth century. The title page illustrates the variety of instruments and tools 

of navigation available to a seaman, including the lead-line, the cross-staff, and dividers. 



Thomas Blundeville (fl. 1561) 

A briefe description of universal mappes and cardes, and of 

their use: and also of Ptolemy his tables. London, 1589. 

Thomas Blundeville was a country gentleman from Newton 

Flotman, Norfolk, who became fascinated with astronomy, nav¬ 

igation, and mathematics. In this his first work, he described an 

instrument that seems to have been his own original invention: 

the nautical protractor. Reporting its usefulness, Blundeville 

wrote, "I would use none other instrument of direction then 

halfe a Circle divided with lines like a Mariner's Flie. Truly I do 

thinke the use of this flie a more easie and speedy way of direc¬ 

tion, than the manifold tracing of the Maps or Mariners' 

Cards, with such a number of crosse lines, as commonly are 

drawn therein." 

John Good (fl. 1706-1733) 

The art of shadows: or, universal dialling. London, 1721. 

Until the invention of reliable mechanical watches in the late 

eighteenth century, sundials were regularly used to determine 

time. Popular among scientists as well as wealthy estate owners, 

fine examples may still be seen in the quadrangles at Oxford 

and Cambridge colleges and at country houses in England. 

Instrument makers repeatedly tried to make sundials that were 

practical for use at sea. Despite their efforts, the various 

designs all failed because the dial must be aligned accurately 

on a north-south axis, adjusted for latitude, and kept steady 

when it is being read. 

Nathaniel Colson 

Mariner's new calender. London, 1762. 

This widely used manual contains illustrations of various 

instruments including a cross-staff, originally called the 

"Baculus Jacob" or "Jacob's staff," which was in regular use from 

the beginning of the sixteenth century to the end of the eigh¬ 

teenth century. It was the basic instrument by which sailors of 

all countries determined their latitude by measuring the altitude 

of the sun above the horizon, of the sun at noon, or of the 

North Star at night. Despite improvements in instruments 

during the eighteenth century, the simplicity and low cost of 

the cross-staff encouraged its continued use. 
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John Collins (1625-1683) 

The description and use of a general quadrant. London, 

1658. 

One of the key disadvantages of the cross-staff was that it 

required the observer to look directly at the sun while taking 

measurements. In the fifteenth century, a Portuguese Jew, Levi 

Ben Gerson, invented a prototype back-staff, but it was not 

adopted for general use. In England at the end of the sixteenth 

century, a number of experts began to work on the problem of 

developing an improved instrument. They included Edward 

Wright of Cambridge and Thomas Hariot from Oxford. 

However, it was John Davis who hit upon the most successful 

solution to the problem about 1594, with an instrument for 

measuring the sun's altitude by the angle of the shadow that 

it cast. Known alternatively as the "Back Staff," "Davis's Staff," 

or the "English Quadrant," it quickly came into widespread 

use and remained popular, particularly with American seamen, 

through the end of the eighteenth century. 

Manuel Pimentel (1650-1719) 

Arte de navegar, emque se ensinam as regras practices. 

Lisbon, 1712. 

Pimentel's textbook is often considered the culmination of the 

classic books in Portuguese on the practical use of nautical 

instruments and on navigation. Manuel Pimentel's father, Luis 

Serrao Pimentel (1613-1679), had been royal cosmographer in 

Portugal and, sometime before his death, had completed writing 

the text of a navigation manual, Arte pratica de navegar e regi- 

mento de pilots. His son Manuel, who also became royal cosmo¬ 

grapher, edited this text and published it in 1681 under his 

father's name. Eighteen years later in 1699, Manuel Pimentel 

published another book, this time under his own name and 

with the new title, Arte de navegar, although he based the work 

on his father's 1681 book. A few years later, Manuel Pimentel 

revised the 1699 work and published a new version in 1712. 

Manuel died in 1719, but the work was reprinted in 1746 and 

in 1762. From this series of publications, the John Carter Brown 

Library lacks only a copy of the 1699 edition, (fig. 4.11) 
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Fig. 4.11 Manuel Pimentel, Arte de navegar, emque se 

ensinam as regras practices. Lisbon, 1712. 

The engraving illustrates a variety of the instruments 

used for celestial navigation in the seventeenth century. 

The nature and use of Hadley's quadrant. London, 1790. 

In 1731, John Hadley invented an instrument for measuring 

the altitude of the sun and stars above the horizon. It had a 

moveable index arm and two mirrors. Because of the reflecting 

mirrors, the frame needed only to extend to 45 degrees—or 

one eighth of a circle. Although popularly called a quadrant, 

Hadley's instrument was actually an octant as distinguished 

from a quadrant that had a frame that spanned a 90-degree 

angle. Initially the octant was seldom used but by the mid¬ 

eighteenth century it had become quite common on shipboard. 

This book was published anonymously in 1738 and reprinted 

in 1769, 1775, 1790, and 1800. A manuscript note in one 

known copy of the first printing suggests that the author was 

John Gilbert. 

The most significant modification of the octant had already 

appeared when this 1790 volume was published. In 1747, the 

Admiralty had ordered Captain John Campbell of H.M.S. 

Chatham to test Hadley's quadrant for its usefulness in meas¬ 

uring lunar distances. A dozen years later in 1759, Campbell 

asked the London instrument-maker John Bird to modify one 

of Hadley's instruments by extending its arc from 45 degrees 

to 60 degrees, thus, turning his octant into the first sextant. 

With this extended arc, the attached mirrors allowed an 

observer to measure angles up to 120 degrees, (fig. 4.12) 

The nautical almanac and astronomical ephemeris, 

for the year 1768. London, 1767. 

The Nautical Almanac was first published in 1766 for the years 

1767 through 1769 by Britain's Astronomer Royal, Nevil 

Maskelyne. Its annual appearance from that time forward 

included tables that the German astronomer Tobias Mayer had 

originally compiled in 1752 for use in finding longitude 

through measuring the distance between the moon and certain 

fixed stars. With these tables, a navigator could more readily 

find longitude by measuring lunar distances, but since the dis¬ 

tance between a fixed star and the moon was often more than 

90 degrees the appearance of these tables gave an impetus to 

the use of the newly devised sextant. 

Captain James Cook was among the first to use the tables 

for exploration when he determined the position of several 

places in New Zealand during his first voyage to the Pacific. 

The French counterpart of the British Nautical Almanac, 

Connaissance de temps, which had been published since 1690, 

included the British lunar distance tables in 1774 and there¬ 

after. Similarly, the British example influenced the first Dutch 

almanac, Pybo Steenstra's Zeemans almanach of 1787 and its 

successor, Almanach ten dienste der zeelieden from 1788 onwards, 

as it did the 1786 Spanish Almanak nautico y estado general de 

marina and its successor, the Almanque nautico y efemerides 

astronomicas from 1791 onwards. 
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Fig. 4.12 The nature and use of Hadley's quadrant. London, 1790. 

Depicted here are navigational instruments in use during the 

eighteenth century, following John Hadley's invention of a reflecting 

octant in 1731. 
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Fig. 4.13 Thomas H. Sumner, A new and accurate method of finding a 

ship's position at sea, by projection on Mercator's chart. Boston, 1843. 

In 1837, an American sea captain, Thomas Sumner, made the first major 

contribution in several centuries to the practice of celestial navigation. 

The frontispiece map shown here explains his discovery of the innovative 

method of position-line navigation that he made known for the first time 

in this publication. 
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A 

NEW AND ACCURATE METHOD 

FUNDING A SHIP’S POSITION AT SEA, 
BT PROJECTION ON MERCATOR’S CHART. 

WHEN THE LATITUDE, LONGITUDE, AND APPARENT TIME AT THE SHIP ARE 

UNCERTAIN J ONE ALTITUDE OF THE SUN, WITH THE TRUE 

GREENWICH TIME, DETERMINES, 

FIRST, 

THE TRUE BEARING OE THE LAND; 

SECONDLY, 

THE ERRORS OF LONGITUDE BY CHRONOMETER, 
CONSEQUENT TO ANY ERROR IN THE LATITUDE; 

THIRDLY, 

THE SUN’S TRUE AZIMUTH. 

WHEN TWO ATTITUDES ABE OBSERVED, AMD THE ELAPSED TIME NOTED, THE 

TRUE LATITUDE IS PROJECTED j AND IP THE TIMES BE NOTED BY 

CHRONOMETER, THE TRUE LONGITUDE IS ALSO 

PROJECTED AT THE SAME OPERATION. 

tEljc principles of tlje Rletljob bring fulln explained an!) illustrate!) 
bn problems, (Examples, anb plates, 

WITH RULES FOR PRACTICE, AND EXAMPLES FROM ACTUAL OBSERVATION 

Thomas H. Sumner 

A new and accurate method of finding a ship's position at 

sea, by projection on Mercator's chart. Boston, 1843. 

An American sea captain, Thomas Sumner, made the first major 

contribution in several centuries to the practice of celestial 

navigation. In December 1837, while sailing from Charleston, 

South Carolina, to Greenock, Scotland, he discovered the 

method of position-line navigation, by which he fixed a ship's 

position at sea by taking cross-bearings on two or more celestial 

bodies. Sumner made known his discovery for the first time in 

this pamphlet. In 1875, a French naval officer, Marq St. 

Hilaire, introduced an improvement to Sumner's method. 

(FIG. 4.13) 

BY CAPT. THOMAS H. SUMNER. 

BOSTON: 
PUBLISHED BY THOMAS GROOM & CO., 82 STATE STREET. 

1843. 



SEAMANSHIP 

The true sign of an accomplished sailor is skill at seamanship. 

Seamanship demands extensive knowledge of how a ship at 

sea will react to changing natural conditions. It is the art of 

handling a ship or boat whatever the challenges of wind, 

weather, and tide. Competence in steering, in handling sails 

and lines, in the use of anchors, capstans, and other equipment 

is part of seamanship as is whatever else may be necessary to 

move, moor, and load a vessel. 

Nathaniel Boetler (fl. 1640) 

Six dialogues. London, 1685. 

Six Dialogues by Nathaniel Butler was titled in its original man¬ 

uscript form, "A dialogical discourse concerning maritime 

affairs between the high admiral and a captain at sea." 

Presented as a series of questions and answers, the book treats 

many aspects of the seamanship of the time. 

A prominent member of the Virginia Company that spon¬ 

sored the Jamestown colony and a member of the Council 

for Virginia, Butler served a three-year term as Governor of 

Bermuda from 1619 to 1622 and wrote a history of the island. 

From 1638 to 1640, he was "governor and admiral" of the 

beleaguered Puritan settlement on Providence Island off the 

coast of Nicaragua, where he supervised privateering opera¬ 

tions. Butler began writing this volume in 1634 and revised it 

while at Providence Island, incorporating information from 

Mainwaring's Sea Dictionary with his own original observa¬ 

tions. He probably wrote the book mostly for his own amuse¬ 

ment, but he may also have intended to give it to his friend 

Lord Treasurer Weston, who headed the Admiralty Board in 

1634. It was first printed in 1685 and reprinted in 1688. In the 

process, the printer, Moses Pitt, used a medieval form of 

Butler's surname, which the author himself never used. 

Henry Bond 

The boate swaines art. London, 1781. 

Henry Bond was a well-known teacher of navigation, but like 

many others skilled in navigation, he also taught the associated 

skills of seamanship, as he did in this book. From about 1633, 

Bond held the title "Reader of Navigation to the Mariners in 

Chatham Dockyard," a position that was established before 

1631 and lapsed during the English Civil War. From the time 

it first appeared in 1642, his book became one of the standard 

texts, and it was regularly reprinted under the same title until 

1787. From 1726 onwards, it was usually issued with Andrew 

Wakely's Mariner's Compass Rectified, a book that dated from 

about the 1660s. 

(:<,) 
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Fig. 4.14 William Hutchinson, Treatise on practical seamanship. 

Liverpool, 1777. 

Illustrated here is a technique needed in practical seamanship, turning 

a ship to windward in a narrow channel. 

William Hutchinson (1715-1801) 

Treatise on practical seamanship. Liverpool, 1777. 

William Hutchinson deplored the quality of seamanship and 

navigation he witnessed and complained in this volume that 

mariners typically learned these skills through the "slow 

progress of experience" and through "their own and other 

people's misfortunes." Recognized as "a work of great merit, 

written by a real seaman," this late eighteenth-century work 

was widely used and appeared in an enlarged, second edition 

in 1787. An expanded fourth edition was published in 1794 as 

part of Hutchinson's A Treatise on Naval Architecture. 

Hutchinson's Treatise on seamanship was not superseded in 

quality until Darcy Lever (1759-1839) published his highly 

illustrated manual, The Young Sea Officer's Sheet Anchor, or a Key 

to the Leading of Rigging and to Practical Seamanship (1808) and, 

at the end of the period, William N. Brady (d. 1887), The Naval 

Apprentice's Kedge Anchor (1841). (fig. 4.14) 
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GUNS AND GUNNERY 

The placement of guns on maneuverable and multi-purpose 

sailing ships, and their increasingly effective use, was one of 

the major advances in European technology during the period 

1450 to 1840. The introduction of guns required sophisticated 

understanding of metallurgy, ballistics, and explosives. 

Gunners first appeared as specialists on English warships in 

the 1470s and became common within twenty years. The 

earliest guns fired stone shot and were built from wrought 

iron staves formed into a tube and fastened with iron rings. 

Gradually more guns were cast in bronze. With the transition 

to bronze, guns became heavier and more expensive. An 

extreme example of this was the "cannon-royal," which 

weighed 8,000 pounds and fired a 66-pound shot. Such large 

guns were initially used ashore for siege operations and were 

gradually transferred to sea use, but were more often used for 

attacking shore positions rather than other ships. During the 

sixteenth century iron shot gradually replaced stone shot, 

while at the same time guns cast of iron replaced the wrought 

iron and expensive bronze guns. Simultaneously, the methods 

of mounting guns on board ship changed typically to a low 

wooden carriage on wheels. 

The introduction of cast iron guns in the 1540s revolutionized 

gunnery at sea by making them cheaper and more readily 

available on board merchant ships. While some navies 

continued to prefer bronze guns because of their comparative 

safety, the proliferation of iron weapons at sea required greater 

circulation of information and specific training in their use. 

Along with improvement in the quality of gunpowder, gun 

barrels could be made shorter and larger shot fired. In the late 

sixteenth century, the sides of ships were opened with gun 

ports, increasing the number of large guns that could be used 

in an engagement. By the 1650s, iron guns had become the 

dominant weapons in battles between naval fleets. From this 

time until the industrial revolution, guns used at sea changed 

little and were generally classified by the weight of the shot 

fired. The only major innovation in the later period appeared 

in about 1779 with the advent of the carronade, a relatively 

light gun that used a small charge to fire a large projectile a 

short distance. 

William Mountaine (d. 1779) 

The practical sea-gunner's companion; or an introduction 

to the art of gunnery. London, 1747. 

Many merchant ships were armed in wartime for their self¬ 

protection, some only minimally, while others, depending on 

their destinations, might be heavily armed. Some merchant 

ships might carry a letter of marque authorizing a more aggres¬ 

sive defense, even if they did not fully take up privateering as 

an occupation. William Mountaine was an instructor in mathe¬ 

matics. His manual for shipboard gunnery was an expansion of 

two earlier works, one by Captain Thomas Binney, A Light to the 

Art of Gunnery (1676) and the other by Captain Francis Povey, 

The Sea Gunner's Companion (1702), both of which expanded 

on the information from the early seventeenth century in 

Boeder's Six Dialogues (1685). By the beginning of the nine¬ 

teenth century, Mountaine's work had been superseded by 

works such as Robert Simmons's, Sea-gunner's Vademecum 

(1812). 
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FLAGS 

Flags play a role in seafaring that is often different from their 

use on land. In some languages, the difference is reflected in 

a specific word for sea flags as distinguished from other flags: 

pavilions in contrast to drapeaux in French, and flaggen in 

contrast to fahnen in German. In English, as in other languages, 

there are a variety of additional words used to describe 

maritime flags when they have particular uses or shapes, such 

as "ensign," "jack," "pennant," or "burgee." At sea and in a 

maritime context, flags served as identification, a means of 

communication, and even decoration. Throughout most of 

the sailing ship period, when seamen moved beyond shouting 

distance of one another, flags were the most practical and 

versatile means of communicating from one ship to another 

at sea or between ship and shore. The process of developing 

a language through the use of flags was slow and difficult, 

however. Eventually, single flags came to have specialized 

meanings that explained at a glance a vessel's national identity, 

function, and role. In attempting to communicate information 

or orders for action, an early method was found in the place¬ 

ment of particular flags at specific points in a ship's rigging. 

But it was not until the late eighteenth and early nineteenth 

centuries that a standard code was established. 

Carel Allard (ca. 1648-1709) 

Nieuwe Hollandse scheeps bouw. Amsterdam, 1695. 

This is one of the earliest books on sea flags. It first appeared 

as an appendix to a volume on shipbuilding, as here, and was 

later published separately. Among its illustrations is the flag 

that William III flew from the mainmast of Den Briel, which 

carried him and a large force westward on a fair "Protestant 

Wind" from Holland to Torbay, England, to take the English 

throne in November 1688. Under the motto "For the 

Protestant Religion and the Liberties of England," the flag 

showed the arms of the Prince of Orange impaled with those 

of his English wife, Mary II. (fig. 4.15) (See page 48, above). 

Signaux de jour a I'aticre et sous voiles, pour la division 

commandee par Monsieur de Tronjoly, captaine de 

vaissseau. Isle de France, 1779. 

The problem of finding an efficient and practical method of 

communicating information between ships at sea and 

between ship and shore was one of the most difficult of the 

period. This pamphlet was printed on the island of Mauritius 

in the Indian Ocean, where Captain Tronjoly was based with 

a small squadron of French frigates. On 10 August 1778, 

Tronjoly, in the 64-gun Brillant with four other warships under 

his command, had succeeded in relieving Pondichery, which 

had been besieged by the British since 5 July. Wounded in the 

action, Tronjoly temporarily returned to Mauritius, then put 

to sea again on 21 August, having prepared for a major action 

against the British. Inexplicably, he abandoned this plan and 

returned to port, leaving Pondichery to capitulate in October 

1778. Tronjoly remained in command of Brillant in 1779, but 

by the time the supplementary manuscript signals were added 

to this volume in 1780, Commandant Saint-Felix was probably 

in command of Brillant, remaining in her during Admiral 

Suffren's campaign in the Indian Ocean in 1781 and 1782. 

Vincenzo Scotti 

Tavola delle piii esatte ed usitate Bandiere che si alberano. 

Livorno, 1796. 

This 1796 sheet illustrates 110 different flags flown at sea, 

showing the typical differentiations used by naval and merchant 

ships as well as royal standards, flags of office, and regional flags. 

Seven flags from the United States are included (fig. 4.16) 
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Fig. 4.16 Vincenzo Scotti, Tavola delle piu esatte ed usitate 

Bandiere che si alberano. Livorno, 1796. 

Just as Napoleon was leading the Directory's army into central Italy, 

this flag chart was published at Livorno. It shows a wide variety of 

maritime flags from the period. 
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Personal Life 

John Barry (1745-1803) 

A set of signals presented to the Navy of the United States. 

Norfolk, 1800. 

Captain John Barry's 1800 signal book was designed to improve 

on the first set of signals issued to the newly established 

United States Navy in 1797, which had been prepared by 

Captain Thomas Truxton. On Barry's order in June 1800, 

Captain James Barron had printed 150 copies of this signal 

book at Norfolk, Virginia, "furnishing three copies for each 

vessel in the Navy and a few in reserve." This copy contains 

some manuscript notes on blank p. xii, followed by four plates 

of flag and night signals inserted, the first of which has a man¬ 

uscript note, "engraved by a silver smith in Norfolk and painted 

by my own hand. James Barron." (fig. 4.17) 

Jose Maria Dantas Pereira (1772-1836) 

Systema de signaes para a communicagao dos navios entre 

si, e com a terra. Rio de Janeiro, 1817. 

In 1808, the Portuguese royal family relocated from Lisbon to 

Rio de Janeiro, fleeing the Napoleonic invasion of their country. 

Brazil thus suddenly became the center of the Portuguese 

empire. At the time this signal system appeared, Rio was rapidly 

growing as a port city and capital. This volume is a continua¬ 

tion of Pereira's 1816 Escritos maritimos and provides a system 

of signals to communicate between ships and shore for use in 

Brazil. 

Confederate States of America. Navy Department. 

Signals for the use of the Navy of the Confederate States. 

Richmond, 1861. 

This small pamphlet demonstrates the way in which a sophis¬ 

ticated and detailed system of signals had developed by the 

mid-nineteenth century. In this case, the signals are for steering 

specific compass courses and ordering or responding to specific 

actions in particular situations. It also includes a four-digit num¬ 

ber code that was keyed to a vocabulary of words. 

Finding detailed and specific information on the personal lives of 

seamen is one of the most challenging tasks for modem scholars. 

Few ordinary seamen wrote down their impressions, and their 

contemporaries tended to dismiss the day-to-day routine of life at 

sea as uninteresting. In the past half-century, modem underwater 

archaeologists have contributed many new insights through the 

examination of artifacts that they have recovered from shipwreck 

sites. When such items of material culture are linked to the 

surviving contemporary documents, a better understanding may 

be gained of the nature and character of a seaman's personal life 

on board ship. 

RELIGION 

Life at sea inescapably confronts the overpowering elements 

of nature. The vastness of the ocean, along with both its 

remarkable beauty and its terrifying power, has always been 

part of the consciousness of sailors. The dangers of life at sea, 

and man's inherent powerlessness, made religious faith a 

prominent feature of the sailor's mentality. At the same time, 

while sailors are often acutely conscious of their dependence 

upon a supernatural or divine power, this characteristic con¬ 

trasts starkly with the rough and tumble, often amoral, char¬ 

acter of maritime society. 

Hans Staden (16th cent.) 

Warhaftige Historia. Marburg, 1557. 

This woodcut shows two seamen on deck, one using a cross¬ 

staff and the other an astrolabe, while the caption asks the 

central question: "What use is the watchman to the city and 

the navigator to the safety of the mighty ship in its voyage at 

sea, if God does not protect them both." It appeared in this very 

popular book by Hans Staden, a German who had been ship¬ 

wrecked on the coast of Brazil early in the sixteenth century, 

captured by Indians, and held for nine and a half months in 

captivity before being ransomed and returning home to write 

this narrative. The deeply religious element of life at sea is also 

reflected in Psalm 107: "They that go down to the sea in ships 

and occupy their business in great waters; these men see the 

works of the Lord and his wonders in the deep." (fig. 4.18) 



Fig. 4.17 John Barry, A set of signals presented to 
the Navy of the United States. Norfolk, 1800. 

The U.S. Navy's second signal book was compiled by 
Captain John Barry, who had 150 copies printed for 
the Navy's use, with additional manuscript notes. 
Capt. James Barron colored the flags by hand. 



Fig. 4.18 Hans Staden, Warhaftige Historic!. Marburg, 1557. 

This woodcut shows two seamen on deck, one using a cross-staff 

and the other an astrolabe, while the caption asks the central 

question: "What use is the watchman to the city and the navigator 

to the safety of the mighty ship in its voyage at sea, if God does 

not protect them both." 

Church of England 

The book of common prayer. London, 1662. 

The Church of England's Book of Common Prayer first appeared 

in 1549 and has long been celebrated for the beauty of its prose. 

During the Commonwealth period, Parliament replaced it with 

A Directory of Prayer in 1641. Not entirely satisfied, Parliament 

then ordered a supplement to it published in 1645, A Supply of 

Prayer for the Ships of This Kingdom, which was the first set of 

English prayers designed specifically for use at sea. Following 

the Restoration, a similar set of supplemental devotions was 

included in the 1662 Book of Common Prayer and has been in 

use since that time. (fig. 4.19) 

A sermon, on the present situation of the affairs of America 

and Great-Britain. Written by a Black. Philadelphia, 1782. 

Passing references in religious works and sermons provide a 

valuable barometer of the changing attitudes of clergymen and 

ministers to warfare. In this large group of materials, Anglican 

as well as nonconformist ministers are well represented and help 

to give a fascinating general insight into the religious climate 

of the Revolutionary War period and the prevalent attitudes in 

society toward war at sea. The author of the sermon cited here 

dedicated his tract to the citizens of South Carolina and signed 

it anonymously as "A Black Whig." Britain's military and 

naval forces could not prevent American independence, the 

author believed, and he referred to the success of the French 

fleet in the Battle of the Chesapeake Capes on 5 September 

1781, when he wrote of "the navy of our ally met with here of 

late on the southern coast." 

Jonas Hanway (1712-1786) 

The seaman's faithful companion; being religious and 

moral advice to officers in the Royal Navy, masters in the 

merchants service; their apprentices, and to seamen in 

general. London, 1763. 

Jonas Hanway was a successful eighteenth-century English 

philanthropist who is best known for having founded the 

Marine Society in 1756 to raise orphaned boys for the Royal 

Navy. The first imperial and secular British charity, it supplied 

more than 55,000 recruits for the Navy between 1756 and 

1805. Among other achievements, Hanway played a leading 

role in establishing the Magdalen Hospital for Penitent 

Prostitutes and other institutions that combined the principles 

of Christian charity with secular public and social policy. 

2Bae bcx mecftet w bet (late/ 
S)cm gcmclctgett fcgtfftm meet fem fate/ 
0ofte ®oee bepbc ntcgt fwate. 
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Forms of Prayer 
The Coiled. 

BSSSesa Rclintt us, © 1.0)8, tn all out BOMBS, With flip mot! gra- 
K&EBWs nous labour, aiiD further us lout) top continual help; that 

m mi out woiks begun, continues , nnn cnocn in thee, 
toe map gioufle tlw holo Game, aiiB finallp bp flip mere! ob> 

uao&s tain nictuuuitg Mr, tiuougb lefuo Oitt out Loin. Au-.cn. 

Prayers iobe ufed inSrormsatSca. 

33ott powerful ana BtO)tous Lo;n ©ob, at 
wljofc coiiimano the uitnBS blow, aim lift up 
the masts of the tea, aim who Hilled the 
rngc thereof; Kit tho creatures, but nilft- 
tabic aimers, Bo in this out great olftrefs crp 
unto thee fBjhelp: fast, Lorn, oielfewepc- 
tifh. Kit confers, when we hast been faft, 
aim fern all things quiet about us,We haut fo). 
not thee out Son, anBrtfUftO to hearken to 
the Bill sotcc of top K10)B, aim to obtp top 

eoiuuiannnients: Taut now we Cct how terrible thou art tit all tbp 
walks of wotmet the great ©ob to be fearen abose alt : Aim there* 
foie wtanoitthp ntumc fOajeflp, ackimwttngtng thp power, aimnn* 
ploiing thp gooBnefs. t>dp, tom, aimtabe usfo? thp itietcies taketn 
Jelus Child tbp ©on, our to;D. Amen. 

Or this. 

agofl gloitous aim giacfous lom ©ob, who 
swelled tn heaben, but beholBeft all things 
below; Look sown. We btftcch thee, ana 
heat us, calling out of the nepth of miferp, 
aim out of the lows of this Beath, tt hid) is 
ttaap now to fwatloto us up: ©abe LoiBmj 
clfe we pertll). Che ttbtng, the Itbing ffiall 
piaift thee. © trim thp loom of commanB to 
tebtikt the raging wnms, aim the coating 
tea, that we being neltbcteBftoni this Bt- 

liters map libe tofetbethee, anB to glojtfit tbp Game oil the naiesof 
out life. ' Otar, Lorn, ana fast us, rot the infinite merits of out bltffCB 
©amour thp ©on, out torn Jefus Child. Amen. 

The 

tobeufedatSea, 
The Prayer to be laid before a Fight at Sea againfi any Enemy. 

09oft powerful aim giouciis tom ©oo, the 
Lom of bolts, that mien ana cunmiaiwcH all 
things ; Chou fitted in the rb)onc jimging 
tight, aim tbcrcfoic we make out aODieb to 
thp Biuinc Igojettp in this our ntceffitu, 
that thou woman take the taufc into thiiic 
own hann, aim iuage between us, ana out 
enemies, ©ttruptbpltrcugth, 0 Lojo, atm 
come atm help us, foi thou gmelt not alwap 
the battel to the fitong, but canft tape bu 

nianuoi bp few. 0 ictimtout fmsiww crp agamflusfoi wngrancr’, 
but heat us thp poo; fetbams begging inert!’. aim iniplojuig tl)P help, 
ana that thou wouiattbraocfcncciuitous ogamll tljc face of the cue* 
nn>. Shake it appear that thou art out ©amour aup iraghtu Dtlibcrcr, 
tbioiigh J tlUs Child out Loin. Amen. 

Short Prayers for finglc perfons, tliat runner meet to joyn in Prayer 
with others by reafon of the Fight, or Storm. 

General Prayer*. I 0)B, be merciful ta us finnero, aimCabeusfoithpmttacsfakr. 
. C hou act the gteat ©on, that hall mane ana tuled all things: 0 

nclmer us fo; thp flames like. 
Chou act the great ©on to bt fcartb abouc all: 0 farm us, that wt man 

pialCe tljce. 

Special Prayers with rcfpcifi to the Enemy. Thou, ©Lojo, arejud ana powetflu, © aeteimout cauftagafnff 
the face of thccnemp. 

© ©on, thou art a ttvoiig tower of nefenct to all that flee unto thee: © 
fime us from the moicnre of the eiternp. 

© Lorn of hods, fight for us, that we man gioitftc thee. 
© differ us not to fink uiwet tljc Weight ot out duo, oj the biolcntt of 

the ciinnu. 
0 Lo;n, otife, help us, ana ncliatt us fo? thp .Games lake. 

Short Prayers in rcfpe& of a Srortn. 

TIjou, © tom, that ttiueff the taguig of the tea, heat, heat us, 
aim fabe us, that we perdb not. 

© blcffcb ©amour, tliat mod fabe tfip nifclplts tcaop to prrilh m » 
do)m, heat us aim fast us. We befcech thee.' 

Lom, baocinctcp upon us. 
Child, babe mer'ep upon us. 
Lorn, haue macp upon us- 
©tom, hear us. 
©Child, heat us. 

» z ®<w 
1- 

Fig. 4.19 Church of England, The book of common prayer. 

London, 1662. 

Following a Parliamentary initiative of 1645 in issuing A Supply 

of Prayer for the Ships of this Kingdom, the Church of England 

introduced these prayers for use at sea. They were first included 

in the 1662 Book of Common Prayer. 
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Together with 
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Fig. 4.20 James Lind, An essay on the most effectual means of 

preserving the health of seamen in the Royal Navy. London, 1774. 

Lind is regarded as the founder of naval hygiene in England, and a 

pioneer in the prevention of scurvy. This book addressed the harsh 

conditions under which sailors were forced to live. 

HEALTH AND LIVING CONDITIONS 

Maintaining the health of seamen who for long periods of time 

had to live in the confined conditions of a ship without fresh 

food was one of the greatest challenges to the conquest of 

the oceans. It was not until the end of the eighteenth century 

that effective measures were taken to achieve this end. Success 

required a combination of medical knowledge, hygiene, diet, 

and adequate supplies of proper food and drink. Along the way, 

numerous false theories and ideas were tried, most famously 

as supposed cures for scurvy. While this disease was a major 

problem, it was not the only health problem that seamen faced. 

James Lind (1716-1794). 

An essay on the most effectual means of preserving the 

health of seamen in the Royal Navy. London, 1774. 

Dr. James Lind took his medical degree at Edinburgh and 

joined the Royal Navy as a surgeon's mate in 1739. By 1747, 

he had become surgeon in H.M.S. Salisbury, a 60-gun ship. 

There, he made the first controlled experiments on the diet of 

sailors to prove that oranges and lemons were the best cure for 

scurvy, a disease that had hindered long sea voyages since the 

beginning of the era of European expansion. He published a 

full treatise on scurvy in 1753, which he followed in 1757 with 

the first edition of this Essay, dealing with the broader issues 

of health, food, and living conditions on board ship. The table 

of contents shows, among other things, Lind's recommendation 

for using distilled water at sea. 

In a recent new evaluation of Lind's medical understand¬ 

ing, however, Michael Bartholomew, a researcher at the Open 

University, has argued that Lind's reputation derives only from 

hindsight. While Lind's experiments uncovered the cure for 

scurvy, he still did not see in theory or in practice the unique 

importance that fruit and vegetables had for treatment of this 

disease, (fig.4.20) 
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Fig. 4.22 Thomas Swaine, Universal 

directory for taking alive, or destroying 

rats and mice, by a method hitherto 

unattempted. London, 1783. 

This book by "the Ratcatcher to His 

Majesty's Royal Navy, Victualling Office, 

&c.," reports the numbers of rats he 

destroyed through his efficient applica¬ 

tions of an arsenic and sugar paste. 

( 74 ) 

who fhill pleafe to encourage 

the Author by lending over 

fome of thefe books, may be 

allured of receiving ample 

compenfation for their trouble 

and expence. 

For the better fatisfadlion 

of the Reader in regard to 

the efficacy of the above 

Pafte, I fball fubjoin an ac¬ 

count of the Rats I have de¬ 

stroyed on board his Majefty’s 

ffiips 

( 75 ) 

fhips of war, which appear 

by certificate to be as follow: 

Ships Names. No. 
produced. 

Prince of Wales 
Marlborough 
Dragon 
Defence 
Union 
Warfpite 
Portland 
DiHgente 
Effex 
Guay Trouin 
Prince William 
Dreadnought 
Monarca 

X015 

324 
146 

132 

36 
146 

22 

665 
127 

186 
66 
a® 

167 
Fur- 

1# , 

Henri Louis Duhamel du Monceau (1700-1782). 

Moyens de conserver la sante. Paris, 1759. 

Duhamel du Monceau was a botanist and agronomist who had 

been received into the French Academy of Science in 1728. In 

1732, he was named inspector of construction for the French 

Navy, and became inspector-general in 1739, a post created for 

him by Minister Phelypeaux de Maurepas. In 1741, Duhamel 

du Monceau had created the basis for the future Ecole du 

Genie Maritime, with the establishment of the "Petit Ecole de 

Construction," which in 1748 became the "Grande Ecole de 

Construction." Although the school closed temporarily in 1758, 

Choiseul reopened it in 1765 with Duhamel du Monceau 

remaining as director until his death in 1782. He is most 

famous for his 1752 volume Les elemens de Varchitecture navale, 

which revealed for the first time publicly some of the secrets of 

French ship construction. His discussion of shipboard health 

appeared in France just at the time that Lind was making his 

contributions in England, affording the possibility of a direct 

comparison of the situation in the two countries, (fig. 4.21) 

John Clark 

Observations on the diseases of long voyages to hot countries. 

London. 1773. 

John Clark's book was intended for those who were employed 

by the East India Company or who, for one reason or another, 

were making a voyage to live and work in Asia. In it he 

describes the health hazards to be expected afloat and ashore. 

Thomas Swaine 

Universal directory for taking alive, or destroying rats and 

mice, by a method hitherto unattempted. London, 1783. 

Thomas Swaine of Greenwich, who styled himself "Ratcatcher 

to his Majesty's Royal Navy, Victualling Office, &c.," developed 

a recipe for a rat catching paste, "Swaine’s Paste," made from 

arsenic, sugar, and wheat flour. He claimed to have used it to 

rid naval vessels of rats, and to show his efficient method, he 

listed seventy-nine ships by name with a total of rats destroyed 

in each. The numbers ranged from a high of 2,475 in H.M.S. 
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Duke to as few as 17 in Prothee and in his second visit to 

Dreadnought. 

Having respect for his quarry, Swaine noted, "The infinite 

wisdom of the great Creator is as conspicuous in a mole as in 

a camel, in an ass as in a lion." In a twenty-five-year career in 

fifteen counties of southern and eastern England, Swaine 

wrote from close observation of the various types of rats found 

in England, and with a political overtone described the way in 

which the brown or "Hanover" rat overran the black "genuine 

English house rat." (fig. 4.22) 

Matheus Potier vende em Leilao publico o Navio 

Portuguez denominado Grasa Divina com as Condicoens 

Seguintes." [Manuscript]. 1789. 

This unusual document records an auction of the Portuguese 

merchant ship Graga Divina in Lisbon on 16 March 1789. In 

addition to the details of the auction itself, in which her 

owner, Matheus Potier, sold the ship immediately following 

her return from a voyage to Rio de Janeiro, the document 

includes a complete inventory of the ship's equipment made 

four days before the sale, listing the items with which it was 

fitted out, including cables, chains, anchors, masts, sails, gun¬ 

nery equipment, small arms, barrels, boats, furniture, tools, flags, 

surgeon's instruments, and the chaplain's belongings. Such lists 

provide additional clues to the daily personal lives of seamen, 

complementing the information provided by the artifacts that 

archaeologists have brought up from the deep. 

Thomas Masterman Winterbottom (1765-1859) 

Medical directions for the use of navigators and settlers in 

hot climates. London, 1803. 

The directors of the Hon. Sierra Leone Company commissioned 

Dr. Thomas Winterbottom, M.D., as the physician to the colony 

of Sierra Leone at Freetown, to write these medical instructions 

for their merchant vessels that were trading on the West Coast 

of Africa and had no surgeon on board. Included is a section 

on how to care for seamen that have been rescued from a ship¬ 

wreck and have endured a long period in a small boat. 

Usher Parsons (1788-1868) 

Sailor's physician containing medical advice, for seamen 

and other persons at sea, on the treatment of diseases and 

on the preservation of health in sickly climates. Second 

edition. Providence, 1824. 

Usher Parsons studied medicine under Dr. John Warren in 

Boston, and in 1812 the Massachusetts Medical Society licensed 

him to practice. Unable to find a place to start his practice, he 

obtained an appointment as a surgeon's mate in the U. S. Navy. 

He answered a call for volunteers to serve on Lake Erie, where 

he was assigned to the brig Niagara. There he saw action and 

treated the wounded during Oliver Hazard Perry's victory over 

the British fleet at Put-in-Bay in September 1813. Because of 

Parson's skillful performance, Perry recommended him for 

promotion to surgeon, which became effective in April 1814. 

After the war, he served with Perry in USS Java in the 

Mediterranean, where he found himself treating an average of 

22 patients a day over the next two and a half years. While on 

the Mediterranean station, Parsons was granted leave to visit 

hospitals and medical schools in Italy, Switzerland, and 

France. In 1819, he returned to the United States and was 

assigned to duty with the Marine Guard at the Boston Navy 

Yard. While there, Parsons published the first edition of this 

book in 1820. In 1823, Parsons married, resigned from the 

Navy, and settled in Providence, Rhode Island, where he prac¬ 

ticed medicine. He revised and expanded the book for third 

and fourth editions in 1842 and 1852, re-titling it Physicians 

for Ships. Parsons' manuscript journals are in the Rhode Island 

Historical Society, and his papers are in the John Hay Library 

at Brown University. 
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Fig. 4.23 United States. Continental 

Congress. Naval Pay List. Philadelphia, 

1775. 

This is the first pay scale for the 

American navy. On the back of this 

copy, Lieutenant John Paul Jones has 

doodled and practiced his signature. 
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PAY 

The maritime world of early modern Europe lacked a standard 

system for paying seamen, but there were three main 

approaches, which varied somewhat from country to country. 

Compensation could consist of a percentage or share of the 

profits or produce of a fishing voyage, the system that had 

been used in the Mediterranean during the Ancient and 

Medieval periods. Such arrangements began to be phased out 

in the sixteenth century and by the eighteenth century was 

typical only of privateers, pirates, fishermen, and whalers. In 

Northern Europe, sailors were often paid a set amount for a 

single and fairly predictable voyage. A third approach, which 

became common in the eighteenth century, was a monthly 

wage, paid in increments at the first port of call, then every 

second port visited, and on completion of the voyage. Typically, 

sailors in merchant vessels were free to negotiate with their 

employers their level of pay and method of payment and to 

obtain advances on it. However, ship owners and masters 

sometimes attempted to deny sailors their wages, by making 

unjustified deductions of various kinds. The typical able seaman 

in English merchant service during the first half of the 

eighteenth century earned an average wage of about £1.66 a 

month in peacetime and about £2.20 monthly during wartime. 

In contrast, the pay of sailors in the navy was based on an 

established wage scale that was usually below the market value 

of merchant service. Moreover, wages in the navy were often 

bureaucratically delayed for long periods. In the English navy, 

the ordinary seaman received between 5 and 10 shillings a month 

during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. By the 1640s, the 

figure was standardized at 19 shillings a month and remained 

unchanged until 1797, when it was raised to 23 shillings 6 

pence. In Spain, Armada sailors in the first part of the sixteenth 

century earned about 35 maravedis a day, including rations. 

By 1600, this figure rose to 100 maravedis a day. 

United States. Continental Congress. 

Naval pay list. Philadelphia, 1775. 

In considering the rules and regulations for the Continental 

Navy, the predecessor of the U. S. Navy, Congress established 

these basic pay tables in 1775. Among the calculations on the 

back of this broadside, there are several signatures of John Paul 

Jones, who on 7 December 1775 had been appointed a first 

lieutenant in the Continental Navy. For a month or more before 

this, Jones had been in temporary charge of the 20-gun Alfred 

at Philadelphia, while awaiting the arrival of her assigned 

commanding officer, Captain Dudley Saltonstall. (fig.4.23) 
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DISCIPLINE AND PUNISHMENT 

Sailors are famous for having an independent spirit and for 

rejecting servility and submissiveness to authority. In this 

they are similar to miners, who work in teams ashore under 

dangerous and difficult conditions. In both merchant and 

naval ships of the early modern period, strict discipline and 

correspondingly harsh physical punishments were characteristic 

ways of maintaining order. Nathaniel Boetler's (Butler's) 

Dialogues provides an early seventeenth century description 

of punishments at sea, but the most famous document in 

maritime history that laid down an official code of discipline 

and punishment is the Royal Navy's 1661 Articles of War, 

which remained in effect until superseded in 1749 by another 

set that remained in use until 1866. These regulations had 

their origins in a period when it was difficult to maintain 

discipline in battle. The punishments that the Articles 

prescribed were typical of those meted out to seventeenth- 

and eighteenth-century working men, but, by the end of the 

eighteenth century, the punishments began to seem out 

of step with more liberal humanitarian thinking. In the 

mid-nineteenth century, a major reform movement arose and 

continued throughout the century with the goal of abolishing 

harsh physical punishment at sea. Although flogging was 

abolished in the Royal Navy and the United States Navy in 

1850, Congress did not formally abolish flogging and corporal 

punishment on American merchant ships until 1898. 

William Spavens 

The seaman's narrative. Louth, 1796. 

Spavens's book is one of the very few accounts by an ordinary 

sailor describing his own experiences at sea. Written in his old 

age to earn some money, Spavens vividly described his life in 

the Royal Navy and in the East India Company's service during 

and immediately after the Seven Years' War. In one of several 

passages in the book relating to punishments, Spavens showed 

that physical abuse was not inflicted on sailors only. During a 

visit to English Harbour, Antigua, Spavens reported "we were 

presented with a very uncommon sight, viz. a Negro woman 

having been guilty of some small misdemeanor on board the 

Bristol of 50 guns, they first whipped her, then stript her quite 

naked, besmeared her with tar from head to foot, sprinkled 

feathers thereupon, and sent her ashore." 

[Alexander Tweedie] 

Naval achievements of Admiral George Lord Brydges 

Rodney. Edinburgh, 1782. 

The colorful plate that accompanied this book depicted 

Rodney's flagship H. M. S. Formidable at the battle of the Saintes 

in 1782. The print was intended to send a political message, 

arguing that Lord Rockingham and his "New Whig” govern¬ 

ment were throwing away Rodney's great victory by trying to 

forge a peace with the Americans. A small section of the plate 

includes an image of keelhauling, which are very hard to find. 

In this case it is Rockingham and Charles James Fox who are 

allegorically punished, not miscreant sailors. Nevertheless, 

this type of visual tongue-in-cheek political satire was the pre¬ 

cursor to the more serious-minded reform attempts of the 

1840s, some of which became works of literature in the hands 

of writers such as Herman Melville, (fig.4.24) (See page xviii, 

above). 
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Fig. 5.16 Jan Huygen van Linschoten, Itinerario. Amsterdam, 1596. 

The South Atlantic island of St. Helena was the way station that 

often marked the beginning and end of English naval convoy for 

East India Company ships in the Atlantic. (See page 112, below). 

! 
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PATHS ACROSS THE SEA 

Once a vessel left port, fully manned and ready for a long voyage across the oceans, 

there were myriad possible destinations. Some were bustling established ports; 

others were fishing waters or newly built piers on the rivers and bays of newly found 

lands. To reach them, sailors began to follow similar paths, creating established 

routes across the sea. Along with these, they came to use a variety of islands and ports 

as way stations. Sometimes, opening new areas of the sea and charting new waters 

were part of this process. 
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Fig. 5.18 Hendrick Doncker, The sea-atlas of the wafter-world, shewing 

all the sea-coasts ofy known parts of y earth. Amsterdam, 1660. 

The eastern Indian Ocean and the China seas were important destinations 

for the rival East India companies. The chart of that region in this volume is 

particularly interesting for the information it includes from Dutch exploration 

of the western and northern coasts of Australia. (See page 115, below). 
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Charting New Waters 

The first paths across the sea were exploratory, creating the 

necessity of charting new waters. Yet the process of charting was 

ongoing during the age of oceanic conquest that stretched from 

the fifteenth to the nineteenth century. The development of marine 

cartography, along with the associated sciences of hydrography 

and marine surveying, is among the major achievements associated 

with the conquest of the oceans. Charts actually used at sea for 

navigation were often destroyed, damaged, or merely worn out, with 

the result that few originals survive. Nevertheless, the information 

acquired by mariners was recorded and transmitted to chart, map, 

and globe makers, who used it in producing atlases and presentation 

copies of their work, many of which have well survived. In some of 

the earliest cases, narrative reports of voyages are missing, and only 

the anonymous visual evidence found on maps and charts reveals 

the discoveries achieved by a voyage. Later, charts and maps printed 

in multiple copies ensured preservation of new information, while 

charts complemented narrative accounts. 

Johannes Ruysch (d. 1533) 

Universalior cogniti orbis tabula, from Ptolemy, 

Geographia. Rome, 1508. 

This edition of Ptolemy included a map of the known world 

drawn by the cartographer Johannes Ruysch, who claimed to 

have made a voyage to North America. He may have been on 

one of the undocumented voyages that sailed from Bristol in 

England to the region near Nova Scotia sometime between 1501 

and 1505. Alternatively, some speculate that his information 

derived from the now lost document, "inventio fortunatae," 

which is believed to have been the report of a voyage in the 

Baffin Bay and Davis Strait region by an English Minorite friar 

about 1360-1364. Whatever its source, Ruysch's map exemplifies 

the first stage in which oceanic voyages were beginning to 

widen the understanding that Europeans had of geography. 

(fig. 5.1) 

Vesconte de Maggiolo (fl. 1504-1549) 

Portolan atlas. [Manuscript]. Naples, 1511. 

The world map shown here is from an atlas made in 1511 by 

Vesconte de Maggiolo, a Genoese cartographer working in 

Naples. Although at first glance it appears to focus on Africa, 

the map is one of the earliest representations of the results of 

several voyages to the New World in the preceding nineteen 

years. Among its place labels are "The Lands Found by 

Columbus," "Land of the English," and "Land of the Corte Real 

and the King of Portugal." In contrast to this fresh depiction of 

the expanding world, Maggiolo's charts of the Mediterranean 

and the newly explored western coast of Africa are drawn in a 

conventional manner, (fig. 5.2) (See page 90, below). 

Hercules O'Doria 

Portolan atlas of Europe, Africa, and America. 

[Manuscript]. Marseilles, 1592. 

As the cartography of the sea developed, and before widely 

standardized graphic conventions were in use, distinctive 

approaches and schools of cartography emerged. Little is 

known of the Irish cartographer Hercules O'Doria, but his 

work in this 1592 chart of the Caribbean, Cuba, and the coast 

of North America is in a style typical of cartographers working 

in Marseilles at that time. (fig. 5.3) (See page 92, below). 



Fig. 5.1 Johannes Ruysch, 

Universalior cogniti orbis tabula. 

Map in Ptolemy, Geographia. 

Rome, 1508. 

Ruysch's map exemplifies the first 

stage in which oceanic voyages 

were beginning to widen the 

understanding that Europeans 

had of geography. (See page 87, 

above). 
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Fig. 5.2 Vesconte de Maggiolo, 

Portolan atlas. [Manuscript]. 

Naples, 1511. 

Employing an unusual projection 

that gives the sense of an expanding 

world, Vesconte de Maggiolo's place 

names reflected the new discoveries: 

"The Lands Found by Columbus," 

"Land of the English," and "Land 

of the Corte Real and the King of 

Portugal." (See page 87, above). 
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Fig. 5.3 Hercules O'Doria, Portolan atlas of Europe, Africa, and 

America. [Manuscript]. Marseilles, 1592. 

This atlas by an Irish cartographer working in Marseilles at the end of the 

sixteenth century represents one of the distinctive schools of maritime 

cartography that arose in this period. The chart here is of the Caribbean. 
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Sir Robert Dudley (1574-1649) 

Dell'arcano del mare. Florence, 1646. 

Robert Dudley was the namesake and illegitimate son of the 

Earl of Leicester (ca. 1532-1588), the politician and one-time 

favorite courtier of Elizabeth I. In 1594 the young Dudley had 

led an expedition to the mouth of the Orinoco River in Guyana 

on the northern coast of South America. In 1605 Dudley left 

England, outraged that he was unable to prove his legitimacy 

and his claim to his father's title. When he arrived in Florence 

in 1607, the Grand Duke of Tuscany, Ferdinand I, employed 

him to help build up his navy against the Turks and Barbary 

corsairs. After many years of labor, Dudley published this huge 

and remarkable atlas compendium, entitled "Secrets of the 

Sea," only shortly before his death. It was the first sea atlas that 

included charts for the entire world based on the Mercator 

projection. More than simply a collection of charts, the work 

contains instruction in navigation techniques, drawings and 

diagrams on ship architecture, and even naval tactics for use 

in warfare. The Florentine engraver Antonio Francisco Lucini 

spent twelve years engraving the plates, which required 5,000 

pounds of copper, (fig. 5.4) 

Louis Jolliet (1645-1700) 

'Nouvelle decouverte de plusieurs nations dans la Nouvelle 

France, en l'annee 1673 et 1674." [Manuscript]. 1674. 

The conquest of the oceans was the essential bridge that made 

possible land exploration in distant areas. Exploration of rivers 

and straits was to some degree driven by the search for routes 

to the Far East. In the case of North America, inland exploration 

of the continent revealed unexpected benefits, vast fresh water 

seas that soon developed their own maritime activities and trade. 

Born in Quebec, Jolliet joined the Jesuit Pere Jacques 

Marquette to open the way for trade and missionary work in 

the Great Lakes and Mississippi River valley. In May 1673, the 

two explorers left the fort at Michilimackinac in canoes and 

crossed the upper portion of Lake Michigan to Green Bay, up the 

Fox River to the Wisconsin River, then down the Mississippi 

until they reached the site of Arkansas City, Arkansas. At that 

point, they turned northward, following the Illinois River back 

to Lake Michigan, (fig. 5.5) (See page 97, below). 

William Hack 

An accurate description of all the harbours rivers ports 

islands sands rocks and dangers between the mouth of 

California and the straits of Lemaire in the south sea of 

America." [Manuscript], London, after 1698. 

Basil Ringrose, an English buccaneer, was sailing with Captain 

Bartholomew Sharpe in the ship Trinity when they captured 

the Spanish ship Rosario off the coast of Ecuador in 1681. On 

board, they found an original set of sea charts that the Spanish 

had compiled in 1669 for the use of ships sailing off the Pacific 

coast of the Americas. A Sephardi friend of Sharpe's, Philip 

Dassigny, translated the text into English; Basil Ringrose added 

additional information from his own experience; and William 

Hack, a London map and chart maker, copied the charts. At 

least fourteen copies were made, one of which was presented 

to King Charles II in 1682. The copy shown here has the book¬ 

plate of John Clevland, a Secretary of the Admiralty from 1746 

to 1763. (fig. 5.6) (See page 98, below). 

Le neptune franqois. Paris, 1693. 

In the 1680s, the French statesman Jean-Baptiste Colbert (1619- 

1683) commissioned mathematicians and astronomers from the 

Academie Royale to join with the French navy's hydrographers 

to produce, under the supervision of royal geographer Alexis 

Hubert Jaillot (1632-1712), an atlas of nautical charts covering 

the European coast from Norway to Gibraltar. The result was a 

seminal work for French maritime cartography. In Holland, a 

cartographer named Pieter Mortier (1661-1711), the son of a 

French political refugee, had earlier acquired the right to dis¬ 

tribute French maps and charts in the Dutch Republic. Unable 

to obtain multiple copies from France and wanting to compete 

with the monopoly that Johannes van Keulen had held since 

1681, Mortier had the French charts newly engraved and 

printed in Amsterdam, but he sold them with the Paris 

imprint on the title page. Mortier published the work in 

French, Dutch, and English, and it is widely acknowledged to 

be one of the most attractive atlases published in seventeenth- 

century Holland, (fig. 5.7) (See pages 100 and 118, below). 
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Fig. 5.4 Sir Robert Dudley, 

DeU'arcano del mare. Florence, 

1646. 

One of the most expensive books 

published in its time, this 

magnificent production was the 

first sea atlas to include charts 

for the entire world based on the 

Mercator projection. The chart 

shown here reflects Dudley's 

personal experience in leading an 

expedition to the mouth of the 

Orinoco River in Guyana on the 

northern coast of South America 

in 1594-1595. 
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Fig. 5.5 Louis Jolliet, "Nouvelle decouverte de plusieurs 

nations, dans la Nouvelle France, en I'annee 1673 et 1674." 

[Manuscript]. 1674. 

Just as he was returning to Montreal after having explored 

America's great inland seas and the Mississippi River, the 

French explorer Louis Jolliet lost all his records when his boat 

overturned in the St. Lawrence River. Shortly afterwards, he 

drew this map from memory and sent it to the governor of 

New France, Count Frontenac, in November 1674. 
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Fig. 5.6 William Hack, "An accurate 

description of all the harbours rivers ports 

islands sands rocks and dangers between 

the mouth of California and the straits 

of Lemaire in the south sea of America." 

[Manuscript]. London, after 1698. 

This is one of at least fourteen manuscript 

copies that William Hack, a London map 

and chart maker, made from a collection 

of captured Spanish charts. Captain 

Bartholomew Sharpe had seized the charts 

when he captured the Spanish ship Rosario 

off the coast of Ecuador in 1681. This 

chart shows the Pacific coast of Panama 

and Gulf of Vallona, with Sharpe's track 

in the ship Trinity. 

P a ii 
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Fig. 5.7 Le neptune 
franqois. Paris, 1693. 

The copy of the Neptune 
Frangois shown here is a 
counterfeit of the original, 
made by Pieter Mortier 
in Amsterdam in 1693 
and sold as if it were the 
Paris imprint. Romeyn 
de Hooghe, a Dutchman 
then working in the 
service of King William III 
of England, designed and 
engraved the map of 
England's south coast. 
It was one of nine charts 
by de Hooghe that Mortier 
added to the French 
work he had otherwise 
so precisely copied. 
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Captaine Millaud 

Remarques sur la navigation des isles de l'Amerique par 

Millaud, pilotte sur les vaissaeux du Roy." [Manuscript], 

ca. 1710. 

Printed charts and sailing directions for the West Indies in the 

early eighteenth century tended to be very general in character. 

Because of this deficiency, sea officers typically kept private 

notes on essential information needed for piloting. Although 

many such books were kept, only a few survive. Captaine 

Millaud, a pilot serving in the French navy, made these notes 

and drawings on a voyage from La Rochelle to Martinique in 

1710 during the War of the Spanish Succession. He used a 

printed Dutch chart by Pieter Goos for the ocean passage and 

was apparently familiar with the approaches to many of the 

French colonies in the West Indies. 

Cyprian Southack (1662-1745) 

A new chart of the English Empire in North America. 

Boston, 1717. 

This is the first engraved map to be published in the colonies 

that later became independent as the United States of America, 

and the oldest copper engraving produced in America that still 

survives. While it is significant as an example of an American- 

made chart, it is also an example of a chart that makes a polit¬ 

ical statement, designed to warn Englishmen of the growing 

danger from the nearby French colonies. Cyprian Southack was 

commissioned a lieutenant in the Royal Navy in 1673 and was 

promoted to captain in 1696, serving until 1722. He first came to 

Massachusetts in 1685, where he spent much of the remainder 

of his career on coastal patrols and in surveying North American 

waters. In 1729, he published his New England Coasting Pilot. 

(fig. 5.8) (See page 104, below). 

The English pilot. The fourth book. London, 1706. 

In 1671, John Seller began to publish The English Pilot series 

with a book for "Northern Navigation." This was followed by 

the "second book" on "Southern Navigation” (1672), and the 

beginnings for additional books including the "third book" for 

"European and Mediterranean navigation" (1677), the "fourth 

book" for "America and the West Indies" (1676), and the "fifth 

book" for "Oriental Navigation" (1675). Seller ceased to be 

involved after about 1679, and the plates and rights to publi¬ 

cation eventually passed to Richard Mount and William Page, 

whose firm came to dominate English maritime publishing. In 

1701, they added a sixth book, on "West Africa." As a de facto 

series, the English Pilot appeared in more than 111 editions in 

133 years, becoming the most widely used English hydro- 

graphical publication until the beginning of the nineteenth 

century. It perpetuated a simplified version of the Dutch "wag¬ 

goner" style of charts supplemented by coastal views, which 

became increasingly outdated in contrast to the sophisticated 

work done by 1780 in The American Neptune. The section on 

the Caribbean port of Cartagena from the 1706 edition was 

still the same forty years later in the 1745 edition. 

Antonio de Matos 

'Descripcion de las costas de tierra firme de la America 

Septentrional . . . por el theniente de fragata y piloto de 

la Real Armada Dn. Antonio de Matos ano de 1740." 

[Manuscript], 1740. 

Drawn on vellum, this chart with its wind roses, odd shape, and 

decorative colors, gives the impression of dating from the age of 

exploration. In fact, Lieutenant Antonio de Matos of the Spanish 

navy drew it in 1740 on the modern Mercator projection for the 

use of ships and pilots of his navy at the opening of the 1739- 

1748 War of the Austrian Succession. In terms of detail, it is 

much more accurate than the commonly available charts that 

his British counterparts had in the English Pilot. Fourth Book. 

Other examples of Antonio de Matos's charts made between 

1740 and 1745 are in the Museo Naval de Madrid, Archivo 

General de Indias, and the Bibliotheque Nationale de Paris. 

(fig. 5.9) (See page xii, above). 

Joseph Smith Speer 

The West India pilot. London, 1771. 

Little is known about Speer except that for more than twenty 

years he served on ships in Caribbean waters. This work, which 

first appeared in 1766 and was reprinted in 1771 and 1776, 

underscores the great interest that Englishmen had in the 

West Indies. The author's notice "To the Public" bears a man¬ 

uscript note that this copy was "examined and corrected by 

the author" and several insertions and corrections have been 

made in the same hand in the sailing directions, (fig. 5.io) 
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Fig. 5.8 Cyprian Southack, A new chart of the English 

empire in North America. Boston, 1717. 

This was the first engraved chart or map to be published 

in the English American colonies, and indeed the oldest 

copper engraving produced in America of which copies 

are still extant. Captain Southack of the Royal Navy knew 

the waters off New England particularly well. 
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Murdoch Mackenzie (d. 1797) 

A treatise of maritime surveying, in two parts with a 

prefatory essay on draughts and surveys. London, 1774. 

Although preceded by Alexander Dalrymple's more theoretical 

Essay on the Most Commodious Methods of Marine Surveying, 

which had appeared in 1771, Mackenzie's Treatise laid the 

practical foundation for British hydrographic surveying for 

the century that followed. Early in his career, Mackenzie had 

made a survey of the Orkney Islands, and in 1751 the 

Admiralty first employed him as a civilian surveyor to chart 

the coasts of Ireland and western Britain. In 1771, Mackenzie 

retired from active survey work. His nephew and namesake 

(1749-1829) succeeded him as Admiralty surveyor, while the 

elder Mackenzie began work on his Treatise. While writing this 

work, Mackenzie came up with the idea of an instrument, the 

station-pointer, to help in finding a position using two 

observed angles. Captain George Vancouver took such an 

instrument with him on his voyage to the northwest coast of 

North America in 1791. When James Horsburgh, the hydrog- 

rapher of the East India Company, edited a new edition of 

Mackenzie's Treatise in 1819, Horsburgh noted that most 

instrument makers were selling the station-pointer that 

Mackenzie had designed, (fig. 5.n) 

From A to II is die E.rtenr of Sketch Cx, an inland Hill determined b■ 

its Bearing at X° I, and N°II. or more advantageously at y. 

N°I.m the first Station. or Anchorage. of the . Chip: its Distance from A is 

by Estimation . 

\°II the second Station or Anchorage: its Distance from B Estimated,or 

determined by two Bearings of Objects advantageously situated. 

IA.Ia.Ib. to. the Bearings of the several Feints. Berks kc. whoso Dis - 

timers from I, are all to be marked. at first, fy Estimation and die Coast 

faintly sketched]/between/them . 

IB .die Ships Course .or the Fine m which she is supposed to sad toward 

the second Station .measured by the Log. 

Joseph Frederick Wallet Des Barres (1721-1824). 

The Atlantic neptune. London, 1780. 

In 1774, the Admiralty ordered Colonel J. F. W. Des Barres of 

the Engineers, who had been surveying on the American coast 

with naval volunteers since 1763, to compile an atlas of charts 

for the Royal Navy to use in American waters. Published in huge 

folio volumes with a total of 247 plates of charts and colored 

views of the coastline, it included the composite work of many 

Fig. 5.11 Murdoch Mackenzie, A treatise of maritime surveying, in two 

parts with a prefatory essay on draughts and surveys. London, 1774. 

Mackenzie's Treatise laid the practical foundation for British hydrographic 

surveying for a century. 

other surveyors as well as his own. The Admiralty paid him 

about £4,000 of the £13,000 of his own funds that he claimed 

to have spent on the project. It was certainly one of the most 

magnificent publishing projects of that time, or of any time, 

and resulted in an incomparable book. (fig. 5.12) 
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Fig. 5.12 J. F. W. Des Barres, The Atlantic neptune. London, 1780. 

Among a set of views of Louisburg harbor and nearby locations, this 

view shows a survey ship and a surveyor in action on the west coast of 

Richmond Isle, near the entrance to the Gut of Canso. 
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Charles Blaskowitz 

A topographical chart of the Bay of Narragansett. 

London, 1777. 

Charles Blaskowitz (d. ca. 1835) served as a surveyor under 

Samuel Holland between March 1764 and December 1775. 

From May 1777 until 1783, he served as a captain in the 

Guides and Pioneers. He probably began the work for this 

chart in 1764, when the Admiralty ordered the Hon. Robert 

Melville, Governor of the West Indian colony of Grenada, to 

study Newport and Narragansett Bay as a possible site for a 

naval dockyard. 

At that time, Melville sent back to London a large map by 

Blaskowitz, which was eventually included in J. F. W. Des Barres, 

Atlantic Neptune, published between 1777 and 1780, for the use 

of the Royal Navy during the War for American Independence. 

The Neptune represents the first systematic survey of the New 

England coast. 

William Faden published a slightly smaller version of the 

same chart in 1777, shown here, adding a few place names, 

and he reissued it again in 1794. French cartographers copied it 

in a still smaller format for publication in the Pilote Americain 

Septentrional (1778-1779) and the Neptune Americo-Septentrional 

(1780). (FIG. 5.13) 

Charles Blaskowitz, A topographical chart of Narragansett 

Bay, from J. F. W. Des Barres, The Atlantic neptune. 

London, ca. 1780. [Copperplates]. 

In 1949, the Admiralty in London deaccessioned from its hydro- 

graphic collections the original copper plates for the Atlantic 

Neptune and presented them to various institutions in the 

United States. The John Carter Brown Library received the two 

plates from which the chart of Narragansett Bay was printed 

along with the plate for Newport harbor. 

Charles Blaskowitz, Newport harbor, from J. F. W. Des Barres, 

77ie Atlantic neptune. London, ca. 1780. [Copperplate]. 

In 1949, the Admiralty in London deaccessioned from its 

hydrographic collections the original copper plates for the 

Atlantic Neptune and presented them to various institutions in 

the United States. The John Carter Brown Library received the 

plate for Newport along with the plates for Narragansett Bay. 

Osgood Carleton (1742-1816) 

A new chart of the N.W. coast of America. Boston, ca. 1799. 

This is the only surviving example of the chart that Osgood 

Carleton produced of the northwest coast of North America. It 

is based on George Vancouver's original surveys made in 1795. 

Carleton dedicated this chart to "teachers and underwriters in 

the United States of America" and intended it for those in 

Boston who were promoting New England trade to this recently 

opened portion of the Pacific coast. Carleton was born in 1742 

in New Hampshire. As a young man he learned how to survey 

while serving in the British army during the French and 

Indian War. He fought on the colonial side in the American 

Revolution, and served at the Battle of Bunker Hill. After inde¬ 

pendence, he kept a shop in Boston on Oliver's Dock and 

established a school to teach cartography, navigation, and 

mathematics. 

Carleton first appeared in connection with marine cartog¬ 

raphy when Matthew Clark (1714-1798) published the first 

maritime atlas to be produced in America: Charts of the Coast 

of America from Cape Breton to the Entrance to the Gulf of Mexico 

(Boston, 1790). The Boston Marine Society asked Carleton to 

approve the charts in this atlas by signing the plates and the 

proof sheets of each chart. Following completion of this project, 

Carleton was closely associated with John Norman (ca. 1748- 

1817) and his son, William (d. 1807), in producing a number 

of maps of New England, Massachusetts, and Boston as well as 

the charts in two different pilots for the West Indies (1795 and 

1803) and The New East India Pilot (1804). (fig. 5.14) 

Charles Wilkes (1798-1877) 

Narrative of the United States exploring expedition during 

the years 1838,1839,1840,1841,1842. Philadelphia, 1845. 

The U.S. Exploration Expedition, or the Wilkes expedition as it 

is more commonly known after the name of its commander, 

was the first great American national scientific enterprise. 

Carried out in the tradition of the major European exploring 

voyages to the Pacific that had preceded it, such as those of 

Cook, Ross, Dumont d'Urville, and Krusenstern, the Wilkes 

expedition charted the Fiji Islands, verified that Antarctica was 

a continent, and charted the Columbia River area of North 

America. Over a period of four years, the expedition collected 

anthropological, botanical, geological, oceanographical, and 

zoological specimens, which eventually found a home in the 

newly established Smithsonian Institution. 
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Fig. 5.13 Charles Blaskowitz, A topographical chart of the 

Bay ofNarragansett. London, 1777. 

The survey for this chart of Narragansett Bay was probably 

begun in 1764, when thought was being given to developing 

Newport as a site for a possible British naval dockyard. 
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Fig. 5.14 Osgood Carleton, A new chart of the N.W. coast 

of America. Boston, ca. 1799. 

This is the only surviving example of the chart that Osgood 

Carleton produced of the northwest coast of North America. It 

is based on George Vancouver's original surveys made in 179S. 
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Sea Routes 

The world's sea mutes in the age of oceanic conquest were determined 

by broad global patterns of winds and currents. These patterns 

were not well understood until the mid-nineteenth century, but 

seamen slowly built up knowledge of them as science progressed 

and through trial and error, exploiting them to advantage. 

Fracanzano da Montalboddo (fl. 1507-1522) 

Itinerarium Portugallensium e Lusitania in Indiam & inde 

in occidentem & demum ad quilonem. Milan, 1508. 

Perhaps the greatest of all European efforts to establish a new 

sea route came early, namely Portugal's success in finding a way 

to reach India by circumnavigating the southern tip of Africa. 

The first Portuguese ventures along the west coast of Africa 

began in the first quarter of the fifteenth century. Hundreds of 

voyages followed, systematically probing southwards, until 

Bartolomeu Dias in 1488 rounded what we now call the Cape 

of Good Hope. By 1498, Vasco da Gama arrived in Calicut. The 

Itinerarium Portugallensium contains the first separately printed 

map of Africa, and it reveals that the Atlantic and Indian 

oceans are connected, (fig. 5.is) 

Bowles's new one-sheet chart of the Atlantic or Western 

Ocean. London, ca. 1794. 

In most respects this chart is typical of the cartography being 

produced in London at the end of the eighteenth century. 

Unusually, however, this one shows the main trans-Atlantic 

routes. Passages from England to America are labeled upside 

down, while the return routes are labeled right side up. Among 

the returning routes, there is a line showing the passage of the 

Spanish silver flota to Cadiz. The suggested passages to 

America include the northern route, and the northern limits 

for a passage to New York, Virginia, and the Carolinas. 

Fig. 5.15 Fracanzano da 

Montalboddo, Itinerarium 

Portugallensium e Lusitania 

in Indiam. Milan, 1508. 

This is the first separately 

printed map of Africa, and it 

revealed that the Atlantic and 

Indian oceans are connected. 
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Way Stations 

In the era of oceanic conquest, way stations to more distant 

destinations were often islands in mid-ocean whose geographic 

location fit conveniently into wind patterns. Often providing 

a safe anchorage and a natural water supply, some of these 

islands developed commercially to the point of being able 

to supply food and wine, while others remained important 

solely for their role as navigational markers. 

Benedetto Bordone (d. 1539) 

Isolario di Benedetto Bordone nel qual si ragiona di tutte 

Visole del mondo. Venice, 1534. 

Bordone's book was among the first to go beyond the century- 

old Italian isolario literary tradition of describing Mediterranean 

islands, by including in his work more distant islands in the 

world's oceans. His focus on the Atlantic islands underscores 

their great importance to the initial European venture into the 

unknown seas. The Canary, Madeira, and Azores islands became 

extensions of Europe in the fourteenth century, and the Cape 

Verde Islands in the mid-fifteenth century. The Canaries pro¬ 

vided supplies to Columbus. In the seventeenth and eighteenth 

centuries, the Azores and Madeira played important roles as 

way stations for shipping between England and North 

America as well as a way station for Spanish treasure fleets 

returning from the West Indies. Because of their key strategic 

position, the islands were the site of many naval battles. 

Jan Huygen van Linschoten (1563-1611) 

Itinerario. Amsterdam, 1596. 

The South Atlantic island of St. Helena was an important way 

station. The Portuguese explorer Joao da Nova Castella had 

discovered the island on 21 May 1502, the anniversary of St. 

Helena, the mother of the Roman Emperor Constantine, but 

for some years it remained otherwise unknown until English 

and Dutch ships encountered it on the passage to and from 

the East Indies. The Dutch may have occupied the island for a 

time between 1645 and 1651, but the English East India 

Company took possession of it in 1659. The Dutch captured it 

in 1672, but Captain John Munden in H.M.S. Assistance retook 

it the following year, re-establishing English control. During 

the eighteenth century, it was the way station that often 

marked the beginning and end of naval convoy for Asian- 

bound ships in the Atlantic. 

The illustration of St. Helena is from one of the greatest of 

maritime books, Linschoten's Itinerario. In the realm of seafaring 

literature, it is the foundation stone of the Dutch maritime 

empire. A Dutchman, Linschoten gathered valuable information 

about the Portuguese empire while traveling in Asia and, in this 

book, urged his countrymen to compete in the commercial 

world of the Indian Ocean. Not long after, in 1602, the Dutch 

East India Company (V.O.C.) was established, (fig. 5.16) 

(See page 84, above). 



Fig. 5.17 John Seller, Atlas maritimus. London, 1675. 

Among the world ports in the seventeenth century, Tangier was 

dramatically different in being man made. Seller probably took 

this view of the mole from one made in 1669 by Wenceslaus 

Hollar. In contrast to Seller's larger and more ambitious work, 

his series of English Pilot books, the charts and views in his Atlas 

maritimus were typically copied from earlier Dutch material. 

(See page 115, below). 
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Fig. 5.19 Pieter Goos, De zee-atlas ofte water-wereld. Amsterdam, 1675. 

Pieter Goos was one of Amsterdam's most prominent booksellers. He 

published his first pilot book in 1650, Lichtende columne ofte zee-spiegel. 

Goos first published his Zee-Atlas in 1659 and reprinted it about sixteen 

times, with a number of variations. (See page 117, below). 
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Destinations 

The destinations of sailing ships in the age of oceanic conquest 

were as varied as their activities. Some destinations were large 

world-class ports, while others were regions of island-filled seas, or 

clusters of small coastal trading posts. In many cases, Europeans 

created destinations by either founding new settlements or by 

developing existing local settlements into destinations that could 

serve shipping and trade. At the same time, the home port to 

which a vessel returned following a naval expedition or a trading 

voyage was also an important destination and one that historians 

sometimes forget to consider. 

John Seller (fl. 1658-1698) 

Atlas maritimus. London, 1675. 

The conquest of the oceans was the means by which 

Europeans extended their influence to distant parts of the 

world. Once they had crossed the ocean, they had to get ashore 

to establish their presence, start settlements, or promote trade. 

In most cases, Europeans took advantage of local geography in 

doing this, but in some rare cases a natural harbor was absent, 

which was the fundamental requirement for a port. One extreme 

example of this problem existed in Tangier, where Englishmen 

went to extraordinary lengths to construct a suitable harbor 

for their ships. 

In the early seventeenth century, corsairs from the North 

African regencies of Algiers, Tunis, and Tripoli regularly attacked 

English shipping in the Mediterranean. When England acquired 

Tangier as part of the treaty with Portugal that accompanied 

Charles II's marriage to Catherine of Braganza in 1661, the 

acquisition was hailed as a major step toward protecting 

English trade at the entrance to the Mediterranean. Tangier 

lacked a natural harbor, however, and to remedy the deficiency 

the English constructed an artificial port by building a mole, 

or breakwater—an engineering project that was on a scale 

never before attempted. When the English abandoned the 

colony in 1684, the mole was, with great difficulty, destroyed. 

(fig. 5.17) (See page 113, above). 

Hendrick Doncker (1626-1699) 

The sea-atlas of the watter-world, shewing all the sea-coasts 

ofy known parts ofy earth. Amsterdam, 1660. 

The eastern Indian Ocean and the China seas were important 

destinations for the rival European East India companies. The 

chart of that region in this volume is particularly interesting 

for the information it includes from Dutch exploration on the 

western and northern coasts of Australia. Another chart in this 

atlas relates to the other side of the world, "Nieu-Nederland, 

Virginia and Nieu-Englandt." It was the first to show the place- 

name "Providence" on a printed map, spelled "Profedens." 

Farther down the bay is "Rood eylant" known today by a form 

of its Indian name, Aquidneck Island. 

Hendrick Doncker, a book and chart seller in Amsterdam, 

published a pilot guide in 1655 and then, in 1660, this sea 

atlas. He was particularly respected for his efforts to keep his 

charts up to date. A faulty chart at any time could expose a 

ship to mortal danger. One of the most prolific publishers in 

the late seventeenth century, Doncker issued his maps and 

charts in atlases in which the title page and frontmatter had 

been translated into English, French, or Spanish, but typically 

the contents were the original Dutch maps. (fig. 5.18) 

(See page 86, above). 
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Fig. 5.20 Sven Dahlman, Beskrifning orn S.Barthelemy, Swensk 

O uti Westindien. Stockholm, 1786. 

After King Gustav III of Sweden declared the West Indian island of 

St. Barthelemy a free port in September 1785, the harbor of Gustavia 

(shown here as "Le Carenage," a place to careen ships for repair) 

quickly became a major center for circumventing British navigation 

laws, temporarily providing a place for Americans to trade with 

English merchants in the West Indies without entering a British port. 
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Pieter Goos (ca. 1616-1675) 

De zee-atlas ofte water-wereld. Amsterdam, 1675. 

The African coast on the Bight of Benin and the Gulf of 

Guinea was an important destination for seafarers and a region 

of frequent maritime trade for many European merchants. 

From 1515 onwards, a number of European states, including 

Brandenburg-Prussia, Denmark, the Dutch Republic, England, 

Portugal, and Sweden, maintained fortified trading posts on 

the so-called "Gold" and "Slave" coasts. 

Pieter Goos was a prominent Amsterdam bookseller. He 

published his first pilot book in 1650, Lichtende columne ofte 

Zee-Spiegel. His Zee-Atlas first appeared in 1659, and it was 

reprinted about sixteen times, with a number of variations. It 

was not an original work, and was designed for "gentlemen 

and merchants" as well as "sailors and pilots." (fig. 5.19) 

Arnoldus Montanus (16257-1683) 

De nieuwe en onbekende weereld: of beschryving van 

America en't zuid-land. Amsterdam, 1671. 

The islands of the Caribbean presented a wide range of differing 

types of destinations for sailors. Columbus discovered St. Martin 

in the Leeward island chain on St. Martin's Day, 11 November 

1493. French pirates used the island in 1638, but the Spanish 

established a small settlement in 1640. After the peace of 

1648, French and Dutch prisoners, who had been held on the 

island during the war, reputedly met and divided it between 

them, resulting in the dual nationality that continues today 

with the French side of the island known as Saint Martin and 

the Dutch, Sint Maarten. 

The maker of this atlas, Arnoldus Montanus, came from a 

family of Flemish cartographers working in Amsterdam. His 

father was Petrus Montanus, or Pieter van den Berg, and his 

mother's father was Jodicus Hondius the elder, the Flemish 

cartographer who had acquired Mercator's plates. The text in 

the book has been attributed to Olfert Dapper (1639-1689), 

who, two years later in 1673, published a version of it under 

the title Die unbekante Neue Welt, oder Beschreibung des Welt- 

Theils Amerika and des Sud-Landes darinnen vom Uhrsprunge der 

Ameriker und Sudldnder. 

Sven Dahlman 

Beskrifning om S. Barthelemy, Swensk O uti Westindien. 

Stockholm, 1786. 

Not far from St. Martin in the Leeward islands, the island of 

St. Barthelemy had a quite different history as a maritime des¬ 

tination. Following the loss of its North American colony on 

the Delaware River, Nya Sverige, in 1655, Sweden persistently 

attempted to establish another colony. Immediately after the 

war for American Independence, Sweden used her long-stand¬ 

ing alliance with France to obtain the island of St. Barthelemy 

in the West Indies. Although she had seriously hoped to 

obtain Tobago, Sweden accepted this smaller island in 1784. 

The previous year, Sweden had been the first neutral state in 

Europe to sign a treaty of commerce and friendship with the 

newly independent United States. King Gustav III immediately 

declared the island a freeport, and the harbor of Gustavia 

quickly became a major center for circumventing British nav¬ 

igation laws, temporarily providing a place for Americans to 

trade with English merchants in the West Indies without enter¬ 

ing a British port. The author of this book, Sven Dahlman, was 

a naval chaplain in the Swedish frigate Sprengtporten, which 

visited the new Swedish possession for several months in early 

1785. (fig. 5.20) 

Jacques Nicholas Beilin (1703-1772) 

Le petit atlas maritime. Paris, 1764. 

Cartagena in Spain's Murcia province is one of the finest natu¬ 

ral harbors on the east coast of Iberia. It serves as a destination 

for returning vessels, both as a great commercial port and also, 

since the time of Philip II, an important Spanish naval base. 

The compiler of this atlas, J. N. Beilin, at age eighteen became 

the first hydrographic engineer of the French navy when 

France established its hydrographic service in 1720. He held 

the post for his entire adult life and was responsible for three 

major maritime atlases and a large number of charts. 
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Fig. 6.15 Le neptune fran(ois. Paris, 1693. 

A "First Rate" (premier rang) was the largest type of warship 

and would have often served as an admiral's flagship, as 

this image depicts. The French navy built twenty-six ships 

of this size between 1694 and 1700. (See page 93, above). 
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CHAPTER 6 ACTIVITIES 

Sailing ships were not simply a form of transportation easily moving from 

port to port and uniform in activity. Life at sea encompassed a wide range of 

activities. Normally, ships' officers and men had prepared for some initial 

purpose and plan, be it exploration, trade, fishing, or fighting. Whatever their 

purpose and wherever they planned to go, they were necessarily subject to 

the hazards and vicissitudes of all maritime operations in the age of sail. 

They could, as easily as not, find themselves in some unexpected place or be 

involved in some unexpected type of activity. 
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Fig. 6.2 Diary of a British army officer of the 35th foot in 

America, 1757-1765. [Manuscript]. 

The connection between fortified ports and maritime trade is 

indicated on this sketch map of the interior of the British fort at 

Pensacola, Florida, with the homes of merchants inside the fort. 

(See page 122, below). 



Het groote tafereel der dwaasheid. Amsterdam, 1720. 

Commerce 

Trading among human societies exists both for profit and necessity. 

Commerce across the Indian Ocean and the Mediterranean Sea 

is as old as human memory. The European conquest of the oceans 

made possible commerce across astonishing distances, such as 

the trade from New England to China, which began in the late 

eighteenth century and could be extremely profitable. Voyaging for 

purposes of trade included many types of commodities, including 

enslaved human beings. Whatever the commodity—fish or timber 

or Madeira wine—each raised particular and material problems 

requiring solution. Moreover, no commercial voyage was possible 

without arrangements for financing. 

TRADE AND SHIPPING 

In the era of oceanic conquest, conflict often centered 

on the rights of chartered companies and on the granting of 

monopolies. Related concerns affected individual merchants 

and small merchant shipping houses as well. Markets and 

prices were matters of basic interest, but, at the same time, 

the fortunes of merchants and their shipping activities were 

deeply affected by such factors as weather, war, peace, and 

piracy, which could determine the profitability of their trade. 

Joint stock companies provided the funding for a variety of mar¬ 

itime activities, including exploration and colonization as well 

as trade. Such organizations ranged from the several national 

East India companies to newer organizations, such as the South 

Sea Company established in 1711 in the hope that it could play 

a role in trade with Spain's overseas possessions. In the early 

decades of the eighteenth century, investment in trading com¬ 

panies, some with only a precarious commercial basis, some¬ 

times became highly speculative.The resulting collapse of such 

financial "bubbles" created scandal and had serious conse¬ 

quences. This Dutch caricature, relating to John Law and "The 

Mississippi Bubble," visually connects that financial crisis with 

the sea. The Dutch town of Enkhuisen is in the background. 

(fig. 6.1) (See page 123, below). 

Peleg Peckham 

'A jornell of a pasage by Gods permission from Rhod 

Island ... to the Island of Barbados, 1742." [Manuscript]. 

1742. 

During the colonial period, Rhode Island was well-known for 

breeding horses and supplying them to other areas. In the 

entry for 5 January 1741/42, written in the sloop Ranger on a 

twenty-nine-day passage from Newport to Barbados carrying 

horses for the British army, the master Peleg Peckham 

describes the risks and difficulty of shipping horses in heavy 

weather. Apparently, Peckham was not using slings for his 

cargo of horses, although certainly the Spanish had long been 

using them. 

This last twenty four hours stormy weather began: with the 

wind at the East and since has shifted to the SW & SSW. Blows 

very hard with a very large Sea. The weather is so bad that we 

have had ten horses down at a time and I am doubtful if this 

weather holds any time we shall loose the greatest part of 

them.... Indeed there is one of Master Cory's that I fear we 

shall loose [unless?] the weather break up as soon as it will for 

he has got hurt by some others when they were all down in 

heaps trampling on one another, but if the weather breaks up 

some I shall do my possible to raise him and in deed to them 

all if it lays in my power. 1 have a very good parcel of men and 

a tite vessel otherwise I should have lost some of them before 

this time but I am in great hopes we shall carry all or near all 

of them but that horse that I mentioned that was hurt and 

there is two more that can stand but a little while at a time. 
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Case of the British merchants who traded to America 

previous to the late war. [London? 1787]. 

The anonymous author of this pamphlet is occupied with the 

obstacles that faced British merchants in their attempts to 

recover the property lost or seized during the American War 

for Independence. A table in this work shows average annual 

values of pre-war maritime exports for various commodities 

that totaled £3,296, 983. As the author argues, the table "gives 

the reader a tolerable idea of the resources of America, in her 

natural productions and it will also show that there can be no 

excuse for with-holding the payment of the British debts on 

the score of poverty." 

Diary of a British army officer of the 35th foot in 

America, Pensacola, Florida, and elsewhere, 1757-1765. 

[Manuscript]. 

This plan suggests the relationship between maritime trade 

and military protection. While the English officer who kept this 

diary and drew this plan was naturally interested in showing 

the key military points for the waterfront fort, many of the 

buildings were the homes of merchants and ship-owners. 

(fig. 6.2) (See page 120, above). 

Four typical business documents relating to maritime 

trade and commerce: 

1. Letter from Wall, Tardy & Co., in Haiti, to Nicholas 

Brown, 4 March 1784. [Manuscript]. 

2. Prices current, Cape Francois, 28th July 1792. [Haiti, 1792]. 

3. "Compte de vente de la cargaison du bateau Le George 

parlementaire de Rodisland Capt. Sieur William Earl. . . 

a Jacmel, 16 Avril 1760" [Manuscript]. 1760. 

4. Portage bill of sloop Speedwell, Jos. Kinnicott, Master, 

1761. [Printed form with manuscript notations]. 

This array of four examples of specialized, maritime business 

papers captures the mechanics of oceanic trade in the eigh¬ 

teenth century. Shown here are (1) a letter from a firm in Cap 

Francois, Haiti, telling Nicholas Brown that the markets there 

"are daily growing favourable for northern produce" including 

such items as "good staves, young hares, & cod fish." Next is (2) 

a typical printed list of current commodities with prices written 

in. The fluctuating prices of goods and of the exchange value of 

money were the major business factors that a merchant had to 

contend with on a voyage. Another common document was (3) 

an account of the sale of cargo, at Jacmel in Haiti, of the George 

from Rhode Island. Finally, on display is (4) a portage bill from 

the Rhode Island sloop Speedwell in 1761, showing the agree¬ 

ment between a captain, crew, and owner on their wages; 

Such materials are the traditional types of documents that 

merchant masters encountered and used. Beginning in the eigh¬ 

teenth century, summaries of much similar information began 

to be regularly published in business newspapers, of which the 

best known is Lloyds List, the British shipping newspaper that 

has been published since 1734. 

"Journal of the Ann and Hope, Benjamin Page, Jr., 17 July 

1798-14 June 1799." [Manuscript], 1799. 

The American China Trade, that is, the commercial voyages 

from the eastern ports in the new United States to China, was 

scarcely fourteen years old when the Providence, Rhode Island, 

firm of Brown and Ives outfitted a vessel for this purpose. In 

1797, Benjamin Tallman built a ship to undertake such a voyage 

for the newly formed partnership between Nicholas Brown 

and Thomas P. Ives, and they named her for their two wives, 

Ann Brown and Hope Ives. 

A journal of the firm's first voyage to Canton was kept by 

Benjamin Page, Jr., son of the master of the Ann and Hope, 

Capt. Benjamin Page. On her return passage to Rhode Island 

with a cargo of specie, china goods, and tea, she visited 

Australia, and Page's journal contains the earliest description 

of the Botany Bay area by an American. Ann and Hope made 

five successful voyages for the firm before she was wrecked on 

Block Island as she was returning from her sixth voyage in 

January 1806. (fig. 6.3) 

Samuel Marshall (d. 1823) 

A treatise on the law of insurance. In four books. 

I. Of marine insurances. 

II. Of bottomry and respondentia. 

III. Of insurance upon lives. 

IV. Of insurance against fire. 

Boston, 1805. 

This volume is the first American edition of a British work, 

originally published in 1802, and based on legal cases involving 

insurance. This work was reprinted four times before 1861 and 

became a standard resource on the subject. The issues sur¬ 

rounding the business of maritime insurance provide a valuable 

guide to the nature of the risks involved in merchant shipping. 

Until the early nineteenth century, for example, slaves were 

insured as merchandise, but under the new laws designed to 

halt the slave trade, or at least improve the treatment of slaves, 

an owner could no longer insure slaves against all risks in 

transportation, but only against death or injury by natural 

causes, with no evidence of negligence. 

The author, Samuel Marshall, was a serjeant-at-law, that is 

to say he had received the significant honor in the English 

legal profession of having been awarded a coif, a round piece 

of white cloth that the leading lawyers wore on top of their 

wigs. Until 1837, judges in England were appointed only from 

among those who were serjeants-at-law. 
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Fig. 6.1 Het groote tafereel der dwaasheid. Amsterdam, 1720. 

This volume of Dutch caricatures ridiculing speculative trading 

companies was directed specifically at John Law and "The 

Mississippi Bubble." The image visually connects such financial 

crises with the sea. The town of Enkhuisen is in the background 



Fig. 6.3 "Journal of the Ann and Hope,... 
Benjamin Page, Jr., 17 July 1798-14 June 1799." 

[Manuscript]. 1799. 

The sea journal of Benjamin Page, Jr., is open 
to 18-19 October 1798, showing young Page's 
sketches of the Australian coast at the entry 
to Port Jackson (modern Sydney Harbour and, 

to the South, Botany Bay). 
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THE SLAVE TRADE 

The commercial trade in African slaves was one of the oldest 

and most profitable forms of oceanic commerce, dating back 

to the fifteenth century. Not only was the Atlantic trade in 

slaves vast in size and scope, with as many as twelve million 

Africans having been forcibly brought across the ocean to 

America in a little over three centuries, it also underlay the 

development of the Atlantic economy in tobacco, sugar, rice, 

and other commodities. Thousands of European and American 

ship owners, ship builders, and seamen were involved in 

building slave ships and transporting Africans across the 

ocean to provide the cheap labor that was a major common 

feature of the competing economic empires in America. 

About 3 million slaves were brought to the Americas prior to 

1700, predominantly to Brazil, and also to the Spanish 

colonies and to the British, French, and Dutch islands in the 

Caribbean. Between 1701 and 1810, another 6 million were 

imported, again predominantly to Brazil and to the French 

islands, but with a significant number taken to the colonies 

that would make up the future United States. The peak of 

importation into the United States occurred between 1790 

and 1800, a decade when an estimated 150,00 slaves were 

brought into the United States. The horrifying fact about the 

institution of slavery, and even the trans-Atlantic trade in 

slaves, is that until late in the eighteenth century it was 

rarely condemned as an evil, either in America or in Europe. 

Although the oceanic commerce in slaves was sharply curtailed 

after 1808, it was not until 1888 that slavery in the Americas 

was totally abolished. 

Francois Froger (b. 1676) 

Relation d'un voyage fait en 1695, 1696, & 1697. Paris, 1698. 

Francois Froger de Marennes was an engineer, serving as a vol¬ 

unteer on board the 46-gun vessel Le Fancon Anglois in a six- 

ship French privateering expedition. With 784 men under the 

command of Jean-Baptiste, comte de Gennes (ca. 1656-1705), 

the expedition had sailed from La Rochelle and intended 

eventually to establish a colony at the Strait of Magellan. 

When those plans failed, the French privateers eventually 

attacked Portuguese settlements in Brazil before returning to 

France in 1697. A map in this account shows Fort St. James in 

the River Gambia on the West African coast, an important 

entrepot for slave trading, which de Gennes captured from the 

English on 27 July 1695. (fig. 6.4) 

T. Aubrey 

The sea-surgeon or the Guinea man’s vade mecum. In 

which is laid down, the method of curing such diseases as 

usually happen aboard, especially on the coast of Guinea; 

with the best way of treating Negroes, both in health 

and in sickness. London, 1729. 

Preserving the health of slaves, who were a capital investment 

carried as cargo, was an obvious financial interest to merchants 

and ship captains. Nevertheless, the conditions that slaves 

endured at sea were of the worst sort imaginable. Mortality was 

high because of sins both of omission and commission. 

Phillippe Fermin 
Nieuwe algemeene beschryving van de colonie van Suriname. 

Harlingen, 1770. 

This volume describing the Dutch colony of Suriname includes 

a plate showing slaves rowing a "tent-boat" as a typical means 

of transport between plantations along the banks of the 

Suriname and Commewijne rivers and the coastal city of 

Paramaribo. Slavery associated with the cross-Atlantic slave 

trade is generally thought of in terms of cheap labor for agri¬ 

cultural work on the sugar cane, tobacco, and indigo planta¬ 

tions. At the same time, images of slaves at work often have a 

misleadingly benign aspect. The unusual image in this volume 

provides a rare visual reminder of the maritime dimension of 

slavery, bringing to mind the slaves and prisoners who rowed 

galleys in the Mediterranean as well as the fact that numerous 

African-Americans worked at sea. In a northern town such as 

Newport, Rhode Island, where 18 percent of the population of 

the town were African-Americans in 1755, slaves were exten¬ 

sively involved in various aspects of the maritime trade. 

Certainly in the United States during the early nineteenth cen¬ 

tury, many freed blacks went to sea. In the period between 

.1815 and 1850, the number of African-Americans sailing from 
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Fig. 6.4 Francois Froger, 

Relation d'un voyage fait en 

1695, 1696, & 1697. Paris, 1698. 

This map of Fort St. James in 

the River Gambia identifies the 

buildings used to confine slaves 

while awaiting sale and loading 

on board ships. 
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Fig. 6.5 Phillippe Fermin, 

Nieuwe algemeene beschryving 

van de colonie van Suriname. 

Harlingen, 1770. 

Reminiscent of the galleys in the 

Mediterranean, this illustration 

shows slaves in Suriname rowing a 

"tent-boat" as a typical means of 

transport between the plantations 

along the banks of the Suriname 

and Commewijne rivers and the 

coastal city of Paramaribo. 
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Fig. 6.6 Olaudah Equiano, The 

interesting narrative of the life of 

Olaudah Equiano or Gustavus 

Vassa, the African. London, 1789. 

Equiano's autobiography, which 

includes extensive sea experiences, 

became a literary model for later 

slave narratives as well as an 

abolitionist document. 
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northern ports reached a peak of some 15 to 20 percent of 

merchant seamen, even though Spanish Cuba and six of the 

southern states had laws that prohibited African-American 

seamen from coming ashore while in port out of fear that they 

might promote slave rebellion, (fig. 6.5) 

Samuel Hopkins (1721-1803) 

A dialogue, concerning the slavery of the Africans. 

Norwich, Connecticut, 1776. 

With this pamphlet and other works, the Rev. Dr. Samuel 

Hopkins, pastor of the First Congregational Church of Newport, 

Rhode Island, emerged as an important clerical activist in oppo¬ 

sition to slavery. A disciple of the great Calvinist theologian 

Jonathan Edwards, who was a slave owner, Hopkins interpreted 

British attacks on American liberty as God's punishment of 

Americans for upholding the institution of slavery. He perceived 

the irony of English colonists wanting liberty for themselves 

while simultaneously denying it to African-American slaves. 

When Hopkins began his Newport pastorate in 1770, the 

city had already earned the dubious distinction of being the 

most active English slave trading port on the North American 

mainland. During the 1760s and early 1770s, some 70 percent 

of American vessels sailing to African waters were from 

Newport, although the slave trade made up only a tiny part of 

Newport's total commerce at the time. 

From the time of his arrival in Newport, Hopkins preached 

against the slave trade and became one of its strongest oppo¬ 

nents. As a result of Hopkins's criticism, joined by that of the 

Quaker elder, John Woolman, and the Baptist minister, 

Gardiner Thurston, the Rhode Island General Assembly passed 

"An Act Prohibiting the Importation of Negroes into this 

Colony" in June 1774. While this was the first act passed by 

any legislature in the British Empire that attempted to restrain 

the slave trade, Rhode Islanders were so heavily involved in 

the trade that this and subsequent acts passed in 1784 and 

1787 were disregarded by local businessmen. 
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Fig. 6.7 John Clarkson, 

Le cri des Africains contre les 

Europeens. London, 1821. 

These diagrams of the way slaves 

were treated as human cargo in 

their trans-Atlantic passage were 

originally created by English 

abolitionists in 1789. The image 

soon became an icon of the 

Africans' terrible ordeal on the 

Middle Passage. 

p 

'a 

Olaudah Equiano (b. 1745) 

The interesting narrative of the life of Olaudah Equiano or 

Gustavus Vassa, the African. London, 1789. 

Although designed as an autobiographical statement of his 

faith, this volume by Olaudah Equiano includes the relation of 

a voyage on a slave ship bound from Africa to Virginia. As an 

American slave, Equiano was taken by his master to England 

aboard a British warship, where he subsequently observed 

Admiral Boscawen's attack on Louisburg in 1758 and then the 

action between Admirals Boscawen and de la Clue off Cape 

Lagos in August 1759. Obtaining his freedom, Equiano joined 

the crew of a vessel that was shipwrecked in the Bahamas from 

where he was taken to Martinique. 

Becoming very popular during the abolitionist fervor of the 

late eighteenth century, the book appeared in nine editions in 

Britain between 1789 and 1794, with pirated editions appearing 

in the United States in 1791, and unauthorized translations 

into Dutch in 1790, German in 1792, and Russian in 1794. It 

became both a literary model for other slave narratives as well 

as an abolitionist document. 

In the 1960s, Professor Paul Edwards of the University of 

Edinburgh and Arna Bontemps, the African-American poet, 

brought the work to the attention of modern scholars. Recent 

work has suggested that Equiano may have been born in South 

Carolina, which would mean that his graphic description of 

being transported on a slave ship from Africa was not based on 

his own experience, although not necessarily for that reason 

lacking in authenticity, (fig. 6.6) 

John Clarkson (1760-1846) 

Le cri des Africains contre les Europeens. London, 1821. 

This volume includes a diagram of slaves packed tightly in the 

hold of a ship in what one scholar, Cheryl Finley, has called "the 

slave ship icon." Reprinted repeatedly by modern historians and 

exhibition designers, this, and its variants, is the only known 
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graphic representation of how slaves might have been carried 

across the Atlantic from Africa to the Americas. In Plymouth, 

England, the local chapter of the Society for Effecting the 

Abolition of the Slave Trade conceived and first published this 

image in January 1789, at a time when there was an annual 

average of approximately 60,000 slaves being exported to the 

Americas from Africa. Within half a dozen years, the image was 

copied and reproduced in at least ten different versions in 

Britain, France, and America. From that point forward, it 

appeared often in abolitionist books, pamphlets, and broad¬ 

sides, as well as in government documents. The particular ver¬ 

sion of the image in this book, printed in French, was taken 

from an English language text that was translated by Benjamin 

La Roche. Curiously, the French translation appeared in 1821, 

while the original English text from which it derived did not 

appear until the following year. (fig. 6.7) 

Great Britain. Admiralty. 

Authorization for British vessels to visit and search French 

vessels suspected of being engaged in the slave trade. 

London, ca. 1833. 

Beginning in the late eighteenth century, the abolitionist 

movement and other factors eventually succeeded in forcing 

governments to ban the slave trade, but despite the laws that 

were on the books, the profitable maritime trade in slaves con¬ 

tinued as long as there were countries that continued to allow 

slavery. In Britain, the slave trade was abolished in 1807. The 

practice of slavery was abolished in all British territories, 

except India and St. Helena, in 1833. As early as 1811, slave 

trading was declared a felony in British law, and in 1824 it 

became a capital offence equivalent to piracy. Shortly there¬ 

after, the Royal Navy began to cruise actively to suppress the 

slave trade, but the question of British authority to deal with 

the illegal slave trading activities of ships under foreign flags 

became a difficult problem that took many years of diplomacy 

to solve. France and Britain signed conventions to cooperate 

in this matter in November 1831 and March 1833, but the area 

involved was strictly limited to the West African coast between 

Cape Verde and Luanda. To avoid capture, slave traders shifted 

to using the Spanish flag, and then, when a treaty was signed 

with Spain in 1835, the slavers sought the protection of the 

Portuguese flag. In 1839, this loophole was stopped, but many 

slavers then attempted to misuse the U.S. flag and America's 

policy of freedom of the seas as protection from British war¬ 

ships. Even after the United States Navy established a regular 

cruising station on the West African coast in 1843, it proved 

difficult not only to capture a slave ship, but also to counter 

the use of false documents and false colors. 

Harvesting the Sea 

Fishing and whaling are among the oldest and most fundamental 

maritime activities of human societies. Specialized types of vessels 

as well as distinctive patterns in social organization and trade 

developed from fishing. Even before Columbus reached the 

Americas, the rich fishing off the North American coast may have 

attracted Europeans to sail in that direction. In the sixteenth century, 

fleets made annual trips to North American waters to exploit the 

natural supply offish as cheap food for Europe's growing population. 

Later, North American fish provided a major food source for the 

slave population in the West Indies. As competition between 

European empires grew, nations began to regulate and control fishing 

as a resource. These trends also brought rich fishing areas within 

the sphere of war and imperial competition. 

Giacomo Gastaldi 

La Nuova Francia, from Giovanni Battista Ramusio, 

Terzo volume delle Navigationi et viaggi. Venice, 1556. 

In creating the first printed map focused on the area of New 

England and the Canadian Maritime Provinces, Giacomo 

Gastaldi decorated the sea areas with interesting vignettes that 

illustrate contemporary fishing practices. The cartography 

derives from the maps and reports that Giovanni de Verrazanno 

made during the first European exploration on these coasts in 

1524. (fig. 6.8) 
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Fig. 6.8 Giacomo Gastaldi, 

La Nuova Francia, from Giovanni 

Battista Ramusio, Terzo volume 

delle Navigationi et viaggi. Venice, 

1556. 

This first printed map of New 

England shows a variety of fishing 

activities. Note also on the southern 

New England coast, the name "Port 

de Refuge." This is Verrazanno's 

“Refugio," somewhere close to 

Newport harbor in Narragansett 

Bay, where he spent a week. Some 

scholars believe that Ramusio 

meant to indicate Newport by the 

adjoining place name: "Port Reale." 

Tobias Gentleman 

Englands way to win wealth, and to employ ships and 

marriners. London, 1614. 

Tobias Gentleman set out the argument that the best way for 

England to become prosperous was not to seek gold and silver, 

in emulation of the Spanish, but to follow the Dutch example 

by gaining wealth through trade, in particular to promote the 

English herring industry. Little is known of Tobias Gentleman 

other than that he spent most of his life in the North Sea fish¬ 

ing area off Great Yarmouth, Norfolk. This is his only known 

writing. The pamphlet's publication in 1614 stimulated a pub¬ 

lic debate on issues surrounding the herring industry and the 

best means of building national wealth, (fig. 6.9) 

[Robert Kayll] 

The trades increase. London, 1615. 

Taking up Tobias Gentleman's argument, the author of this 

anonymously published work supported Gentleman's view on 

expanding the herring industry and argued that English mer¬ 

chants should promote free trade as opposed to chartered 

monopolies. In the course of his argument, the author 

attacked the East India Company and ridiculed it for the loss 

of the 1,100-ton company ship, Trade's Increase, using the 

ship's name in the title as a pun. This criticism led the gov¬ 

ernment to discover the identity of the author, Robert Kayll, 

and to imprison him. 

Sir Dudley Digges (1583-1639) 

The defence of trade. London, 1615. 

Sir Dudley Digges was a powerful and influential supporter of 

the English East India Company. He rebutted Kayll's attack by 

using detailed information from the East India Company's 

records to argue that the Company's trade resulted in a sub¬ 

stantial net gain. 
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Fig. 6.9 Tobias Gentleman, Englands way to win wealth, 

and to employ ships and marriners. London, 1614. 

Gentleman's pamphlet stirred up a public debate on issues 

surrounding the herring industry and its role in the amassing 

of national wealth. 

Edward Sharpe (17th cent.) 

Britaines busse. Or, A computation as well of the charge of 

a busse or herring-fishing ship. As also of the gaitie and 

profit thereby. With the States proclamation annexed unto 

the same, as concerning herring fishing. London, 1615. 

This pamphlet appeared only six weeks after Dudley Digges's 

defence of the East India Company, and it also directly referred 

to the earlier pamphlets by Gentleman and Kayll. Little is 

known about the author, identified as Edward Sharpe, but in 

his arguments to support Gentleman's defense of the herring 

fishery, Sharpe shows extensive knowledge about it and under¬ 

scores Anglo-Dutch rivalry in this area. 

England and Wales 

A commission for the well governing of our people... 

in Newfound-land. London, 1633 [i.e., 1634]. 

Newfoundland was the part of America that Englishmen knew 

first. Its fabulously wealthy offshore fisheries may have been 

known and exploited even before Columbus and Cabot, while 

the trade to Newfoundland certainly became the first regular 

trade between America and Europe. The Newfoundland trade 

flourished independently of the settlements in Newfoundland 

that first appeared in 1610. While the settlements were closely 

tied to exploitation of the fisheries, they were also involved in 

other activities, including attempts to find iron, to grow food, 

and to manufacture glass and soap. 

"An account of the colony and fishery of Newfoundland 

and ye present state thereof." [Manuscript]. London, 

ca. 1678. 

This manuscript was probably written in 1678 and gives a brief 

account of the history of Newfoundland since its discovery in 

1496. It includes a list of the chief harbors from Trepassy to 

Cape Bonavista, with the numbers of inhabitants, their boats, 

and the size of their catch in 1677. In 1671, the Council for 

the Plantations had ordered that the naval commanders who 

accompanied the annual fishing fleet compile information 

about Newfoundland. This manuscript, based largely on infor¬ 

mation from the 1677 voyage, was probably made in compli¬ 

ance with that directive. A manuscript note states, "This MS is 

perfect, bought in Feb 1742 of the collection of Mrs. Catherine 

Bridgeman." 

The map associated with the manuscript is drawn in the style 

of the Thames school of cartographers, but cannot be linked to 

any particular cartographer. It is particularly interesting for its 

distortion of the actual shape of Newfoundland, exaggerating 

the known harbors on the western coast, listed on the map, 

ignoring the interior, and minimizing the eastern coast. 

(fig. 6.10) 
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Fig. 6.10 "An account of the colony and fishery of Newfoundland 

and ye present state thereof." [Manuscript]. London, ca. 1678. 

The location of the main fishing ports of Newfoundland are shown 

on this map drawn in the style of the Thames school of cartography. 
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Fig. 6.11 Herman Moll, 

Map of North America. London 

1730. (Detail). 

The vignette at the side of this 

map provides a detailed view of 

the Newfoundland fishing 

industry, showing a stage and 

cod curing. The map contains 

additional maritime information, 

including small harbor charts 

for ten different American ports. 
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The seas magazine opened: or, the Holander dispossest 

of his usurped trade of fishing upon the English seas. 

London, 1653. 

This anti-Dutch tract, written in the context of events leading 

to the outbreak of the First Anglo-Dutch War, contains much 

information on English maritime affairs and interests, including 

matters in Newfoundland and the West Indies, and about timber 

in North America. The three Anglo-Dutch wars of 1652-1654, 

1665-1667, and 1672-1674 gave rise to a wide literature on both 

sides of the North Sea, which criticized, explained, or celebrated 

many of the maritime aspects of these conflicts. Some works, 

such as The Seas Magazine Opened, were anonymous political 

tracts; others ranged from satire to poetry and included even 

contributions by major literary figures of the day. 

Henry Elking 

A view of the Greenland trade and whale-fishery with the 

national and private advantages thereof. London, 1722. 

Henry Elking argued the case for promoting and protecting 

English whaling activities in the Arctic, along with the associ¬ 

ated Greenland trade. He describes the crew needed to man a 

300-ton whaling ship and the opportunity to find whales 

among the ice flows in May through July. 

Herman Moll (d. 1732) 

Map of North America. London, 1730. 

The vignettes on Herman Moll's Map of North America include 

images of the cod-fishing industry. Moll became one of England's 

most prolific cartographers, producing a large variety of maps 

over more than half a century. Probably born in Bremen about 

1654, he left his native city during the northern European 

wars of the 1670s and was in London working as an engraver 

by 1678. His earliest published work included maps for Jonas 

Moore's A New Systeme of the Mathematicke... Containing a New 

Geography (1681). Moll created the best atlas of his time, The 

World Described, and his maps illustrated a number of maritime 

books, including Josiah Burchett's naval history, A Complete 

History of the Most Remarkable Transactions at Sea, voyage 

accounts by William Dampier and William Funnell, and the 

maps of imaginary islands and mythical lands in Daniel 

Defoe's Robinson Crusoe and Jonathan Swift's Gulliver's Travels 

His most famous single cartographic work is his so-called 

"Beaver Map" of North America, published in 1715, with an 

inset of beavers working industriously downstream from 

Niagara Falls. (fig.6.ii) 



Violence at Sea 

The nature of war at sea changed dramatically in the period 

between the mid-fifteenth and the mid-nineteenth centuries. Until 

about 1650, war at sea was highly varied, typically governed by 

local and particular issues rather than by national policies and 

national fleets. Small groups, warlords, and local and regional 

authorities were the protagonists of warlike activities at sea. Their 

activities ranged from individual plundering raids and robberies to 

the on-going rivalries of factions that were independent of larger 

governmental authority. By and large, armed vessels that were 

not part of "state" navies undertook most such activities. This 

reflected the fact that it was not until the nineteenth century that 

government navies were able to acquire a nearly complete monopoly 

on the use of violence at sea. 

WAR, BATTLES, AND TACTICS 

By the mid-seventeenth century, following the formation 

of nation-states in early modern Europe, permanent navies 

began to come into existence. These were bureaucratic 

organizations that were fully financed and maintained by 

a national government, using vessels that were designed to 

fight other similar vessels. These developments paralleled 

technological advances in ship construction and in weaponry 

that led to the employment of large guns at sea, which in 

turn led to the development of formalized tactics designed 

to maximize the effectiveness of the large guns in battle. 

Alvaro de Bazan (1526-1588) 

II succeso de l'armada del Re Filippo. Florence, 1582. 

Don Alvaro de Bazan, Marquis of Santa Cruz, was captain- 

general of Spain's Atlantic fleet from 1584 until his death in 

1588, when the Duke of Medina Sidonia succeeded him. Before 

serving as King Philip II of Spain's captain-general, Bazan had 

commanded galley squadrons in many Mediterranean naval 

campaigns, including the battle of Lepanto in 1571. He organ¬ 

ized the naval operations of the conquest of Portugal in 1580 

and commanded the combined operations in the Azores in 

1582 (the subject of this report) and at Terceira in 1583. 

Baptista Boazio (fl. 1589-1603) 

The famouse West Indian voyadge made by the Englishe 

fleet. London, 1589. 

Sir Francis Drake was the most famous seaman in Elizabethan 

England. Adventurer, privateer, naval commander, circumnav¬ 

igator, and explorer, he has long been of interest to the John 

Carter Brown Library, whose Drake collection is equaled in the 

United States only by that of the Library of Congress. This 

engraved map was issued separately to illustrate Drake's preda¬ 

tory voyage across the Atlantic, and probably it preceded the 

narrative accounts that participants published. It shows the 

track of Drake's fleet from its departure at Plymouth in 

September 1585 until its return to Portsmouth in July 1586. 

Elizabeth I ordered Drake to undertake an attack on Spain's 

American colonies as a preemptive strike to divert Spanish plans 

to invade England. During the voyage, Drake attacked Santiago 

in the Cape Verde Islands and Santo Domingo, Cartagena, and 

St. Augustine in the Americas. On his return voyage, he called 

at Roanoke, Virginia, where the mathematician Thomas Hariot 

and the artist John White embarked for the return passage, 

carrying with them their unique views and descriptions of 

America. 

Baptista Boazio drew the map from first-hand knowledge. 

Attached to Captain Christopher Carleill, commander of the 

Tiger and the expedition's lieutenant-general and chief military 

officer, Boazio is mentioned in several accounts as a page or 

messenger sent to the Governor of Santo Domingo during 

Drake's attack. This map is Boazio's first known work. Another 

uncolored version of the map has six printed columns of text 

pasted along the bottom edge of the map. (fig. 6.12) 
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Fig. 6.12 Baptista Boazio, The famouse West Indian 

voyadge made by the Englishe fleet. London, 1589. 

This engraved map was issued separately to illustrate 

Sir Francis Drake's voyage across the Atlantic to attack 

Spanish colonies in 1585-1586. 
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DAS BdANDT CUBA MIT DTRDeSELBLN 

’DnufyflJjDUt 

S&tft&wfoutia/toti ffrobcruitf) Nr @paiU 
fdxn ©llkr$(otta/it(« foldx/ ten tom ©eneral peter 

pncrtt flenn 3« flifranla/tn Mt 3«fta€a6fl im 
-Caia'?7?«ia»<ri)a/i|} ftoberi worfcn 

‘.Hmio i«i8. 
.3(d) tom Me 5Bc(l3nMf(t»« CSerapasni) In fiel. 
f lanbf t>cn <3Iiwnvn&ci8ortP<il/fojuem rtrtao 
k auff ber ©ecton Mn ©panntfcbm ©d)lffen 
" f ommtn / terlVrtrct/ pat fie mlt aBeraflWp «Mr. 

mal in totfcm 1618. 34r tin ttefffldx fllotta an ttoljfe 
mnnoimn ©d)iffenm9<rufl/ ml* afler ‘Dtomirfr*/t»nb in 
fonbetfxu mu duett tvolatiPffaffUHm/vnterjagtentnb 
J5irppafften®oof*.bnb.!>lrU<)*vol<f/iveId)cb<nio.®?ai) 
fjemeltee^apre/vntortom&ommtnbobtp Pfannpafften 
©meral* p«rt Peter* J)etjn/ tub JJelnrKfcen £artolij 
Jon.f/al*2lbmlrai* auptepel flefegelc/tnbfamentonu 
^unil In Me 3nful palma/ weld)* cin ortp ton b<n (Sana 
rtfdjui 3nfuln/ton bannen feaeiten fie In bit 3n0|1 ©■ 
SOin«»8 / ttlc and) n ad) Mr 3n(ul<f<nannf3- Blanco/ 
tub gelan^ten ben 4.2Cu^iifTl bep ©.intent an ba* 3Ue|I- 
<£nbe Mr 3iifuliSuba/emt befhmpten OrrbaMe©liter- 
filoua iitfimtmn t ommen folrc/21 Mr mmler jelf ttarbt Me- 
jJeHiSnMfdbc $(etta von ben ©yaniem terfunMfdjafft/ 
bad feltl^e mu 25. ©e^ein etUtfietage tmbJ)auanaficb 
terpielte/verpoffenbe M{©ilber‘8lofiaaiipnoua Jjifpanla 
anjiureffen/ e* ttarb aber Mm ©uberiuurf.lbljje* Orto 
S)en iertnje be €abrefo/ben 23. 2>lto fold)eet entbeeft 
nxldxr benfelben S 44 QMrefene ibmefdxplcn aupfantot Semeltot0lltor$lotta ton bannenaup fold)* jiiabiiifiren. 

iff nnnbem ©eneral peter# £<911 tine ton toefenibul*. 
bircfen in ponton fetnmm / pat er baraup terffanton/bap 
nod) feme ©d)iff m Havanaan.3el.u13f/aber bod) r^tjlld) 
mie teilanflen envartei ttilrben / tub bamu in biefer <Sr£ff# 
nung toffo fidJereracsamjen tverto/ ifl b<r ©eneral bapln 
dart Mi)baa ©efdms jii Aananatitfegele/Aiijf baperfelb. 
(Ienane#3*nMpbefepenmod)N/4Ub4<rbefHnton/ba#n>apr 
genxfen / wao ihme anjebradjf ttorben. ^Oonbannenfe. 
gelteer ePna<f<prbrenotortieriO?ellen 1 Mr$emelfen 0tl* 
torfdxff tvapr junemen/ nxlln fie gemelnlalid) aUbaane 
junto fcijen/aber Mr ©ubnrmbr fam ben j. ©epeemb. j-0. 
ber 4. la* lane / rr«b Me fllorta $eoen'Itterf£>|lvonber 
jhoiiana/ barm ber ©troom faeotn Qo|t) bapffer Niff- 
»en -.txtofam MrCB«e2(bmiral ttangraii top bifc,slot 
ramlrd. ©etlffen .-»• fflepmnu#/©niton ©onn/OKun. 

ea Me ©affeen fepn mJdxen / ale fle beg ben erobmen;$foe«n/ Nrauff begerr ber ©panlerbaper elnen ®?ann 
©dnffen vernommenbatten. £)ie ©panlfdx famtntl. m» jjirae miJdjce paben / auff bap <r ton bep ©eneraia 
lenfa/ termenneien an baa Unit m Waeonci lufegeln/ICOolcfnii ^obegefcftiaeenitikbe/ wtldietf j(jm Mttifliser 
barren an jbreit ©langen baran |le ble ‘34nen fiibrren/jn?arb/ffie8aiabalbn»ubtr(nruiMr/neff|cin<n©er<lIenm/ 
braim 0eft<l / be|To aefdjttlnber forr m ellen/ famen o(in$e. ber ©eneral were am QJorbr / 6er*e jbnen 9m Quanta w* 
fehraeaen:2lb<nbrtorble8enK(reQ'ai)eob(r<53fer/aberbie|fproc6en/tnnbbader|leanaianbne5e»la|T<nftclre/bar. 
WoNnl iftfic glotta folate tbnen tff Mm Sup bemad)/ mb, auff fie afle fonber ©eitepr plnauff t om men 1 tnb Quorittr 
ttaren vffaeNItcn/bip bap ble ©onnlnber ®ape -Waran. an^enommen / tnb ttarb barburd) alfra^nbeplvnnb 
ca vnMr$amen / ncmWrd) mlt bem ©d)iff ber 8fllben|<3Jnorbm»ns terburer / p erauffitarb mr ©rnntrOr. 
3alc# .ftoaanMa/Mr ©elpblnvtnb Mc3aft(/ Mr *Iger/lm jbinana ^aeben/alle< fdileffen nxgen Mr eroberrenprepfen 

a .... 1: Y— .“r * wi. iXoil Nuitip / )I hiilrf iiir4x#ri AthnE MArll/fiiiii ill T.hh 

GENERAL CARTE 
alter crobcrtcoGuttex »»ic 
fie vndcr die Wclllodi- 

fchenConipacnyea 
autgeihcilt. 

Vtr 4it Camrrtr vtmjtmb- 
JltrJsm oJtr dm Stbtffvtm 

Gentrdl. 
Pfundi Sliter. 

(. Kijlen{irvaehi Slitre. 
4f. KijlrnCetktniUt. 
it. PAlienCetkemllt. 

j. KtjtnrSUveftw. 
94. Kt/ltalnJige, 
A. BattenS 

Kijl Stidtn. 
. K efftr Stidenfteff. 

|.K tftrSe den fief. 

eiiifetnmeu lre|Ttn fie bit ©e^elmeber / ilbuiatonibrcmiauffMn©d)iffenabmMcn/tnnbtorflclui9JUf»!)ii/»eil 
©eneral jnerttarten • btr CDlteXbmlral pangraij aber/ MeSftaAeelnaefaden/bamlebmrefcbaa better tnb Mnbnb _^ t 
famtiibrld)f(iaU<ajiirb<fen|lon/tnbaiatorberi'il;rrebe*;fxrlauffeii mu Med)ternfem©d)aMii enrifebenmiJcfcren. (.'Klyj„Sf<^ 
neMneilld)enanbern©d)lffenfo(cfteafaben/nrtb|tenad>* ©oldumnad) begabe (Id)ber ©eneral njiebertimbauff fun w Keffersudm. 

aefolar / Nrauff fam Mr ©eneral petera $epn torble, ©duff tab banefte mlr alien bep fid) baMnben Mm2lU. '-if«f"^*- 
^ape®Ianfafa/tnb|ltopeln©rucfi.oMr4. blerauff/imid)ti(jen ©orr tor folrbe aroffc CQicrorl / bep anbern1’ r,''w" 
jurMiintfiiad) ben torber|Ien ©duffen / feme 3btia ba. (tturben alle ble ©duff fo tvol ©panlfdieaiaanbeve 
mu juenwrren / tub bap Me anbere jo nod) jimicf itaren/ anetnanber jicbeii^r' vnbben brlrren 3a$ baa. roberee ©II# 
oeflo epe folrm nartfolgen / aber ton Surfen fonbre fein 'Mrmuafler torfldirigfelr aup ben ©panlfdien ©dnffen 
iolrf fdjtterlld) foldjem nad)fommen / baran man emen genommen tnljpbte JjoD.Inbifrte gelaben / tveld)ea ©il- 
crefflid)en -ll'iUi 118<fpHprt/ea tagen erlldje fo |Id) bereira m Mr opn^fef r 46. faf? fcfctter / febe ia|I m 4000. pfunbr 
brep tnb tlercn auff ben ©rnnbr( mitten in Mr Q5ai)e<iele. geredmet / fo mm tpeil an gemiinijten ©<lt SXealeu von 
aen/1 terfibanat/ Mr ©eneral fci}feparttnterble©pant.|4e6ten/tnbjumtf eilan |libernenplart«n8ettefen/bene. 
fcfjen bip an ben ijriinff/etlld)efd)offen tff |Iejtt/entjmfchc ben anbern ton ©ilba gemadwn ©atfoen/ ©HberOe. 
fanvbaa ^ocifetiffeni ton Mm J)oMnMfd)<n ©duff fdiin(SreiiijvnbJ(eld)en/tc. 3tem Ml Stiffen mtt$o<fll 
iMipn/ ©dmubepnad)i/ober‘2Bad)tmei|Ter / vnnbbaa nlllen/ 3nbt$o tnnb anbernfofliidjen 3Bapren/ itie mu 
©d)lff j)arlem molaemannt mlt ®?uP<juetlrem an bem'meprtrm in pemadiffepenben (Jateentnb venct-ftnup ju 
©orbebep ©eneraia / fureera itarb baa fleln ©djlffgen fepen. SCen 17 $)uonad) fllilcflldxr t.rrlduun^ Mr fa, 
bep £oUAnblfd)enf6\t(nvon bem ©eneral mu {Xlolcf$c.jdmt/lflMr ©eneral mltberganaenSloftenfVliirflld enrie 
maniu / tnb Mr er ©eneral alenflfelN mlt fnfdxm gcnifie Mr anffjebrod'ett / tub nam mlt fid) tier von benaemelten 
m baa ©djiffsenvom jjoQanbifdHn^piipn/vnbbeaaNn ©panifdien ©alleonen/ barunber 1. mlt lamer ^iurten 
fid) aiabalo an belt ^fer/jti bem ©pamfdnn v^icelJemi. gelaben/ter ©pan.fd)e2lbniiral tvar mu 14 t»?e ailen vm 
ral fo fid) eben atlbabcfiinben/ beplpme ©eneralnttaren f. anbernfirrffen ©ti'ufen/Mr^iceibmiralntit2z.W?e 
im ©dnffaen/ala JJauptOfficIrervnbOlA()f/MrlvI'3ad)f.|taUen/vnbbi<anbere 1. ©duffjebeamifio. CSr-feruenvnt 
nteiffer ober ©d)up bep UIad)f / iSomeluia (£(anft / (Sapl* (itvepen Me fatten ©tiicfen verfefien / and) Me ©dXffvff j. 
earn Albert JJelnrlfba / vonbentroten Wtven/ (5aplealn]©fonatproitlanbtrf/ ffaref mtt Cffoiifbefeat/vnbitiitai 
3ram (Jlaub vom ©d)iff JJarlem/mUeilld)cn '©efeldia. ten anbern mr ©eeitotturffuflen ©ad)en tvolaii|i|Iaffteri 
pabem tnb ©er^eanten/ bie©panlfdxn«>olf<nfid)er|T.|baftianirk(fferpefrtfcpiif^nnen/ beneben obaemeltenvit' 
lldum tvenl.} jur QBepr ffeUen / aber ala Me J^oU*lnMfd>ej ©alleonen pat man nod) elnanber ©djlffvon too.laP 
muMufv|iiettenvff|Iebrenneten /tnbfilrterafid)napeten/ mil ^ilutten vnb Campepu^o^eelaMn. $)en2tf.©e. 
rleffen fit ben ©panlfdxn |».S8onm ©arte / baai|Teln ptembria i|? ble garnie$Io«aflarrf}4. ©egelbepber^n. 
©pantfd) ^Uorf/bebeiuent/^it )Ciuartlet:aia ble©panl. fill\35armoube anfommen/ ba bann Mr ©eneral petert- 
fefjen b«p fapen tnb p^reteu/le^ten fie mr ©mnbt ipre ©e.j ^)apn utep ^agten / ala ben 3»d>a tnb ©teref .vn.imit/ 
iveprtonipnen/tnb8un3<utnMnina©d)tff/ttuniinMr|nad) ^offanbr aM}eferu*jef/allcaMn J^iciiu pnntipalen 

. Kifltn dnrinn 7. Kejlliche Da» Sthiff»«guJ« FJck. 
IndmmjtkeStbrubTi/tb. I. BnOtnCethtnilU. 

I*. Kiftmmii HAtieUsn. 71. Kijien Indige. 
jam ft *«hl*.K'ftenvnd Dm ithiffthwarlt. Renter 
Batten van aOeihaadi ^.Kiften.BalltnvndPfelf- 
Wetrren. | fen wallet band! Sftttttj 

HollandAilieThoynoder| OelvndLemwat. 
d.n Sdiiffdti A.ImtuU- | DaiSchifi *uin »TCiflen 

141*0. Pfnndt Sitterfamfi l.«»*en. 
14.Slurb alterlejSille’teJth. 1416. PfnndiSitter. 

08. Rtalenvenachten. 4{Xifh*,vndFaiCerhruL 

©SJumamuv®! ..S<tiff|1 tbeffiHIrtn anM&b cni* mil (<n 6<tHfm w wki It”' »■ M >r.9lMi<n.Hr« K. 
yietorgenaiin fwaie tti ,'!vAl ,r. -., h,m Atimiifdxn ibmlral/ tnnb jprem ffa 3Jf>ratuber dommenbement ton (Japitam fealo* 

mon 20Hpeima angelan^t / nxlitcr bem pnnpiu von ' 
C^ranien atlea mm erflenaiiiebradit / bem line aiiircnc 
JCetten mu <£ Men jeflemeu terfeijt / Mpitejcn jur ‘vStrepr- 
imgitorben. 

0rfl4rungber3<ffer. 
1. Erne Bat retry Helen 1 mem newen IT#/#*, l. Drr Sfamifrbe 

.1 Jin 1 rat !. Sfamjrber ViceJJnnrai. 4. Sfannifihet Watht- 
meillteedrrStbmt.he, naebl. f. 1. andereSfannijibeSihiJf. 6. I 
an.tei bletn SfannijchSrhijf 7. Der General Trier Petert Hayn. 8. 
Pit Admiral Hemrirh Cenetini Len-j. 9. Per Yu* Admiral l‘an 
grain. 10. Zwej Heme Sehifftem fa die YYaetl halterr. II. Pat 
' ' " rib. 11. Pai Stbif Spetnaaade. I). Par SibiffHarlem 

HettandijibeI'Yarhrmnjlnadir Slimit, tty naihl i( Pa. 
Sibiff Deifhw. 16. Poe Sthijf Tiger. 17. Pa> Sthtff Hatlandi 

Par Sibiff der gulden Faith. 19■ tinbml YferanJerSet, dafrL 

ofFenlabrtrtvar. X><n 3. Clio let) o<t 6oniuu tofrionj/ yofftn ©duff /««S#n«mfdiKffm(aim to)nnlfd) 
2trt“So»«MmVl#rMiS<»4r/.».©<9<ll./ Krmu,ifmtr«UI«rO..»rQt.an ««»»».« <H.ffmmi.»<• 
lent OJliisen ©)I&<r3;ollof<ptt^<rmalle#n?J#|I(font, rttffen^loirneff5.)ne'0lea»C’(re)_pjntp1)e Inwefem t)rof. 
Ki)/0iefeLoffiufi4li<i.i0ari.o)|le» ©cl)iffllelni'i.69ro|i fen©d).ff.il'(rffeIei(ii|Id)<rfffre5Mvffer|i.rau<tr/at.r 

aXo'i, welreer (Intern ®mbt»on ijmen;, <nc lie Wien Me menje«f■* enert Mfcmraen / takeniff. 
8 ©duff fo feint al< man mil kern @e|id>ifefienfonMi/ fiebmtttem topanlfeten?IBi«|iitnkin/llcffin aiie6(iln. 
toaranff ffc kat-ffet infukren / »nk fcetlreiTen fufcif)nt:i fatj iinftrln k.)8 todnffeabltetn ©panier foranatket OorM 
lank, kit JJaiianaaHnfdinilken/tililditoollieffen). 
ken ©uamfeliin ©itlffin»e)eMr3loiiaoi'iukit'ind3off..»lelf8(lefnod)»ffkem@itlffikinnMniirrtiiieit/^fo, 

rn^;ir,^omm=rr.«^ ' s,fa! 
naeWaaieii/ tnk faaeen t vonken ©painfetien ©etlffen'vnnk ken ©oanlfeten fjnarderaniiifajenr mle kemkir. 
an km 73 fee / vnkee MiTen tfieee Mr ©eneral mn eem TKe« fvndien/ kaB erffe^ianofankiBoliejekenlaiTin. !Dit 
felnerffloeren fe,nke|!ef.rMtie|I«renke ©vanlfdie©ttlff/|©l>J„,trfea9,e ken ©eneral/toaOM tore,n.eperfen were ^.a,.s.a..;,i.,Agi,eb,nMti... 

ree^dbettkerkem^PlnkttoinlJmewar.ni'ufiimlrem/kaff reatk (nr annkore/ <Tfei)ket©.n,taltonkff aani)enlH.i^w./,#rfte....i.o.k«M:- 
10. Die vbrtft SibifjetuJai 

^inkflertum/tet) 7fieolao 3 a no Sifetjetj mohnenb in MjjJltei(iranVn JumSift^r. 

ANNO M. DC. XXVIII. 

Du Sthiffzum fchvrar- 
tzen Lct»»eo. 

18A 4. PfnnJt Sitter. 
14. Bah in CetbtmUe. 
43. K<ifien Indig*. 
7. Batin Seidrn. 
. Batten lamwae. 
DuSchiifzutotcnLcvvc. 
f. Batten Cal hem he. 
it. Pile. 
4«. Kajtmlndega. 
4 Batten Serden. 
. H alien Leiawal. 

Yer die Prautati rl Vtrrtbt. 
109%. PfundiSetter. 
18. Kajlen CeebeniUt. 
U7-K afienlndigr. 

t. KajUnjenath VMirafeet 
1 KiJ) fa vubtband 
I7j6 .Slurb Haul. 

Park Pita. 

.(?. Park CrrheniQi. 
60. ParbSilvefer. 

48. Caftan Indiga. 
, Batten Se den. 

Kijlrn. Fafivnd Batten 
van atterbandl Sfeeerej, 

8 Batten Silden. 
i.K aflenDita. 
914 Stuck Haul. \9 Pfeifi* lucVarfampt 

Kijlen vnd Far atterbandl 

uredVVabren tereetivie- Voidie Kamer ton Seelid 
ten van Sitter vnd Grid Du Schiff Ncptunotodci 
gemaehien Geifilieben 'a-; V iceAdniiiaL 
then, die K lerben damn i(8 Kajlen Sitter. 

f. Siangan sitter. 
1 Slitern Lamfti Fat. 

1 CeebeniUt. 
DaiSeliilFHarlenii 

n.C.efferC.ebtniUe. 
16. Malien Ceel'enitlr. 
10. Batten CeebrniOt. 

4. Cafentndiga. 
9. Caftan Indig*. 
t Balter Indiga. 

4. Batten Sttden. 
I Cafe nan ertYYahrtn. 

104/1. Stneh Haul. 
Sebitf Gcldejlande. 
1 Pfundi Sitter 

t Park CeebeniUt. 
te.Kiftrntndige 
7. Kaftm Serden ft*f 
(\ 11 Stub Briftlienheltl. 

v*. Slurb Haul. 
110. Far mu Oil, YYein 

naeli 19 Ytfttnvnd 

BaltinCcet 
7I. Baran Sitter. 
104 Kajlen Indigt 
ij. batten Serden 
il. KiflenZuik.tr. 
JO Kiftem van alter baud/ 

Sfeeerry. 
Sfliiti Jiirgulden Vonn. 

14 •? '. 1 1'fundi Silber 
Batten vnd fo. At alien 

C ehewUU. 
4 Kaften vtr Pile glhahm 
(09 1. aften Indigt. 

, Batten SaffagariU. 
] fOO- Sluik Ham 
(40. K aft in. Fat, vnd Batten 

alter baudl YYahren. 
Du Schilf PoUpfeidt. 

18 Kaftin CeebeniUt. 
14 Batten Dire, 
ft. K aften I ndrge. 
f. Batten Sudan. 
D Bo SimkHaut. 
too- Kiften. Batten vndTae 

atterbandl YYnb’tn vnnd 
Indiamjeken Teffteben, 
fanepe kefththem Zierath 
tender hi eft urgebramben. 
Du Schiff Dotdrecht. 

%‘i.yz££u.. 
f. Batten Due. 
x 4 Kaftin Indiga. 
11. Batten vodKaflen Sudan 
l. Kaft n R he tar bar a 
lo.Baltktn Zimmeibelit. 
1740. Sntek Campeffenbatet. 
Var die Carrur vanGremngd. 
Du Schiffzu guld£ LcitI 
111)0. Pfundi Sitter. 
U. Batten CeeheiuOa. 
9 Kaftin Oil*. 
9f .Kaftin Indiga. 
4. Baltin Dil*. 
4. Batten Snden. 
67f. Stuck Haul, 
loo. Kiflen Zenker. 
f9- Kiflen vnd Batten attar- 

bandt YVabren. 
Du Schiffzum guides] 

Dclphm. 
<0 f4- PfundtSitter. 
400 . Stuck Ham. 
fo. Kiftin tucker. 
VoidicCammci im Nof- 

det Qtuti icr. 
ichiffacr ElepLuit. 

tiff. Pfundi Sitter. 
*J9 Kiflen Indiga 
Iflf Stmk CampeetHalit,' 
Du SchiffMumicekduD. 
<701- Pfunde Sitter. 
I). Kiflen Indig*. 
60. Patk van Sudan, indig* 

vnd CeebetuU*. 
1 loo Siuek CampatbHetlK. 
*7. SimkHaut. 
4. EijerneStuck Gefebmt, 
Du lagfehiffdci Sioidc 

ccoanoi. 
fOO. Stuck Ham. 

ftmpi els 
.ilc ■Pllffmgtn ^mosni/ 
8111141 tor bu -iontmiT u» 
*5«loj»b txwMsMmfcttff 
Ii4tr »«r odebli^undic 
hammer. 
16. Xi|t«5farfrr/b4r6fl» 

raOtrMubUeM fo 
mas ju pflege |iw 
ejetrauepen. 

,am ft a»cb 1« Kiflen vnd DaOduN l-oUplei 
Fafin V’B Iruektu vnd 9. Batten CtchemUe. 
n»€imOuHen #•# Kaftin Indiga, 
Da*SchiffHnllaodt. Xardie C.ammaranderMae. JJnbeatUr 0posatf<N> 

-J4- vft.ndt Sitter. | DuSehiffVcrecht. ©allccsm |7nOol>n aupgu 
PackCachtnitte. 4174 pfrndi Siltee. IdDen uNh^chUrtoi J7J7|« 
ei.K'fin Indigt. 771 Stuck Real vemacblen |ift<r flaw. 
Kafl nmiirerh Halt*vnd f. Simkgearhnf Siltar, 3,on inbon CSpOMlfM 
andcrnkrflhcbeu YYabri. *t . Batten Cec lunette. ‘JUimtralflnbgrMUfea joo 

1999 StnckHam 110, Knflen Due. Teiffm/lMtlsCo^OMUtsU 
40 Stmk Backfill. \ i 49. K'flm Indiga. ihfllA JshlgO/ au4<UlMTC 
f PfeifinZnckae. ij. BaUenSudtn. Aifico fo aocp MNraabC 

- hijerna Stuck Gaftbmtft 4.Ceffar Dua. MlO OStrOfflKL/ aach >0 btn« 
famfi an-ter htunnian vndl Da» Schiff Nejitunu*- tlntm CtoMrics 0(|t|fda 
PremanM._If446-Pfiindi SiUee. yffcwmiMfnft^Set^P 

loallcs ueNn o8g(K9«u0Altem mUtvtbeadjt. .D ief« abbeftprirfrew ero6«a ©a«- 
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Fig. 6.13 Beschreibung von Eroberung der spanischen Silberflotta 

wie solche von dem General Peter Peters Heyn— Amsterdam, 1628. 

Piet Hein's capture of the Spanish silver fleet at Matanzas Bay, Cuba, 

was the first and only time that any enemy of Spain succeeded in 

seizing this entire fleet and its valuable cargo. 
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Baptista Boazio (fl. 1589-1603) 

Civitas Carthagena in Indiae occidentalis contiente sita, 

portu commodissimo ad mercaturam inter Hispaniam et 

Peru exercendam, from Walter Bigges (d. 1586) A summarie 

and true discourse of Sir Francis Drakes West Indian voyage. 

London, 1589. 

Sir Francis Drake's attack on the Spanish colonial port of 

Cartagena in 1585 was a dramatic example of the type of raid¬ 

ing activity that was common in sixteenth-century sea warfare. 

The plan of Cartagena was one of a set of four that Baptista 

Boazio drew of Sir Francis Drake's 1585-1586 voyage. The 

others were similar views of Santiago, Santo Domingo, and St. 

Augustine, and all were specifically designed to illustrate 

accounts by participants included in A Summarie and True 

Discourse. Captain Walter Bigges, the commander of the land 

forces under Carleill, began writing the work during the voyage. 

Following the attack on Cartagena, Bigges died of illness and 

his lieutenant, Master Crofts, probably completed the work. 

Having completed the map shown on pages 136-37, above, 

and the four city plans noted here, Boazio went on to gain a 

reputation for his work on regional maps, producing one for 

the Isle of Wight in 1591, and others for Ireland in 1599 and 

1602-1603. 

Beschreibung von Eroberung der spanischen Silberflotta 

wie solche von detn General Peter Peters Heyn, in Nova 

Hispania, in der Insul Cuba im Baia Matanckha ist erobert 

worden. Amsterdam, 1628. 

In September 1628, an officer in the Dutch West India 

Company's fleet, Piet Pieterszoon Hein, with Admiral Hendrick 

Corneliszoon Lonq, captured the Spanish Mexican silver fleet 

at Matanzas Bay, Cuba. This was the first and only time that 

this legendary fleet with its valuable cargo, which crossed the 

ocean twice annually, had been captured. This victory, along 

with an earlier successful looting expedition in Brazil in 1627, 

when he had captured thirty-eight Spanish and Portuguese 

ships, made Piet Hein the most celebrated Dutch seaman of 

his era. Upon his return home in January 1629, Hein was 

named lieutenant-admiral of Holland, the leading naval post 

in the Dutch Republic. In accepting this appointment, Hein 

became the first to have been selected for the post entirely on 

the basis of professional ability. His naval career was short¬ 

lived. Five months later, in May 1629, Hein was killed while 

pursuing a squadron of privateers near Oostend. (fig. 6.13) 

PPaul Hoste, S.J. (1652-1700) 

L'art des armees navales. Lyon, 1727. 

This volume by the Jesuit father Paul Hoste was the first sub¬ 

stantial study of naval tactics and naval warfare published since 

Flavius Vegetius Renatus wrote his brief essay on the topic in 

the fourth century c.E. In Hoste's era, such a work necessarily 

included an analysis of tactics involving large sailing ships 

carrying heavy guns. 

A Jesuit at the age of seventeen, Hoste soon became a spe¬ 

cialist in mathematics and hydrography and was well-versed 

in methods of naval construction. Through the patronage of the 

Due de Mortemarte, Hoste became chaplain successively to two 

leading admirals in the French Navy, d'Estrees and Tourville. 

Over a twelve-year period, Hoste accompanied them at sea and 

was able to observe naval operations and to obtain insight 

directly from the officers with whom he served. Following the 

Marquis de Seignelay's 1685 decision as minister of the navy 

to employ the Jesuits to teach the higher sciences to naval 

cadets, Hoste became professor of mathematics at the Royal 

Naval College in Toulon. During his career, Hoste published a 

number of important works relating to naval science and 

began to write on naval tactics as early as 1691. L'art des armees 

navales was first published in 1697; this second edition 

appeared posthumously. 

On loan from the Henry E. Eccles Library, Naval War College, 

Newport, Rhode Island, (fig. 6.14) 

Le neptune franqois. Paris, 1693. 

(fig. 6.15) (See pages 93 and 118, above). 

Josiah Burchett (ca. 1666-1746) 

A complete history of the most remarkable transactions 

at sea. London, 1720. 

Josiah Burchett was one of the few individuals before the late 

nineteenth century who had direct access to official documents 

and made use of them for historical writing. He began his 

career as a clerk to Samuel Pepys about 1680, eventually 

becoming his favorite until he fell out with him in 1687 over 

an infraction of Pepys's strict household rules. Through the 

patronage of Admiral Arthur Herbert, and then Admiral 

Edward Russell, Burchett obtained employment at the 

Admiralty Office. In 1694, he first became a secretary of the 

admiralty and was able to be successively reappointed to that 

post, either jointly or as a sole appointment, for a longer tenure 

than any other individual in British naval history—until 1741. 

The first naval history published in English, substantial por¬ 

tions of Burchett's book coincide with his employment at the 

admiralty, particularly for the period from 1689 to 1714. These 

are highly accurate summaries, although the book does not 

attempt to provide an insider's view of events, (fig. 6.16) 
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Fig. 6.14 Paul Hoste, S.J., L'art des armees navales. Lyon, 1727. 

This volume by the Jesuit father Paul Hoste was the first serious 

professional study of naval tactics and naval warfare to be published 

since Flavius Vegetius Renatus wrote his brief essay on the topic in 

the fourth century C.E. 

Great Britain. Admiralty. 

Sailing and fighting instructions. London, ca. 1730. 

Official written directives for organizing the fleet for a battle 

can be found in English as far back as about 1530. The Duke 

of York's 1673 "Sailing and Fighting Instructions” established 

the basic form that remained in effect for more than a century 

and stressed, in particular, the importance of maintaining the 

line in battle. This plea for disciplined control of the fleet as a 

unit was much needed at the time, but the over emphasis on 

this point in later years became a restraint on initiative in 

combat. 

J. Stevens 

A view of the landing of the New England forces in ye 

expedition against Cape Breton, 1745. London, ca. 1760. 

In 1720, the French began the construction of a huge fortress 

at Louisburg on Cape Breton island. This edifice was designed 

to protect the French fisheries on the North American coast 

and to guard against any incursions from the newly established 

British colony of Nova Scotia just to its south. At the same time, 

Fouisburg was intended to protect the entrance to the Gulf of 

St. Lawrence and the water passage that the St. Lawrence River 

provided into the interior of French North America. By 1745, 

Fouisburg had become a major French trading center in North 

America. During the winter of 1744-1745, New Englanders 

learned that the French garrison in the fortress was under¬ 

manned and vulnerable. Massachusetts took the lead in the 

preparations, but other colonies also participated. A British 

naval squadron of twelve ships under the command of 

Commodore Sir Peter Warren provided support for 4,000 

colonial troops under the command of Lieutenant-General 

Sir William Pepperell of Massachusetts. Several colonial vessels 

joined the expedition, including the Rhode Island colony's 

14-gun sloop Tartar of Newport, which played a key role in 

gaining critical intelligence of approaching French naval 

forces after capturing a small French vessel. Still remembered 

in Newport today, two of her fourteen guns are on display in 

front of the Newport Historical Society. In addition to Tartar, 

the government of Massachusetts chartered two Newport pri¬ 

vateers, Fame and Caesar, (fig. 6.17) 

Thomas More Molyneaux 

Conjunct expeditions: or expeditions that have been carried 

on jointly by the fleet and the army, with a commentary 

on a littoral war. London, 1759. 

Although amphibious warfare had been central to English 

strategy since the sixteenth century, Thomas Molyneaux's 1759 

book was the first study in English of joint military and naval 

operations. During the eighteenth century, the British became 

the most experienced and successful in this type of war; and a 



Fig. 6.16 Josiah Burchett, A complete history of the most 

remarkable transactions at sea. London, 1720. 

Burchett's book was the first naval history published in the English 

language. George Vertue engraved the portrait of Burchett, basing 

the likeness on an oil painting by James Maubert. The allegorical 

painting of Neptune presenting Britannia with the world's bounty 

and a crown has been attributed to John Thornhill, son of the 

court painter Sir James Thornhill. Gerard van der Gucht produced 

this engraving for Burchett's book. 
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Fig. 6.17 J. Stevens, A view of the landing of the New England forces... 

Cape Breton, 1745. London, ca. 1760. 

The capture of Louisburg in 1745 was the most important military success 

that Americans achieved before the American Revolution. The conduct of 

the assault brought out differences between the political viewpoints of 

New Englanders and the British authorities. The assault was also a good 

example at the time of what joint naval and military operations could 

achieve. Thirty years later, the memory of the conquest of Louisburg gave 

New Englanders confidence that they had the capacity to fight the British. 
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Fig. 6.18 Thomas More Molyneaux, Conjunct expeditions: or 

expeditions that have been carried on jointly by the fleet and 

the army, with a commentary on a littoral war. London, 1759. 

This book is the first study in English of joint military and 

naval operations. 
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Fig. 6.19 Robert Fulton, Torpedo war 

and submarine explosions. New York, 1810. 

Fulton's small book was one of the very earliest 

in a series of publications in the nineteenth 

century that marked the arrival of new weapons 

for war at sea. 

rich historical and theoretical literature developed over the 

next two centuries. After being out of fashion for centuries, 

the use of the word "littoral warfare" has only recently 

returned to the modern military vocabulary in the twenty-first 

century, (fig. 6.18) 

Sebastien-Fran^ois Bigot de Morogues, Vicomte de 

Morogues (1705-1781) 

Tactique navale. Paris, 1763. 

This volume was the standard French authority on naval tactics 

for the latter half of the eighteenth century. Its author, 

Sebastien-Frangois Bigot de Morogues, was the son of an 

Intendant at Brest and cousin of former naval and colonial 

affairs minister Louis Phelypeaux, comte de Pontchartrain 

(1643-1727). Bigot de Morogues entered the royal artillery in 

1723 and transferred to the navy in 1736, where he became a 

specialist in naval gunnery. In the same year, he published his 

first scientific work on gunnery, which brought him the dis¬ 

tinction of being a corresponding member of the Academy of 

Science. Through his connections with Duhamel du Monceau, 

Morogues helped to promote studies in areas such as materiel, 

naval construction, and the health of seamen. 

Thomas Lewis O'Beirne, Bishop of Meath (ca. 1748-1823) 

Considerations on the principles of naval discipline and 

courts-martial. London, 1781. 

Thomas Lewis O'Beirne was an Irish Catholic who was edu¬ 

cated at the Jesuit college in St. Omer, France, but took holy 

orders in the Church of England. In 1775, he accompanied 

Lord Howe to America as his chaplain and, in 1776, preached 

a widely distributed sermon in St. Paul's church, New York. He 

was the Anglican bishop of Ossory from 1796 to 1798, and 

Bishop of Meath from 1798 until his death. O'Beirne wrote 

numerous tracts, several of which were designed to vindicate 

his patrons—the two brothers, General Sir William and Admiral 

Lord Howe—during the American war. In this volume, Bishop 

O'Beirne examined the tactics of the naval battles in American 

waters in the context of the principles of courts-martial and 

naval discipline, with an underlying argument defending the 

Howes. 

"Marine militaire... evenemens pendant les guerres navalles 

depuis l'annee 1740." [Manuscript]. France, ca. 1786. 

This manuscript focuses mainly on the naval campaigns of 

Charles, comte d'Estaing, in the Caribbean during the years 

1778-1782, but also includes pages that describe d'Estaing's 

movements off Newport, Rhode Island, in 1778. 
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John Clerk (1728-1812). 

An essay on naval tactics, systematical and historical. 

London, 1790-1797. 

John Clerk of Eldin, a wealthy Scottish merchant, reflected in 

his naval writings the widespread feeling in the Royal Navy 

that a scientific study of naval tactics was needed. Tactical 

reform was already an issue under wide discussion when he 

circulated the first draft of this study as early as 1782. This is 

the first published version of the first part of his study, which 

initially appeared in 1790 and eventually extended to three 

parts when it was completed in 1797. Some of Clerk's ideas in 

the book bore a close resemblance to those that Nelson later 

used for an attack from windward, with the battle line broken 

into echeloned divisions. This, among other issues in the 

book, led to a controversy regarding whether or not Clerk 

played a direct role in reforming naval tactics. It is generally 

believed that his work mirrored the general climate of naval 

discussion rather than serving as its direct inspiration. 

This copy contains the bookplate of Admiral Lord Keith, 

who commanded the Mediterranean Fleet between 1799 and 

1802, the North Sea Fleet from 1803 to 1807, and the Channel 

Fleet from 1812 to 1814. 

Robert Fulton (1765-1815) 

Torpedo war and submarine explosions. New York, 1810. 

Fulton's small book was one of the very earliest in a series of 

publications in the nineteenth century that marked the arrival 

of new naval technology. The innovative naval tactical thought 

that would develop through the nineteenth century eventually 

replaced the ideas that Pere Paul Hoste had launched in print 

in 1697. The American inventor Robert Fulton began to experi¬ 

ment with underwater weaponry several years before his steam¬ 

boat Clermont first successfully demonstrated the potential for 

steam propelled commercial shipping on the Hudson River in 

1807. As early as 1797, he had attempted to interest first the 

French and then the British governments in submerged warfare. 

After returning to the United States in 1806, he resumed work 

on the subject and, by 1810, was corresponding with U. S. 

Secretary of the Navy Paul Hamilton on the subject of under¬ 

water weapons. This book was part of that campaign, and it 

played a role in persuading Congress to appropriate $5,000 for 

testing Fulton's ideas. Secretary Hamilton sent copies of this 

book to six senior officers in the Navy with instructions for 

them immediately to advise Commodore John Rodgers on the 

most effective ways to defeat Fulton's weapons using current 

knowledge and tactics. As a result, Rodgers was able to under¬ 

mine Fulton's demonstration, temporarily delaying develop¬ 

ment of such weapons, (fig. 6.19) 

PRIVATEERING 

Piracy and privateering are two such closely related activities 

that the distinction between them can be blurred, sometimes 

purposely in order to put the face of legitimate privateering 

on illegal piracy. The word "privateering" only appeared in 

English during the seventeenth century; so historians' use of 

the term for earlier periods has tended to be misleading and 

inaccurate. During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, 

admiralty courts issued licenses during wartime to privateers— 

that is to privately armed and outfitted vessels—authorizing 

such vessels and their crews to attack and to capture the 

merchant vessels of specific enemies with whom the country 

was then engaged in a declared war. The privateer was expected 

to bring captured vessels into specific ports, where an 

admiralty court could examine the prize with her papers and 

cargo. If legal requirements were met, the court condemned 

the ship and cargo as enemy property and sold them at public 

auction. The proceeds were divided among the government, 

the capturing officers, and the crew in accordance with an 

established formula. Privateering was eventually abolished in 

1856 by international treaty. 

France 

Code des prises ou Recueil des declarations, ordotinances, 

arrets et reglemens relatifs a la course, & au Conseil des 

Prises. Paris, 1781. 

This pamphlet is the 1781 French regulation concerning prizes 

taken by French privateers operating out of American ports, 

and prizes taken by American privateers operating out of 

French ports. 

Provincias Unidas del Rio de la Plata 

Marine laws and regulations of the United Provinces of the 

River Plate. Translated from the original given in the fort of 

Buenos-Ayres, May the 15th, 1817. Buenos Aires, 1817. 

This is an English translation of the provisional regulations 

issued by "The Supreme Director of the United Provinces of 

South America" for privateering under the newly independent 

United Provinces of Rio de la Plata. The goal was to make the 

war against the Spanish more effective. The head of the revolu¬ 

tionary government writes that "intending to follow the system 

of warfare in use with civilized nations, and convinced by the 

progress acquired by the free governments of America, I have 

resolved to extend as far as possible hostilities by sea...." 
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Fig. 6.21 Basil Ringrose, Bucaniers of America. The second 

volume. Containing the dangerous voyage and bold attempts 

of Captain Bartholomew Sharp, and others. London, 1685. 

The first volume of this book was published in 1684 as the first 

English translation of Exquemelin’s De Americaensche zee-roovers; 

the second volume added new material. 
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PIRATES AND BUCCANEERS 

In its strict legal definition, piracy or buccaneering is nothing 

more than theft at sea. Yet, the word has gained widespread 

romantic associations, and a huge popular literature has 

grown up around the topic, much of it purely fictional and 

with a very doubtful historical basis. Nevertheless, piracy is 

a serious subject of study in maritime history. From the 

mid-sixteenth century, seamen were involved in wartime 

privateering. In the periods of peace that followed, some 

seamen continued their wartime habits. In some cases, they 

established their own small communities in the Caribbean 

or the Indian Ocean, far from authority, where they became a 

threat to all merchant vessels. By the end of the seventeenth 

century, such piracy had become a serious problem that 

required organized efforts to control. 

The grand pyrate: or, the life and death of George Cusack 

the great sea robber, with an exact narrative of the tryals of 

the pyrats. London, 1675-1676. 

The adventures of the pirates and the details of their trials and 

executions were matters of great public interest. Pamphlets such 

as this sold well on the streets of London. 

A.O. Exquemelin 

De Americaensche zee-roovers. Amsterdam, 1678. 

One of the most popular books ever written about the West 

Indian buccaneers, this is the first edition of a volume that first 

created the romantic image of the pirate and buccaneer. 

Sixteen editions appeared by 1700. It was translated from 

Dutch into German in 1679, into Spanish in 1681, into English 

in 1684, and into French in 1686. The book is still being read 

and re-published. 

Exquemelin was born about 1645 at Honfleur, France, of 

Huguenot parents, and in 1666 went to the Caribbean island 

of Tortuga in the service of the French West India Company. 

He worked on Tortuga for three years, then joined Captain 

Henry Morgan as a buccaneer, and stayed in the region until 

about 1674. At that point, he went to the Netherlands as a 

French Huguenot refugee, (fig.6.20) 

Philip Ayres (1638-1712) 

The voyages and adventures ofCapt Barth. Sharp and 

others, in the South Sea. London, 1684. 

Bartholomew Sharpe's buccaneering voyage to the Pacific 

began in December 1679, with two ships, one commanded by 

John Coxon, the other by Sharpe himself. Departing from 

Jamaica, they attacked Porto Bello on the Atlantic side of 

Panama. They then marched with 131 men across the Isthmus 

of Darien to the Pacific coast, sacked Santa Maria and captured 

five ships off Perico Island near Panama. Eventually reduced to 

only one ship, the Trinity, Sharpe attacked ports in Chile, 

Costa Rica, and Peru. In July 1681 off Cape Padador, Ecuador, 

Trinity captured the Spanish ship El Santo Rosario, which carried 

the charts that were later redrawn for the Hack atlas. Sailing 

South, Trinity rounded Cape Horn and returned to the West 

Indies at the end of January 1682, where the crew dispersed, 

many of them eventually returning to London. In May 1682, 

the leaders were arrested for piracy and murder, but were 

acquitted for lack of evidence. This volume was published in 

May 1684, the first of six documents relating to the voyage 

that appeared over a fifteen-year period. The work contains 

the journal of John Coxon, Trinity’s master, but the publisher 

and editor, Philip Ayres, presented it in a way that allows the 

reader to assume it is Captain Sharpe's journal. 

Basil Ringrose (d. 1686) 

Bucaniers of America. The second volume. Containing 

the dangerous voyage and bold attempts of Captain 

Bartholomew Sharp, and others. London, 1685. 

The first volume of this book was published in 1684 as the first 

English translation of Exquemelin's De Americaensche zee-roovers. 

It was based on Alonso de Bonne-Maison's translation of 

Exquemelin's work into Spanish, which had been published in 

Amsterdam. The second volume, bound here with the first, 

contains Basil Ringrose's account of Sharpe's voyage, (fig . 6.2i) 

Sieur Raveneau de Lussan (b. 1663) 

Journal du voyage fait a la mer de sud avec les flibustiers 

en 1684 et annees suivantes. Paris, 1689. 

Raveneau de Lussan was a French buccaneer who came from 

an impoverished noble family. He embraced a military career at 

the age of fourteen and in 1679 embarked for Santo Domingo 

in search of fortune. There, he joined the buccaneers under 

Cornelius Laurent, sailing from Petit-Goave in 1684. Going on 

to start his own band, he attacked a number of Spanish out¬ 

posts, including El Realejo, Guatemala, Grenada, Guayaquil, 

Tehuantepec, and Nueva Segovia. Returning to France, Lussan 

published this book, dedicating it to the minister of the navy. 

The book was reprinted in 1690 and 1705. 
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Fig. 6.20 A.O. Exquemelin, 

De Americaensche zee-roovers. 

Amsterdam, 1678. 

One of the most popular books 

ever written about the West Indian 

buccaneers, this is the first edition 

of the volume that first created 

the romantic image of the pirate 

and buccaneer. 
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Fig. 6.23 Charles Johnson, 

A history of the lives and exploits 

of the most remarkable pirates, 

highwaymen, murderers, street- 

robbers. Birmingham, 1742. 

Originally published in 1724, the 

illustrations in this 1742 edition 

romanticized even further the 

image of pirates. 
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William Dampier (1652-1715) 

A new voyage round the world. London, 1697. 

Dampier has been classified as everything from buccaneer, 

pirate, and privateer to explorer. As a young man, he managed 

an estate in Jamaica, then left for the Yucatan on a log-cutting 

expedition. There he became a buccaneer and from 1679 to 

1686, operated along the Spanish Main (the South American 

coast of the Caribbean), and in the Pacific. In 1686, he gave up 

buccaneering and began a long voyage back to England across 

the Pacific via the East Indies and the Cape of Good Hope. 

After Dampier published narratives of his voyages, the 

Admiralty placed him in command of an exploring expedition 

to Australia. On the return passage, his ship sank at Ascension 

Island, and when he reached England the Admiralty court- 

martialed him for cruelty to his lieutenant. The court found 

him guilty and declared him unfit to command in the navy. 

From 1703 to 1707 he sailed in command of two privateers to 

the Pacific, and from 1708 to 1711, he served as pilot with 

Woodes Rogers's expedition. 

In addition to the book's connections to a buccaneer 

explorer, Dampier's New Voyage Round the World served as a 

literary model for later English voyage accounts by alternating 

a factual narrative of events with a description of distant 

places. The book proved to be a remarkable success. It was 

reprinted three times in 1697 and eventually surpassed the 

publishing success of Exquemelin's Bucaniers of America. 

Following Dampier, Jonathan Swift used the same approach in 

his novel Gulliver's Travels, and Daniel Defoe drew on 

Dampier's book as one of several sources for his Robinson 

Crusoe (1719) and for his contributions to A General History of 

the Pirates (1724). Defoe even imitated the title for his last 

novel, A New Voyage Round the World by a Course Never Sailed 

Before (1724). (fig. 6.22) 

William Hacke 

A collection of original voyages. London, 1699. 

William Hacke's Collection (his true name was "Hack") com¬ 

plements the information about buccaneers published by 

Exquemelin, Dampier, Basil Ringrose, and Wafer, providing 

additional details and information about the voyages. This 

small volume contains accounts of voyages by Cowley, Sharpe, 

and Wood, plus a fourth: Roberts's voyage to the Near East. 

Charles Johnson 

A general history of the robberies and murders of the most 

notorious pyrates and also their policies, discipline and 

government, from their first rise and settlement in the 

Island of Providence, in 1717, to the present year of 1724. 

London, 1724. 

Johnson's book has been one of the most influential volumes 

on the history of piracy, serving as a source for such works as 

Robert Louis Stevenson's Treasure Island and J. M. Barrie's Peter 

Pan, as well as the famous pirate films starring Douglas 

Fairbanks, Sr., and Errol Flynn. Nothing is known of Captain 

Johnson, the author whose name is shown on the title page, 

but in the 1930s, John Robert Moore made an impressive argu¬ 

ment that many passages were clearly the work of Daniel 

Defoe, who had shown an interest in the subject of pirates in 

his Robinson Crusoe and Captain Singleton. In 1988, R N. Furbank 

and W. R. Owens argued that Moore's attribution was faulty 

because he had based it only on internal evidence. Other 

scholars joined in the debate and noted that the book's use of 

nautical language could only come from a seaman or from one 

who had close and direct access to the pirates and their ships, 

as the author seems clearly to have had. In 2001, James Kelly 

of Worcester College, Oxford, suggested in his D. Phil, thesis 

that there is substantial internal and external evidence to 

show that Defoe contributed to the General History of the... 

Pyrates as part of a collaborative effort. 

Charles Johnson 

A history of the lives and exploits of the most remarkable 

pirates, highwaymen, murderers, street-robbers. 

Birmingham, 1742. 

In contrast to the 1724 edition, this new edition of Charles 

Johnson's History of the... Pyrates shows the way in which the 

literature on piracy had become even more romanticized in 

the less than three-quarters of a century since Exquemelin 

presented the first, already romanticized, account in 1678. 

(fig. 6.23) 
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A 

New Voyage 
ROUND THE 

WORLD. 
Defcribing particularly, 

The Iflhmus of America, feverai Coafls 
and Iflands in the Weft Indies , the 
Ides of Cape Verd, the Paflage by Terra 

del Fucgo, the South Sea Coafts of Chili, 
Peru, and Mexico 5 the Ifle of Guam one 
of the Ladrones, Mindanao, and other 
Philippine and Eaft.India Iflands near 
Cambodia, China, Formofa, Laconia, Cc 

lebes, 8cc. New Holland, Sumatra, Nicobar 

Ifles 5 the Cape of Good Hope, and Santa 
Hellena. 

THEIR 
Soil, Rivers, Harbours, Plants, Fruits, Ani¬ 

mals, and Inhabitants. 
their 

Cuftoms, Religion, Government, Trade, &c. 

By IVi Hi am Dampier. 

Illuftratcd with Particular Mapsand Draughts. 

LONDON, 
Printed for James Knapton, at the Crown in St Pauls 

Church-yard. M DC XCVII. 

Fig. 6.22 William Dampier, A new voyage round the world. 

London, 1697. 

Dampier's extremely popular book established a literary 

model for later voyage narratives, both factual and fictional. 

■ 
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Regulation of Maritime Activities 

One of the principal features of European political development in 

the period of the conquest of the oceans was the rise of states with 

extensive bureaucracies, centralized control, and permanent armed 

forces on land and at sea. This process resulted in each country 

creating specific offices and numerous national regulations for 

conducting maritime affairs. At the same time, long-standing 

practices at sea by the ships of European nations laid the basis for 

an international understanding that became part of treaties and 

eventually evolved into international maritime law. 

NATIONAL ADMINISTRATION 

Every maritime nation established laws regulating the conduct 

of the ships and seamen that carried its national flag. The laws 

encompassed the entire range of activities, from commerce 

and fishing to navies and privateering. The process of drafting 

and promulgating such laws in each country also led to the 

establishment of specific offices to enforce the laws. New 

officials typically issued reports and compiled information for 

the use of higher officials, and whatever their practical value at 

the time, such documents have benefited later historical research. 

Netherlands (United Provinces, 1581-1795) 

Vervolgh van het recueil van alle placaten, ordonnantien, 

resolutien, instructien, listen en waarschouwingen, 

betreffende de admiraliteyeten, convoyed, licentien, en 

verdere zee-saaken. The Hague, 1701. 

The affairs of the sea concern not only matters of science and 

technology and of skill and daring on the deep, but also gov¬ 

ernmental administration. All types of maritime activities 

came under regulation, from the fishing catch to customs 

duties. This volume is one of a large compilation that recorded 

Dutch sea regulations issued between 1597 and 1763. The 

work was published in a multi-volume series first printed by 

Paulus Jacobus and, later, by Isaak Scheltus. (fig. 6.24) 

Spain 

Ordenanzas de su magestad para el govierno militar. 

Madrid, 1748. 

A navy as an instrument of the central government necessarily 

produces a large number of regulations for managing its own 

affairs. This volume summarizes the regulations of the Spanish 

navy at the end of the war of 1739-1748. (fig. 6.25) 

Thomas Pownall (1722-1805) 

The administration of the colonies. London, 1768. 

Thomas Pownall's book appeared in six editions, each larger 

and more comprehensive than the preceding, from the first 

anonymous edition in 1764 until the last in 1777. This fourth 

edition contains Pownall's mature thinking about Britain's 

North American colonies and the British Atlantic system of 

maritime trade. Experienced in colonial and overseas affairs, 

Pownall had been lieutenant-governor of New Jersey, 1755 to 

1757, governor of Massachusetts, 1757 to 1760, Commissary 

for Control of the Combined Army in Germany, 1761 to 1763, 

and Commissioner for German Demands, 1764. In Pownall's 

understanding, the term "administration" included the broader 

features of government policy. Along these lines, Pownall pro¬ 

posed in this edition that Britain create "a grand marine 

dominion." 

United States 

Passport for the Elizabeth of Boston, Isaac Hardy, Master. 

15 February 1811. 

Passports of this type were issued by the United States govern¬ 

ment beginning in 1796 and followed the model established 

by the British government in its long-standing use of the 

"Mediterranean Pass." Following the signing of a treaty 

between the United States and Algiers in 1795, passes such as 

this one verified that the vessel was entirely owned by 

Americans. The treaty accepted that the United States would 

pay tribute to Algiers, and in return, Algerian corsairs would 

not seize vessels carrying this passport. 

In Washington, the President signed the blank forms as did 

the Secretary of State, who also affixed the seal of the United 

States. The blank forms were then distributed to customs collec¬ 

tors, who signed and issued them to ships' masters on payment 

of a ten-dollar fee with payment of a bond and verification of 

the vessel's ownership The distinctive scalloped top edge of 

the document was a means of authenticating the document. 

After the documents were signed, U.S. officials sent the top 

section of the document to American diplomatic representa¬ 

tives on the North African coast, who provided copies to the 

corsairs to use in identifying American vessels. 
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TRATADO SEGUNDO. 
De la Autoridad, Funciones, y Obligacio- 

nes de los Oficiales de Guerra. 

TITULO PRIMERO. 

Del Capitan General de la Armada, 
Dire&or General de ella. 

ARTICULO I. 

EL Capitan General, o Governador General de la 
Armada , a cuyo cargo quiero que efte unido el 

empleo de Director General de la mifma Armada , tendra 
el mando , y direccion de toda ella , y las partes que la 

componen , hallenfe unidas , o divididas en Departamen- 
tos ,o Efquadras, y fe extendera fu infpeccion , y autori¬ 

dad a qualefquiera parages en que fe hallaren Efquadras, 
A a Va- 

Fig. 6.24 Netherlands (United Provinces, 1581-1795), 

Vervolgh van het recueil van alle placaten, ordonnantien, 

resolutien, instructien, listen en waarschouwingen, 

betreffende de admiraliteyeten, convoyed, licentien, en 

verdere zee-saaken. The Hague, 1701. 

This volume is one of a large compilation that recorded 

Dutch sea regulations issued between 1597 and 1763. 

Fig. 6.25 Spain, Ordenanzas de su magestad para el 

goviemo militar. Madrid, 1748. 

This set of Spanish naval regulations is open to the 

section on the authority, functions, and obligations of 

the Captain General and Director General of the navy. 
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INTERNATIONAL MARITIME LAW 

European maritime law may be traced back to the island of 

Rhodes, whose laws formed the basis of the Eastern Roman 

Empire's maritime code. These laws dated from the seventh or 

eighth century and came to be known as "Rhodian Sea Law,” 

although some elements of them derive from the laws of 

Hammurabi, The Babylonian Index, of the eighteenth century 

b.c.e. Since the barbarian invaders who moved into the 

Roman Empire were not seamen, Mediterranean port cities 

continued to use the laws that had developed in earlier times. 

Some Italian cities, such as Trani, Amalfi, and Venice, began 

to form their own laws in the medieval period, while others 

were drawn up in Spain. 

The earliest maritime legal code to emerge outside of the 

Mediterranean was the twelfth century "Roll of Oleron," of 

French or Anglo-Norman origin, which was compiled on the 

island of Oleron in the Bay of Biscay and later promulgated 

in the thirteenth century by King Louis IX of France. The 

English Black Book of the Admiralty also dates from this period. 

The "Roll of Oleron" later formed the basis for the maritime 

laws in northern Europe, including the Laws of Wisby, the 

Watterecht, used by the Hanseatic League and established in a 

conference of league members in 1407. In addition to the 

development of international law, other types of laws emerged 

which were dealt with in specialized courts. Among these 

were admiralty and vice-admiralty courts that dealt with prize 

matters and naval courts-martial that dealt with discipline on 

board warships. 

One of the underlying issues in the early development of mar¬ 

itime law was the question that arose during the Middle Ages 

of whether and to what extent a city or country could claim 

sovereignty over areas of the sea. Venice claimed sovereignty 

over the Adriatic; Denmark and Sweden vied for the dominium 

maris Baltici until they agreed upon a portioned sovereignty of 

the Baltic in 1622. England claimed the sovereignty of the 

"British Seas," extending from Norway to Spain. Some of the 

claims to maritime sovereignty entailed only ceremonial rituals 

of deference, such as firing a gun salute, dipping an ensign, or 

striking topsails to acknowledge another power's sovereignty. 

The question became more serious when claims to the sover¬ 

eignty of the seas were extended beyond the ceremonial to 

the enforcement of exclusive fishing rights, or to the levying 

of tolls, or to the denial of passage to ships over broad areas 

of the world's oceans. 

The germ of the broader legal dispute was planted when, fol¬ 

lowing the discovery of America, Spain and Portugal attempted 

to apportion the world's oceans between themselves. At first, 

the seafaring explorers and traders from England, France, and 

the Netherlands merely ignored these claims. In 1580, the 

Spanish ambassador to England formally lodged a diplomatic 

complaint with Elizabeth I over Drake's incursion into Spanish 

sovereignty over the Pacific. The Queen's reply was based on 

the authority of ancient writers, Ulpian and Celsus. Her views 

also anticipated the scholarly legal argument that arose in the 

seventeenth century, when she retorted that the use of the sea 

and air is common to all. 

Libro di consolato. Venice, 1539. 

The most elaborate and widely accepted new body of maritime 

law in the Mediterranean in the Middle Ages came from 

Barcelona, where it was built up from the decisions of the 

city's magistrates on shipping matters. It was compiled in the 

thirteenth century and called the Consolat de Mar, or Consulate 

of the Sea. In this form it became widely used in Spain, Provence, 

and Italy. The code was first printed in Catalan at Barcelona in 

July 1494 and was reprinted four times in Catalan. It was trans¬ 

lated and first printed in Italian in 1519. This is the second 

Italian printing, which like many later ones, was printed in 

Venice and reflected Venetian trading interests, (fig. 6.26) 

Hugo Grotius (1583-1645) 

De mari libero. Leiden, 1633. 

The Dutch humanist and jurist, Hugh de Groot, known more 

commonly by the Latin form of his name, had begun to con¬ 

sider the subject of maritime law early in his career. In 1604, 

he wrote a piece on prize law entitled De jure predea, which put 

the subject in the broad context of international and natural 

law, rather than relying on the traditional basis for law in the 

Bible and the laws of the Church. Continuing with his studies, 

Grotius dealt with the legal issues surrounding the Dutch cap¬ 

ture of a Portuguese ship in the Strait of Malacca in light of the 

1493 papal grant of joint ownership of the sea to Portugal and 

Spain. Beginning a large study on the subject, Grotius argued 

that the seas were free for all to use and not the property of 

any country. In 1609, one chapter of this work was published 

under the title Mare librum. 
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Fig. 6.26 Libro di consolato. Venice, 1539. 

The most influential maritime law codes in the western 

Mediterranean are incorporated in this volume. 

Fig. 6.27 Hugo Grotius, De tnari libero. Leiden, 1633. 

Grotius is renowned in the history of international law for 

his persuasive arguments in favor of the freedom of the seas, 

Before he was able to complete his studies in this area, 

Grotius was sentenced to life imprisonment in 1618 for his 

political opposition to Prince Maurice of Nassau. In 1621, he 

escaped from Loevenstein castle, reputedly hidden in a chest 

of books, and fled to Antwerp and then to Paris. There, in 

1625, he wrote his famous book on the law of war and peace, 

De jure belli ac pads, which incorporated a revised version of 

his earlier work. In 1633, the Mare librum, originally published 

in 1609, appeared again in this booklet with a work by Paulus 

Merula (1558-1607), a legal scholar and historian from 

Dordrecht and later, Leiden. In the context of the interna¬ 

tional affairs of the 1630s, this particular edition of Grotius’s 

work provoked widespread interest and discussion. In 1634, 

Grotius was appointed Swedish ambassador to Paris. While 

returning to France after a visit to Stockholm, he was ship¬ 

wrecked in the Baltic and died near Rostock, (fig. 6.27) 

John Selden (1584-1654) 

Mare clausum seu de dominus maris. London, 1635. 

John Selden's volume was the most famous direct rebuttal to 

Grotius on the issue of freedom of the seas. He argued quite 

differently than Queen Elizabeth I had done in 1580 and, fol¬ 

lowing English policy in the reigns of James I and Charles I, 

held that a nation had the right to control use of the sea with¬ 

in determined areas. Selden wrote this treatise in 1618, but it 

was not published until 1635 at the command of Charles 1. 

Trained in the law, Selden wrote a history of government in 

England before the Norman Conquest, Analecton Britannicon 

(1615), and became a leading figure in the Antiquarian 

Society, a center for historical research in early seventeenth- 

century London. He was twice imprisoned for supporting the 

House of Commons against royal authority, but later became 
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a monarchist and dedicated this book to Charles I. In 1654, 

Selden bequeathed his large collection of books and manu¬ 

scripts to the Bodleian Library at Oxford, where his name is 

remembered in the extension of the library built to house 

them: "Selden End." 

Johannus Isacius Pontanus (1571-ca. 1639) 

Discussionum historicarum libri duo. Harderwijk, 1637. 

The debate in which Selden and Grotius engaged did not end 

with their most famous books. Although Selden's work is a 

classic source in support of national assertions that exclude 

foreign commerce and navigation from defined waters, it was 

neither the first nor the only one. Gentilis defended Spanish 

and English claims in his Advocato hispanica (1613); William 

Welford wrote on English claims in De domino mans (1613). In 

1633, Sir John Boroughs wrote The Sovereignty of the British Seas 

Proved by Records, but it was not published until 1651. Echoing 

the similar views of Venice in regard to the Adriatic, Paolo 

Sarpi published his Del dominio del mare Adriatico (1676). 

Representing the opposing side, Johanus Isacius Pontanus 

(a Dane named Hans Isaksen) was one who took Grotius's side 

and argued for the freedom of the seas. Pontanus was professor 

at the Latin School in Harderwijk, one of the old Hanse port 

towns on the Ijseelmeer in the eastern Netherlands. In a tan¬ 

gential maritime connection, he is also known to have con¬ 

tributed to R. Hues, Tractatus de globis, published by Jodocus 

Hondius in Amsterdam in 1617 and also wrote a history of the 

Danish kings, Rerum Danicarum historia, also published by 

Hondius in 1631. 

Charles Molloy (1646-1690) 

De jure maritimo et navali: or a treatise of affairs maritime 

and of commerce. London, 1688. 

Molloy's book on maritime and naval law became a standard 

authority on international law in England. First published in 

1676, it was regularly reprinted during the eighteenth century. 

Earlier, during the Second Anglo-Dutch War, Molloy had 

written an anti-Dutch tract, Holland's Ingratitude, or A Serious 

Expostulation of the Dutch (1666). In De jure maritimo, Molloy 

made one of the most extreme legal arguments for England's 

sovereignty of the sea, which he claimed extended from Cape 

Finisterre to Van Staten in Norway, (fig. 6.28) 

Johan Groning (1669-ca. 1706) 

Navigatio libera seu de jure quod pacatis ad belligerantium 

commercia. Leipzig and Rostock, 1693. 

In the late seventeenth century, the German scholar Johan 

Groning published this study of international and natural law 

in the context of the law of the seas. His largely forgotten work 

focused on commerce in peace and war. Little is known about 

the author, but he may possibly be the same Groning who in 

1703 published Staatistische Bucher, a volume of collected works 

that included studies on mathematics and naval construction. 

Christopher Robinson (1766-1833) 

Reports of cases argued and determined in the High Court 

of Admiralty: commencing with the judgments of... Sir 

William Scott, Michaelmas Term, 1798. Philadelphia, 1800. 

This volume is among the most important contributions to 

prize law during the Napoleonic Wars. It is the first of six vol¬ 

umes of reports that covered the first ten years of Sir William 

Scott's tenure as Judge of the High Court of Admiralty from 

1798 to 1808, including all the judgments in that period that 

Scott handed down. These judgments substantially clarified or 

formulated prize law and international maritime law. 

Scott, later raised to the peerage as Baron Stowell, was born 

in County Durham in 1745 and won a scholarship to Corpus 

Christi College, Oxford, in 1761. Beginning an academic 

career, he became Camden Reader of Ancient History at Oxford 

in 1774 and while in that post he earned a doctor of law degree 

in 1779. Called to the bar in 1780, he became King's Advocate in 

1789 and was Judge of the High Court of Admiralty from 1789 

to 1828. Well known in London's literary and social circles, Scott 

was a close friend of Dr. Samuel Johnson and was executor of 

Johnson's will. 

Christopher Robinson, who compiled these law reports, was 

a noted specialist in prize law and an advocate and member of 

Doctors' Commons, a group of doctors of law, mainly from 

Oxford and Cambridge universities, who worked out of build¬ 

ings that once stood just to the east of present-day Ludgate 

Circus in London. 
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Fig. 6.28 Charles Molloy, De jure maritimo et navali: or a 

treatise of affairs maritime and of commerce. London, 1688. 

This book became the standard English-language interpretation 

of international maritime law. As its frontispiece illustration 

suggests, Molloy was one of the strongest promoters of England's 

claim that its sovereignty extended to the surrounding seas. 
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Fig. 7.4 Jan Huygen van Linschoten, ltinerario. Amsterdam, 1596. 

With this pioneering work, Linschoten provided both the incentive and 

the knowledge that led to the founding of the Dutch East India Company. 

Many ships carried copies of Linschoten's book on board for the practical 

information it contained. For example, his map of Goa had detailed 

information about the harbor and the facilities of a key Asian destination. 

(See page 166, below). 
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CHAPTER 7 THE LITERATURE OF THE SEA 

The writers who published accounts of voyages during the age of oceanic conquest 

were working in a tradition that stretched back to Homer's Odyssey. Narratives 

of sea voyages became an increasingly common genre of the European literary scene 

as more and more Europeans had the experience of travel on the open ocean. 

Like the visual images of voyages found on early sea charts, which expanded into 

other forms of artistic and imaginative expression, the written word also took varied 

forms as imaginative, speculative, and even entirely fictitious narratives. 
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Fig. 7.5 Gerrit de Veer, Waerachtighe beschrijvinghe 

van drie seylagien. Amsterdam, 1599. 

De Veer's account of Willem Barents's three voyages 

underscored the near impossibility of putting to practical 

use a northeast passage to Asia. (See page 166, below). 
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Shipwreck Accounts 

One of the earliest literary expressions with a maritime theme are 

accounts of shipwrecks, part of an extensive literature relating to 

the sea that extends from the ancient world to the modern novel. 

The tragic spectacle of shipwreck and death by drowning brought 

together poignant drama, a view of the perilous and mysterious 

deep, a profound expression of religious belief, and, sometimes, an 

adventurous tale of survival. While there are cases of ships sinking 

or vanishing with little or no trace in mid-ocean, shipwrecks 

generally occur in coastal waters, where storms, fog, rocks, shoals, 

and currents create dangers for navigation. 

Historia tragico-maritima. Lisbon, 1735-1736. 

In the sixteenth century, Portuguese writers began to publish 

accounts of shipwrecks in pamphlet form. These quickly became 

a literary genre with a wide audience. In the early eighteenth 

century, Bernardo Gomes de Brito gathered a number of these 

accounts and published a collection in Lisbon in 1735-1736. 

Known in English as the Tragic History of the Sea, the British 

historian Charles R. Boxer wrote of this type of account that it 

showed the "characteristic improvidence of the Portuguese and 

their equally characteristic tenacity." In the Portuguese ship¬ 

wreck genre, the theme had a political undertone, namely oppo¬ 

sition to the high cost of maintaining the Portuguese empire 

and unease with the problems deriving from colonialism. 

These tales by different writers have widely differing historical 

and literary qualities. Once thought to be of negligible interest, 

they have been studied in recent years for what they have to 

reveal beyond the intentions of their authors. 

Jeronimo Corte-Real 

Naufragio e lastimoso sucesso da perdiyam de Manoel de 

Sousa de Sepulveda & Dona Lainor de Sa. Lisbon, 1594. 

Jeronimo Corte-Real was born to a noble family in Lisbon about 

1530. He saw military service in Morocco and in India. In 1574, 

he published a poem, Segundo cerco de Diu, which celebrated 

the military feats of Dom Joao de Castro and Dom Joao de 

Mascarenhas at the fortress at Diu half a century earlier. In 

1578, he published a similar work on the battle of Lepanto of 

1572. Naufragio recounts in verse at epic length the story of a 

wreck off the Cape of Good Hope. Luis de Camoes and his 

1572 Os Lusiadas influenced Corte-Real in bringing a poetical 

treatment to the shipwreck genre. 

Jonathan Dickinson (1663-1722) 

God's protecting providence. London, 1700. 

The shipwreck described in this volume resulted in the gathering 

of hard-to-come-by anthropological information. On 23 August 

1696, Jonathan Dickinson, a merchant, embarked with his 

family on board the barkentine Reformation from Port Royal, 

Jamaica, sailing for Philadelphia. Becalmed for a time, the ship 

was caught in a hurricane off the Florida coast and wrecked on 

the night of 23-24 September near present-day Jupiter Inlet in 

Palm Beach County, Florida. Captured by the now-extinct Ais 

Indian tribe, Dickinson later wrote a rare description of this 

tribe, which he had an opportunity to observe closely during 

his negotiations to obtain the party's freedom. After some days, 

Dickinson and the other survivors were released, and they 

eventually reached Philadelphia five months later. This book 

was first published in Philadelphia in 1699 and in Fondon the 

following year. 
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Voyage Narratives 

The first accounts of oceanic voyages were typically individual 

reports, often published versions of letters. As these reports began to 

proliferate, publishers collected them into multi-volume works that 

became a genre of their own. About the same time, narrative 

accounts of voyages grew longer and began to reach book length. 

Some of these books achieved widespread popularity and were 

translated into a number of different languages. Today, voyage 

narratives are chiefly valued as either historical accounts 

of a particular expedition or as literary works. In the past, they 

sometimes served a practical need. Seamen might study such 

works before they set sail on new voyages of exploration, and they 

often took copies with them to sea as practical guides and sources 

of information on astronomy, navigation, natural history, and 

cultural encounters. 

Christopher Columbus (1451-1506) 

Epistola de insulis. Basle, 1493. 

The most famous voyage ever undertaken fortuitously 

occurred after the technology of modern printing was already 

well established in Europe. The printed version of Columbus's 

letter to the Spanish court, reporting his discoveries, established 

the pattern for many other narrative reports that followed. In 

this early form, there is less about the maritime details and the 

voyage itself than about what Columbus saw and what possi¬ 

bilities he imagined for the future. Here he describes the 

islands he had brought under Spain's control as a rich source 

of gold and populated by peoples ready to receive the word of 

God. This Basle edition is the first to include illustrations. 

Only three copies of it are known. 

Amerigo Vespucci (1451-1512) 

Petri Francisci de Medicis Salutem plurinam. Paris, 1503. 

Amerigo Vespucci may be thought of disparagingly as one of 

the first great self-promoters who, by dint of widespread pub¬ 

lication of his book, under the title Mundus novus, managed to 

get his name attached to two continents. While the book is 

famous for leading Martin Waldseemuller to first put the name 

"America" indelibly on a map in 1507, it is also notable as the 

first printed document about Brazil and the first to describe the 

southern sky with the "Southern Cross" as its dominant con¬ 

stellation. This revealed cross in the sky comforted sailors who 

at first dreaded being at sea without the North Star as a guide. 

Vespucci first served as an agent of the Medici at Seville, 

then joined Alonso de Ojeda and Juan de la Cosa in obtaining 

a royal license from Spain to sail to the New World in 1499. In 

company with Ojeda and de la Cosa, Vespucci reached the 

northern coast of South America, in the area of present-day 

French Guiana, then continued on alone, claiming to have 

gone as far as Cabo Sao Roque at the eastern tip of Brazil. En 

route he described passing the mouth of a large river, which 

was presumably the Amazon. In 1501, he returned again to 

America, sailing under the Portuguese flag, to explore the east 

coast of Brazil, purportedly from the area of present-day 

Salvador da Bahia to Rio de Janeiro. In 1508, King Ferdinand 

of Spain appointed Vespucci the Pilot Major at the recently 

established Casa de Contratacion, a position he held until his 

death in 1512. 

This volume is a Latin translation of a letter that Vespucci 

originally wrote in Italian to Lorenzo di Pier Francesco de 

Medici about a voyage in 1501-1502. Vespucci's letter was 

printed in fifteen editions and five languages between about 

1503 and 1507, though most of the editions were undated. 

This Paris edition was the first to appear, (fig. 7.i) 

Copia der newen Zeytung aufi Presillg Landt. Nuremburg, 

ca. 1514. 

In 1514, about the same time that news of Balboa's sighting of 

the Pacific Ocean arrived in Europe, an agent of the Fugger 

banking house at Funchal on the island of Madeira sent a letter 

to the Fugger headquarters in Augsburg, Germany. The writer 

reported the news that some ships had sailed six or seven hun¬ 

dred miles farther down the coast of South America than any 

previous vessels and that they had sighted a large strait that 

might lead into the Pacific and on to the East Indies. One vessel 

brought back a cargo of valuable wood and reported that gold, 

silver, and other riches were to be found. The Fuggers circulated 

this exciting information by means of this pamphlet, which 

directly inspired others to outfit several more voyages to follow 

up on the report. Although the specific voyage was not men¬ 

tioned by name in the document, modern scholars tie the 
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Fig. 7.1 Amerigo Vespucci, Petri Frandsci 

de Medids Salutem plurimam. Paris, 1503. 

The woodcut is the first depiction of the 

Southern Cross constellation. 

report to the 1511-1512 voyage of two caravels under Esteban 

Froes, called Flores, and Joao de Lisboa, who were the first to 

enter the Rio de la Plata estuary in territory allotted to Spain 

by the Treaty of Tordesillas (1495). 

Lodovico de Varthema (15th cent.) 

Die ritterlich un[d] lobwirdig Rayss. Augsburg, 1515. 

First published in 1510, the account of the Bolognese traveler 

Ludovico Varthema related his travels to and from India 

between 1501 and 1508, which included clandestine passage 

on the Red Sea dressed as a Muslim. Varthema's book appeared 

at a time when there was already considerable public interest 

in Asia, stirred up by the first availability of Marco Polo's 

account in the early fifteenth century. Varthema was reprinted 

in a Latin edition in 1511, this German edition in 1515, and a 

Spanish translation in 1518. The German edition is prized for 

its woodcut illustrations. 

Antonio Galvao (d. 1557) 

Tratado... dos diuersos & desuay rados caminhos. 

Lisbon, 1563. 

One of the rarest of the early compilations of sea voyages, 

Antonio Galvao's Tratado included not only Spanish and 

Portuguese ventures but the voyages of Jacques Cartier for 

France, as well. He was the first to present an account of the 

voyages of the Corte-Real brothers, Gaspar and Miguel, to the 

North American coast in 1500-1502. Richard Hakluyt revised 

and annotated an anonymous translation of the book into 

English in 1601 under the title The Discoveries of the World. 

Antonio Galvao was the son of Duarte Galvao, secretary to 

Kings Dorn Alfonso V and Dom Joao II of Portugal, as well as 

chief chronicler to Dom Manuel I. He joined the army in 1522 

and rose to be governor of the Moluccas. 

The history of trauayle in the West and East Indies, and 

other countreys lying eyther way, towards the fruitfull and 

ryche Moluccaes. London, 1577. 

This volume is the revised and enlarged second edition of 

Richard Eden's 1555 translation of the work by the historian 

Peter Martyr Anghiera, which Eden had originally titled The 

Decades of the New World or West India. Born in Arona on the 

shore of Lago Maggiore, Peter Martyr obtained a church 

appointment in Spain as court chronicler and eventually 

received the title Bishop of Jamaica. With access to original 

documents, he was able to compile a history of the twenty 

years of Spanish oceanic exploration that followed Columbus's 

first voyage. Originally published in 1516 at Alcala de Henares 

under the title De orbo novo decades, it was the first detailed 
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Fig. 7.2 Richard Hakluyt. Divers voyages. London, 1582. 

Michael Lok prepared this map specifically for Richard 

Hakluyt's first collection of voyage narratives. While 

Hakluyt published his book in the hope of encouraging 

English colonization in places like "Norombega," shown 

prominently, Lok's map also put forth his own ideas 

about finding a water route to the Pacific. He included 

the sea (Mare de Verrazana) that Verrazzano thought 

he saw across the North Carolina banks in 1524. 

(See page 166, below). 

a 165 
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account of the discovery of the New World. In Eden's transla¬ 

tion, Peter Martyr's work constituted only the first half of the 

volume. Eden added excerpts from the 1547 work Cordnica de 

las Indias by Gonzalo Fernandez de Ovieda y Valdes, as well as 

other material. Taken together, the details in these narratives 

are the first practical sailing directions for the oceans. 

Richard Hakluyt (15527-1616) 

Divers voyages touching the discoverie of America, and 

the Hands adiacent unto the same, made first of all by 

our Englishmen, and afterwards by the French-tnen and 

Britons. London, 1582. 

Richard Hakluyt was the greatest of all prophets and promoters 

of English maritime enterprise. The first of his compilations, 

which the compiler himself described as "this hastie work," is 

a mixture of narratives, selected maps, propaganda pieces, and 

advice to would-be explorers. Its purpose was to draw attention 

and interest to North America. In 1570, Hakluyt had gone to 

study at Christ Church, Oxford, where he eventually became 

a lecturer in geography and cosmography. In this position, he 

was instrumental in introducing globes for teaching in schools. 

This book apparently helped Hakluyt obtain the post of chap¬ 

lain at the English embassy in Paris in 1584, where he gained 

access to new sources of information and became aware of the 

secrecy surrounding new explorations and the value to England 

of publishing information about them. While he was in Paris, 

Hakluyt wrote his "Discourse of Western Planting," a confi¬ 

dential state paper presented to Elizabeth I in 1584. (fig. 7.2) 

Richard Hakluyt (15527-1616) 

The principall navigations, voiages and discoveries of the 

English nation, made by sea or ouer land, to the most 

remote and farthest distant quarters of the earth at any¬ 

time within the compasse of the earth of these 1500 yeers. 

London, 1589. 

On Hakluyt's return to England in 1588, he began to collect 

material for what would be a much more scholarly piece of 

work than his earlier Divers Voyages, covering English voyages 

to all parts of the globe and drawing upon all available sources, 

some of which "tumbled in while the book was in press." The 

account of Sir Francis Drake's circumnavigation became avail¬ 

able only after the book was entirely printed. The text for it was 

printed separately and inserted when the volume was bound. 

(FIG. 7.3) 

Jan Huyghen van Linschoten (1563-1611) 

Itinerario. Amsterdam, 1596. 

Linschoten traveled to the Portuguese colony of Goa in India 

on a Portuguese ship in 1583 and returned in 1589. During the 

voyage and his stay in Asia, he acquired such an abundance of 

practical maritime knowledge concerning the Portuguese 

empire that it amounted to espionage. He found and translated 

a large number of Portuguese sailing directions, along with 

information on currents, islands, sandbanks, and other details, 

publishing them in his Itinerario. While the book is justly 

famous for the author's observations of the peoples and cus¬ 

toms of India, more importantly it facilitated the establishment 

of a Dutch overseas empire in Asia. His information added the 

missing links that other Dutch pilots had not previously 

found in their research and practice. The view of Goa is par¬ 

ticularly interesting for the information it contains on that 

Asian port's facilities in the late sixteenth century, (fig. 7.4) 

(See page 158, above). 

Gerrit de Veer 

Waerachtighe beschrijvinghe van drie seylagien. 

Amsterdam, 1599. 

Gerrit de Veer sailed as a co-pilot on the last two of the three 

Arctic voyages commanded by the Dutch navigator Willem 

Barents. The goal of their voyage was to find a Northeast passage 

to China. In 1596, the final expedition reached as far as Svalbard 

and Spitzbergen before the ship was locked in the ice and sank 

to the east of Novaya Zemlya. The expedition members stayed 

on Novaya Zemlya through the winter and in 1597 sailed south¬ 

wards in two open boats. Willem Barents died on this journey. 

The surviving expedition members managed to reach the Kola 

Peninsula where a Dutch vessel rescued them. Information 

from Barents's survey was printed on a chart in 1599 and 

showed Barents Island and the Barents Sea, both named after 

him. Jan Huyghen van Linschoten sailed with the first two 

voyages, and his account complements de Veer's description 

of the final two voyages, (fig. 7.5) (See page 160, above). 

Richard Hakluyt (15527-1616) 

The principal navigations. London, 1599-1600. 

The second edition of Hakluyt's Principal Navigations was a 

greatly revised and enlarged version of the work that had first 

appeared in 1589. For this edition, he carefully reviewed the 

text, replacing some accounts with better ones, while revising 

and editing the text with greater care. With this volume, 

Hakluyt earned his reputation as a great compiler and editor of 

maritime narratives. Some copies of this edition included the 

Wright-Molyneaux world map. (See page 9, above). 

The first printing of this edition featured a detailed account 

of the Earl of Essex's expedition to Cadiz in 1596, but when 
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THE PRINCIPAL! 
NAVIGATION S,VOIA- 

GES AND DISCOVERIES OFTHE 
Englifh nation,made by Sea or ouer Land, 

to the mott remote and farthest distant Quarters of 
the earth at any time within the compare 

of theft / joo.ycercs: Deuidedinto three 
■ feucrall parts,according to the po- 

fitions of the Regions wherun- 
co they were dire&cd. 

ir * 

The firftjConteining the perfonall traucls of the Englifh vnto Itdtafyria,A- 

rabia,the riuer Euphrates, Babylon, B alfarO', the P erf an Guile, Ormuz,, Chaul\ 
Cot,India,and many Iflands adioyningto the South parts of tMfia . toge¬ 
ther with the like vnto Egypt, the chiefeft ports and places of Africa with¬ 
in and without the Streight of Gibraltar, and about the famous Promon- 
torie of Buona Efperanfa. 

The fecond,comprehending the worthy difeoueries of the Englifh towards 
the North and Nonhead by Sea,as of Lapland, Scrikfnia, Corelia, the Baie 
ofS.Nicholas, the Ifles oiColgoieue, Vaigats, and Tfoua Zembla toward the 
great riuer ob, with the mightie Empire of Raffia, the Cajfian Sez,Georgia, 

oArmenia,Media,PerJia,Boghar in Baclria^Sc diuers kingdoms of Tartaria. 

The third and laft,including the Englifh valiant attempts in fearching al- 
moft all the comers of the vafte and new world of America, from 7 3 .de¬ 
grees of Northerly latitude Southward,to Meta Incognita,Nevefoundland, 

the maine of Virginia, the point of Florida, the Baie ofcMexico, all the In¬ 
land of Tfoua Htfpania, the coaft of Terr a firma, Brafill, the riuer of Plate,to 

the StreightofcJW^-<?//f«z.- and through it,and from it in the South Sea tc 
Chili, Peru, Xalifco, the Gulfe of California, Nona Albion vpon the backfldc 
oiCanada, further then euer any Chriftian hitherto hath pierced. 

Where unto U added the lasl moll renowmed Englijb Nauigation, 
round about the whole Globe of the Earth. 

J\tc1/dtd Hakluyt Ma/tir of^rtes, and Student fmetime 
of Chrift-church in Oxford. 

fmprintedat London by G eorge Bijhop 

and Ralph N ewb e r 1 e, Deputies to 
Christopher Barker, Printer to the 

Quecncs moft excellent Maieilic. 

l s*s>- 
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Fig. 7.3 Richard Hakluyt. The principall navigations. 

London, 1589. 

In this two-volume work, Hakluyt made his first attempt to 

counter foreign criticism of English seamen. He specifically 

documented in it "the maritime record of our own men." 
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The Firft Part. 

Vnus "Dens, Una f eritas. 

LONDON 
Printed by William Stansby for Htnrit Fctbcrjlooc, and arc to be fold at his (hop id 

Pauls Church-yard at the figne of the Rofc. 
1625. 

Fig. 7.6 Samuel Purchas. Purchas his pilgrimes. London, 1625. 

A portrait of the 48-year-old Samuel Purchas is shown at the bottom 

between the two hemispheres on this elaborate engraved title page 

made by either Renold Elstrack or William Hole. Apparently the 

printer completed the book in late 1624 before the engraved title 

page was ready, with the result that many copies do not include it. 
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Essex lost favor with Elizabeth I, his name was removed from 

the volume and the account suppressed. Hakluyt made a new 

title page dated 1599 that did not mention Essex's expedition. 

Among the new material in this volume was "the valiant 

fight of the Centurion" against the Spanish galleys in the Strait 

of Gibraltar in April 1591 and Sir Walter Ralegh's account of the 

Revenge’s action against a Spanish fleet in the Azores during 

August 1591. 

Samuel Purchas (15777-1626) 

Purchas his pilgrimes. London, 1625. 

After 1600, Hakluyt continued his work of collecting manu¬ 

scripts and voyage narratives for a third edition of his Principal 

Navigations, but he died before he could publish it. The Rev. 

Samuel Purchas had studied at St. John's College, Cambridge. 

In 1614, he became rector of the London church of St. Martin's 

Ludgate. After Hakluyt's death in 1616, Purchas acquired 

Hakluyt's manuscript collection and added many new and 

valuable accounts, to create four large folio volumes that made 

up the largest single work printed in England up to that time. 

Scholars of exploration literature have often criticized Purchas 

for his sloppy and irresponsible editing, which led him to 

include apocryphal accounts, such as Juan de Fuca's supposed 

discovery in 1592 of a large inlet on the northwest coast of 

America between latitudes 47° and 48° N, that supposedly led 

into a huge sea surrounded by rich countries, (fig. 7.6) 

Willem Ysbrandsz. Bontekoe (1587-1647?) 

Die vier und zwantzigste Schiffahrt. Frankfurt, 1648. 

One of the most popular voyage accounts in seventeenth-cen¬ 

tury Dutch literature, Bontekoe's /oumael ofte gedenckswaerdige 

beschrijvinghe vande Oost-Indische reyse appeared in more than 

thirty-five separate editions in the Netherlands between 1646 

and 1860. The Hoorn Chamber of the Dutch East India 

Company was the sponsor of Bontekoe's voyages, which took 

place between 1618 and 1625. Sailing from the Texel for India, 

his ship Nieuw Hoorn was damaged in a storm, and he had to 

put in at the Cape Verde Islands for repairs. Continuing on 

around the Cape of Good Hope, the crew contracted scurvy, and 

Bontekoe took an unusual course and sailed to Madagascar to 

revictual his ship. While there in November 1719, the ship 

caught fire and blew up, killing half the 206-man crew. With 

the ship's boats, Bontekoe led the survivors across the Indian 

Ocean, without any navigational instruments or charts, to 

Bantam in the Sunda Strait, where a Dutch fleet rescued the 

remaining fifty-seven survivors. 

This rare German translation appeared as part 24 of Levinus 

Hulsius's Sammlung von Schiffahrten. Hulsius, or Lieven Hulse, 

had been born in Ghent and eventually moved to Amsterdam 

and then Nuremberg, where he was a language teacher. In 1600, 

he began to collect materials for a series of books on voyages 

and travel and moved to Frankfurt am Main, following the 

example of his contemporaries and countrymen Jean-Theodore 

and Jean-Israel de Bry. By the time Hulsius died in 1606, his 

press had produced eight volumes for his series of voyages. His 

wife and children continued to publish the material he had 

gathered until 1632, when the firm became inactive. With this 

volume, Christopher Le Blon resumed the series in 1648, but 

only published two additional volumes, stopping with the 

twenty-sixth volume. Le Blon engraved the plates in this vol¬ 

ume, basing them on the originals in an earlier Dutch edition. 

Lionel Wafer (16607-1705?) 

A new voyage and description of the isthrtms of America. 

London, 1699. 

Lionel Wafer was the surgeon who sailed with Captain 

Bartholomew Sharpe in the Trinity. His report of the bucca¬ 

neers' voyage to the Pacific begins with the sailors' crossing of 

the Isthmus of Darien. One illustration in the book, "The Indians 

in their robes in council and smoking tobacco after their way" 

is a good example of the value of European seaman's accounts 

for the transmission of ethnographical details and for infor¬ 

mation on inter-cultural encounters. 

Awnsham Churchill (d. 1728) 

A collection of voyages and travels, some now first printed 

from original manuscripts. Others translated out of foreign 

languages, and now first publish'd in English. London, 1704. 

This series of volumes is often known as "Churchill's Voyages," 

after the well-known London booksellers, Awnsham and John 

Churchill, who published it. These two Churchills were distant 

relations of John Churchill, the first duke of Marlborough. 

Awnsham was particularly close to Marlborough's younger 

brother, Admiral George Churchill, a key figure at the 

Admiralty as a member of the Lord High Admiral's Council 

and a member of the household of Queen Anne's consort, 

Lord High Admiral Prince George of Denmark. The collection 

probably originated from this Churchill family connection, 

since Awnsham (whose name seems to derive from an old pro¬ 

nunciation of "Anselm") served as executor of the estate of 

Admiral George Churchill on his death in 1710. 

In 1745, Thomas Osborn republished the collection along 

with a two-volume supplement to Churchill's voyages that is 

sometimes called the "Harleian" or "Oxford" collection, since 

many of the manuscripts derived from the famous library that 

Robert Harley, first Earl of Oxford, had collected and which 

eventually became part of the British Library. In 1752, it was 

reprinted as Churchill's Voyages in an eight-volume set with 

many additional illustrations, (fig. 7.7) 



Fig. 7.7 Awnsham Churchill. A collection of voyages and travels. 

London, 1704. 

Many voyage accounts included information on plants, as suggested 

by this illustration of dates, "water-lemons," and pineapples from 

John Nieuhoff's description of the first Dutch attempt to develop trade 

with China in 1655 and his subsequent travels in the East Indies. 
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Fig. 7.8 Richard Walter. 

Viaggio attorno al mondo.... 

Livorno, 1756. 

The relation of George Anson's 

voyage around the world in 

1740-1744 was one of the most 

popular English voyage narratives 

of its time and was translated 

into many languages, including 

this version in Italian. 

V I A G G I O 
ATTORNO 

A L MONDO 
FATTO NEGLI ANNI MDCCXL. L IL III. IV. 

DAL SIGNORE 

GIORGIO ANSON 
Prefentemcnte Lord A nson, allora Comandanre in capite 

di una Squadra di Navi da Guerra di S. M. B. 

RICAVATO DAL SUO PROPRIO CIORNALE 
£ DA ALTRI SUOI FOGLI 

DA R1CCARDO WALTER 
MAESTRO NELLE ART! 

E CapftlUuo della Have Centurione in quill* Sfediztono 

TKADOTTO UAU’ INGLESE IN 11 A LI A NO 

DA HAMBLY PORE. 

Psa Gio. Paoi.o Fantrchi e CoMRASNI 

Con Litenza de' Superior!. 

John Harris (16677-1719) 

Navigantium atque itinerantium bibliotheca: or, A compleat 

collection of voyages and travels. London, 1705. 

First published in 1705 as a competitor to Churchill's Voyages, 

this two-volume work was an attempt to provide a synopsis of 

the previously published works by Hakluyt, Purchas, Ramusio, 

De Bry, and others, although scholars have judged that Harris's 

work lacked the originality and editorial selection of Churchill's 

Voyages. The second volume gathers together a number of pre¬ 

viously unpublished accounts. With the idea of encouraging 

merchants to undertake overseas ventures, John Campbell 

produced a second and enlarged edition in 1744-1748, and a 

third edition appeared in 1764. The changing selection of voy¬ 

age narratives in the various editions of this work, and the dif¬ 

ferent regions of the world they focused on, reveal that different 

editors had different ideas about the readership, the purposes, 

and the commercial demands for such collections.) 

Richard Walter (1716-1788) 

Viaggio attorno al mondo fatto negli anni 

MDCCXL.I.II.III.IV. dal Giorgio Anson. Livorno, 1756. 

In 1740, following the outbreak of war between Spain and 

England, the Admiralty ordered Captain George Anson with a 

squadron of six ships to sail for the Pacific Ocean. As Professor 

Glyndwr Williams has described it, the voyage has "a unique 

and terrible place" in maritime history. In 1744, Anson returned 

home with only one remaining ship and fewer than two hun¬ 

dred men, after a voyage that had circled the globe in three 

years and nine months. Nevertheless, Anson's voyage won great 

popular acclaim because he succeeded in capturing a Spanish 

ship carrying thirty-two wagon loads of treasure, a rare victory 

in a period of few British successes. 

The account of the voyage, first published in 1748, became 

one of the most popular books in English and was widely 

translated. Anson followed the model that William Dampier's 

1697 New Voyage Around the World had established for the 

genre. By 1776, fifteen editions of Anson's book had appeared. 

In all, the book has been reprinted about one hundred times, 

including translations into French, Dutch, Italian, Spanish, 

German, Polish, Swedish, and Russian. 

Although the original title page announced that the book 

was "Compiled from Papers and other Materials of the Right 

Honourable George Lord Anson and published under his 

direction by Richard Walter, chaplain of his Majesty's Ship the 

Centurion," there is some doubt as to whether Walter was 

Anson's sole compiler. As early as 1749, suggestions were made 

that Benjamin Robins wrote the major part of the work, 

although later evidence suggested that Walter corrected the 

final proofs of Robins's work. Nevertheless, Anson was clearly in 

overall control of the contents, since the book clearly promotes 

Anson's own interpretation of events. That Anson employed 
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Fig. 7.9 Louis-Antoine de Bougainville. Voyage autour du monde... 

Paris, 1771. 

In the course of his voyage around the world, Bougainville visited an 

island in 1768 that he claimed for France and named New Cythera, 

after the Greek goddess of love and beauty. Known today as Tahiti, 

Bougainville described the island and its people in a way that led his 

readers to imagine a natural paradise that contrasted starkly with the 

life they knew in Europe. 

assistants to make the characteristically blunt and plain narra¬ 

tive of a sailor into a more acceptable literary work became an 

example for future explorers. Mid-eighteenth-century literary 

critics even demanded that editors improve the structure, 

style, and grammar to meet contemporary literary standards. 

Among other legacies of Anson's account, his improved descrip¬ 

tion of himself in battle helped to project the image of the 

cool and stoic naval officer in the face of danger, an image that 

James Cook and Horatio Nelson later personified in their very 

different ways. 

Hambly Pope translated the book into Italian for this 1756 

edition, (fig. 7.8) 

Alexander Dalrymple (1737-1808) 

Account of the discoveries made in the South Pacifick 

Ocean, previous to 1764. London, 1767. 

Alexander Dalrymple gave Joseph Banks a copy of this book 

before Banks sailed with Captain James Cook on board 

Endeavour. It is one of the few books that Cook and Banks 

explicitly mentioned as a reference used at sea during Cook's 

first voyage to the Pacific. When he was only fifteen years old, 

Dalrymple had joined the East India Company and spent his 

next thirteen years in India and southeast Asia. After returning 

to England in 1765, he wrote this book in an effort to draw the 

Admiralty's attention to his knowledge and experience, hoping 

to be appointed the commander of the expedition to observe 

the transit of Venus in 1769. Even though the Royal Society 

had recommended Dalrymple for this key assignment, the 

Admiralty chose James Cook. Nevertheless, the argument that 

Dalrymple made in this book for the existence of "a great 

southern continent" led the Admiralty to make that geographi¬ 

cal question a major objective for Cook to answer. 

In 1769, Dalrymple's Account was reprinted and later in the 

same year he published the first volume of a much larger new 

work, An Historical Collection of the Several Voyages and Discoveries 

in the South Pacific. To encourage sales in anticipation of the 

second volume that appeared the following year, Dalrymple 

allowed the purchasers of the Account to turn in their copies for 

credit against the new volumes. Many readers took advantage 

of this opportunity, inadvertently turning this book into a rare 

volume. A recent census revealed that only 22 copies of the 1767 

printing of this influential book are known to have survived. 

Although Dalrymple failed to get the position he wanted to 

command the expedition to the Pacific, he was hydrographer 

of the East India Company from 1779 to 1795, and then served 

as the first hydrographer of the Admiralty from 1795 to 1808. 
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Louis-Antoine de Bougainville (1729-1811) 

Voyage autour du monde par la fregate dn roi La Boudeuse, 

et la flute l'Etoile en 1766,1767, 1768 & 1769. Paris, 1771. 

Under the command of Louis-Antoine de Bougainville, the 

French naval vessels Boudeuse and Etoile became the first 

French ships to circumnavigate the globe. Departing from 

Brest in 1767, Bougainville passed through the Strait of 

Magellan, visited Tahiti in April 1768, and surveyed the 

islands of the New Hebrides, the Solomon Islands, New 

Ireland, and the coast of New Guinea, returning to St. Malo, 

France, in 1769 by way of the Moluccas and the Indian Ocean. 

The reports of Bougainville's expedition and its visit to Tahiti, 

along with those of Wallis and Cook, had a major impact on 

the European cultural imagination and merged with the ideas 

of Jean-Jacques Rousseau to create a vision of a new Eden in 

the South Pacific. 

On his return from his circumnavigation, Bougainville 

brought with him a Tahitian named Aoutouru, whose presence 

in France attracted so much public attention it tended to over¬ 

whelm and obscure the scientific and political objectives of 

the voyage. These included France's transfer to Spain of its tiny 

South Atlantic colony in the Malouines (Falkland Islands), and 

the goal of increasing the agricultural productivity of the 

French colony on lie de France (Mauritius) in the Indian 

Ocean, (fig. 7.9) 

Peter Carl Zimmerman (18th cent.) 

Reise nach Ost- utid West-Indien. Hamburg, 1771. 

Peter Carl Zimmermann's narrative was originally written as a 

letter to his brother-in-law and friends in Hamburg in 1743 

from the West Indian Island of St. John. The letter described 

Zimmerman's shipwreck on the west coast of Africa in the 

Dutch East India Company ship Blijdorp ten years before, in 

1733. It recounted his survival and ordeal on the beaches and in 

the forests of Gambia before reaching the French slave trading 

center at Goree, and then his subsequent voyage and adventures 

in the West Indies at St. Eustatius and in the Virgin Islands on 

St. John's. There are only four known surviving copies of this 

narrative. 

James Cook (1728-1779) 

Sammandrag af Capitain Jacob Cooks Tredje Resa i 

Soderhafwet och emot Norra Polen med Charta ofwer de af 

Cap. Cook Uptdckte och Natnngisne Orter. Uppsala, 1787. 

James Cook was the greatest maritime explorer of the era. In 

three voyages, he made an unparalleled contribution to geo¬ 

graphic knowledge through his mapping of the Pacific Ocean. 

In the course of this work, he disproved the centuries-old myth 

of terra australis and replaced it with an accurate view of Australia 

and New Zealand. He demonstrated the way to determine 

longitude routinely and accurately at sea. Equally important, 

Cook gathered an enormous amount of scientific information 

about the Pacific region, not only its geography, but its peoples, 

plants, and animals. For his countrymen, Cook became a hero 

who had opened to the world a vast region of the globe without 

the violence and loss of life that had accompanied the voyages 

of earlier explorers. As a result of this, John Hawkesworth's 

official account of Cook's first voyage was one of the most 

widely read books of the late eighteenth century. 

Cook's third voyage drew worldwide attention, and when 

the official account of it first appeared in English in 1784 the 

world had a fuller understanding of the range of possibilities 

existing in the Pacific. Like the official accounts of his two 

earlier voyages, the account of the third voyage was a major 

publishing success. The first English edition sold out in three 

days in 1784, and by 1801 the publisher reported making a 

£4,000 profit on the book. For many, this book was the opening 

of an entirely new era in European expansion, rather than the 

end of the age of exploration marked by Cook's death in 1779 

during the third voyage. 

A businessman, Johan Edman, printed this Swedish sum¬ 

mary translation of Cook's Third Voyage at his own expense. 

J. Webber (1751-1793) 

"A View of Karakakooa, in Owyhee," from James Cook 

and James King, Cook's third voyage. London, 1785. 

John Webber's prolific artistic work provided the fullest illus¬ 

tration of any of Cook's voyages. The son of the Swiss sculptor 

Abraham Waber, Webber was born in London, where his 

father had started to use the anglicized form of his name. As a 

youth, John was sent back to Berne, where he was apprenticed 

to a leading Swiss artist, Johann Ludwig Aberli, from whom he 

learned landscape painting. After three years, he continued his 

training in Paris and earned a reputation as an engraver of 

Hyacinthe Rigaud's portraits. Webber returned to London in 

1775 to study at the Royal Academy, where he exhibited his 

work. After seeing Webber's work exhibited at the Royal 

Academy, the Swedish botanist Daniel Solander, who with 

Joseph Banks had accompanied Cook on his first voyages, sug¬ 

gested to the Admiralty that Webber accompany Cook on his 

third voyage with Resolution and Discovery, (fig. 7.10) 

Jean-Franqois de Galaup, comte de Laperouse (1741-1788) 

Voyage de La Perouse autour du monde. Paris, 1797. 

Hoping to complete the work of Captain Cook in the Pacific, 

Laperouse sailed from France with two ships in August 1785. 

His route took him past Tenerife, along the coast of Brazil, and 

into the Pacific. Passing along the coast of Chile, he visited 

Easter Island, Hawaii, and California, and then crossed the 

Pacific to the Philippines, Formosa, China, North Korea, 
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Fig. 7.10 J. Webber. "A View of Karakakooa, in Owyhee," from 
James Cook and James King, Cook's Third Voyage. London, 1785. 

Cook's three voyages were the first major exploring expeditions that 
deliberately included professional artists for documentation of what was 
seen. His third voyage was the most extensively illustrated. This view 
shows Kealakekua Bay, the best anchorage on the west coast of Hawaii. 
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Fig. 7.11 Jean-Frangois de 

Galaup, comte de Laperouse. 

Voyage de La Perouse autour 

du monde. Paris, 1797. 

Attempting to complete 

Cook's unfinished work in 

the Pacific, Laperouse and 

his ships disappeared in 1788. 

Their fate remained a mystery 

for nearly forty years until 

the wreckage of his ship was 

found on Vanikoro Island. 
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Sakhalin, and Kamchatka. After receiving new instructions, 

Laperouse sailed south to Samoa and Australia. Departing 

from Botany Bay on 10 March 1788, Laperouse and his two 

ships vanished. Although a subsequent expedition to the 

South Pacific and New Guinea area, led by Admiral Bruni 

d'Entrecasteaux, searched for survivors in 1791, Laperouse's 

disappearance remained a mystery for nearly forty years until 

wreckage from his two ships was found on the island of 

Vanikoro in 1827. Meanwhile, General Louis-Marie-Antoine 

Milet-Mureau, an army officer with no maritime knowledge, 

took on the job of editing the official account of Laperouse's 

voyage, using the documents and journals that Laperouse had 

sent home before his disappearance, and adding his own com¬ 

mentary. The documents that Milet-Mureau used were lost 

shortly after the publication of this book and were not found 

again until 1978. Laperouse's original journals were finally 

published in 1994. (fig. 7.11) 

Charles Wilkes. (1798-1877) 

Narrative of the United States exploring expedition during 

the years 1838,1839,1840, 1841, 1842. Philadelphia, 1845. 

The Wilkes expedition, sponsored by the government of the 

United States, was the last great oceanic exploring voyage 

undertaken in the age of sail. Its leader, Charles Wilkes of the 

United States Navy, was a blunt, self-righteous, and abrasive man, 

whose difficult personality created all manner of problems, 

some of which resulted in courts-martial at the end of the 

voyage. Two ships were lost to shipwreck and several lives lost 

in other accidents, but despite such misadventures, the Wilkes 

expedition succeeded in charting the Fiji Island group, mapping 

the Columbia River region, and adding to the understanding 

of Antarctica as a continent. In addition, the expedition’s 

numerous botanical, geological, and zoological specimens 

formed some of the earliest collections of the newly established 

Smithsonian Institution. 

Alejandro Malaspina (1754-1809) 

The Malaspina expedition, 1789-1794. Andrew David, 

Felipe Fernandez-Armesto, Carlos Novi, Glyndwr 

Williams, eds. London: The Hakluyt Society, 2001. 

The Spanish navy's expedition to the Pacific Ocean, com¬ 

manded by the Italian-born Alejandro Malaspina, with Jose 

Bustamante y Guerra (b. 1759) as his second in command, was 

the most ambitious and successful exploring voyage that 

Spain undertook in the eighteenth century. Unlike any other 

voyage of comparable scope, virtually no contemporary 

accounts of its accomplishments were published. The only 

related account from the time was Relacion del viage hecho por 

las goletas Sutil y Mexicana en el aho de 1792, published in 

Madrid in 1802. It reported on a subsidiary voyage to explore 
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the Strait of Juan de Fuca but does not even mention the main 

expedition of which it was a part. 

The first publication of an account of Malaspina's full con¬ 

tribution appeared in Russian in 1824, and it was not until 

1987-1999 that a comprehensive edition of its documents and 

reports appeared in Spanish. This Hakluyt Society volume is 

the first publication of Malaspina's journal in English. 

Filling such gaps in the published record and making new 

and important contributions to maritime scholarship, the 

Hakluyt Society, founded in London in 1846, has become the 

world's foremost scholarly organization devoted to publishing 

primary source materials on the history of navigation, world¬ 

wide voyages, and geographical exploration. Also in Britain, 

the Navy Records Society, established in 1891, has published 

naval documents on voyages along with volumes on varied 

aspects of the history of the Royal Navy. 

In the Netherlands, the Linschoten Vereniging, established 

in 1909, publishes volumes on Dutch voyages, while other 

scholarly societies, such as the Instituto de Historia y Cultura 

Naval in Spain, the Champlain Society in Canada, and the van 

Reebeck Society in South Africa, publish similar maritime 

source material as well as other types of documents. Since its 

founding in 1882, the U.S. Navy's Naval Historical Center in 

Washington, D.C., has published several series of documents 

on American naval operations in the period from 1775 to 1865, 

covering the American Revolution, the Barbary Wars, the 

Quasi-War with France, the War of 1812, and the Civil War. 

Fig. 7.12 Luis de Camoes, Os Lusiadas. Lisbon, 1572. 

This is the first edition of the most famous work of 

Portuguese literature, an epic poem celebrating above 

all the Portuguese sea voyages of the fifteenth century. 
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Maritime Fiction and Poetry 

Luis de Camoes (15247-1580) 

Os Lusiadas. Lisbon, 1572. 

This epic poem from the sixteenth century established the 

author, Luis de Camoes, as Portugal's greatest national poet. 

The Lusiads has had an enormous cultural impact in Portugal 

and has been translated into numerous other languages. It 

describes the voyage of Vasco da Gama to India, but it is not a 

history in verse; rather, this is poetic fiction inspired by an his¬ 

torical event. Little is known of the poet's life, although it 

appears that after a wild youth he spent sixteen years in India 

and China. After being shipwrecked and enduring much suf¬ 

fering, he eventually returned to Portugal in 1570. The copy 

shown here is from the first edition, (fig. 7.12) 

William Falconer (1732-1769) 

The shipwreck, a poem. Philadelphia, 1788. 

William Falconer's work, in its successful blending of nautical 

terminology and neoclassical phrases, anticipated the romantic 

maritime literature of the nineteenth century. In this narrative 

poem, Falconer describes seamanship as a well-developed 

technology and the ship as a complex technological system. 

This eighth edition, published in Philadelphia twenty-five 

years after Falconer first published his poem in London in 

1762, testifies to the wide appeal of the work on both sides of 

the Atlantic. 

The history of Constantius & Pulchera: or constancy 

rewarded. Norwich, Connecticut, 1796. 

This anonymous, popular romance was the first attempt by an 

American writer to make extensive use of maritime elements 

in prose fiction. In the story, first published in Boston in 1794, 

the hero is snatched from the arms of his lover by a British 

press gang off the coast of Delaware. Relieved to hear of this, 

the father of the heroine sends his daughter to France to find 

a better and wealthier suitor. En route to France, a British ship, 

indeed the very ship on which the impressed hero serves, cap¬ 

tures her ship. The two lovers are momentarily reunited, but 

two shipwrecks, capture, escape, and subsequent rescue follow 

before the pair finally have their "constancy rewarded." 

The recent bibliographical studies of James Raven and 

Antonia Forster on the English novel between 1770 and 1799 

show that maritime material was increasingly exploited during 

this period as a new direction to revive the novel form and to 

provide the context for a range of new adventure tales. It was 

a moment when some literary critics feared that the novel had 

exhausted its attraction. Some of the new popular fiction in 

this period, such as The History of Constantins & Pulchera, fea¬ 

tured heroines and lovers caught in the turmoil of world 

events while others used fiction to tell age-old stories against 

the background of exotic lands in the distant corners of the 

British empire. 

Philip Morin Freneau (1752-1832) 

The poems of Philip Freneau, written chiefly during the 

last war. Philadelphia, 1786. 

Philip Freneau was the first important American writer to use 

nautical elements in serious poetry. A shipmaster and a jour¬ 

nalist, Freneau was also the first writer since Falconer to narrate 

maritime events in English verse. In his twenty-page poem, 

"The British Prison Ship," written in 1780, Freneau tells of the 

capture of his ship and his subsequent experience in a British 

prison ship anchored in the Hudson River. Freneau wrote a 

number of other poems on maritime topics, including 

"Columbus to Ferdinand," "On the New American Frigate 

Alliance," "On Paul Jones's Engagement with the Serapis," 

"Captain Jones's Invitation," "Verses Made at Sea in a Heavy 

Gale," and "Song on Captain Barney's victory over the ship 

General Monk." 

James Fenimore Cooper (1789-1851) 

The Red Rover. Philadelphia, 1828. 

James Fenimore Cooper was the first writer in America to 

make extensive use of maritime materials in his novels. 

According to the literary scholar Margaret Cohen, Cooper was 

the inventor of the literary genre of sea fiction, which went 

on to international fame and endured across the nineteenth 

century. Joseph Conrad was a great admirer of Cooper, whose 

works he preferred to those of Capt. Frederick Marryat 

(1792-1848), the pioneer of sea fiction in Great Britain who 

was also inspired by Cooper. 

Experienced at sea from his service as a midshipman in the 

U.S. Navy, Cooper also was the author of the first serious his¬ 

tory of the Navy. The success of Cooper's sea novels derived 

partly from the fact that until the 1840s, Americans were as 

interested in the open sea as a source for adventure as they 

were in the opening of the West of the continent. Ironically, 

Cooper is most widely remembered today for his "Leather¬ 

stocking tales" of backwoods adventure. 

In The Red Rover, Cooper builds on a characterization of the 

superstitions of the crew of the Royal Caroline and descriptions 

of the townspeople in Newport, Rhode Island, to create an 

image of his hero. 

On loan from The John Hay Library, Brown University. 
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